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Butz Resigns 

Secretary Earl Butz handed President Ford his resignation 
Monday, saying it was the price for "gross indiscretion" -- a 
racial slur that was becoming an issue in the 1976 presidential 
campaign. 

Butz apologized for his remarks about blacks and said in 
a statement, ''By taking this action, I hope to remove even the 
appearance of racism as an issue in the Ford campaign." (CBS) 

He said his decision was entirely voluntary, and there 
was "no pressure" from the White House. "President Ford is 
a decent man with high moral values, who insists that every 
American be treated equally and with dignity," said Butz. 
''Every member of his administration must and does subscribe 
to the same values." (CBS) 

Teary-eyed after meeting with Ford Monday, Butz read to 
reporters his resignation letter saying, "I sincerely apologize 
for any offense that may have been caused by the unfortunate 
choice of language used in a recent conversation and reported 
publicly." 

Ford Rowan said Butz' usual bounce and pinch were gone. 
Butz said, "I want to say that this was completely my own de-
cision in terms of what I felt would be in the best interest 
of the President and the campaign for election and of govern-
ment itself. This is the price I pay for the gross indiscretion 
in a private conversation. The use of a bad racial commentary 
in no way reflects my real attitude. By taking this action, I 
hope to remove. even an appearance of racism as an issue in the 
Ford campaign." (Networks) 

The President did not want to be photographed with Butz 
so he arrived to talk to reporters about a half hour later. (NBC) 

Ford said: "This has been one of the saddest decisions of 
my presidency. Earl Butz has been, and continues to be, a close 
personal friend, and a man who loves his country and all it 
represents. Yet, Earl Butz is also wise enough and courageous 
enough to recognize that no single individual, no matter how 
distinguished his past public service, s.hould cast a shadow over 
the integrity and good will over the American government by his 
comments. For that reason, I have accepted the resignation of 
this decent and good man." (Networks) 

The President refused to take questions, and press aides 
physicaly blocked reporters who tried to ask questions, Bob 
Schieffer reported. (CBS) 

White House officials said Monday night that they did 
nothing to force Butz to resign, Schieffer reported. But they 
conceded that the White House did nothing ti discourage leading 
Republicans in Congress and other Administration members from 
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calling on Butz to step down. Spokesmen refused to say whether 
the President would have fired Butz had he refused to step down. (CBS) 

Ford Rowan said Butz' resignation removes one of the Ford 
Administration's most powerful spokesmen in farm areas where 
President Ford hopes to win. "Butz says he will continue to 
campaign for Mr. Ford. It is hard to see how he can be much 
help after leaving office in disgrace," Rowan said. (NBC) 

ABC's Tom Jarriel reported, "Even though Earl Butz is out, 
the matter of his departure is certain to linger as a political 
controversy. Those who wanted him fired outright for his dis-
taseful comments on blacks will get little satisfaction in the 
manner of his departure. But candidate Ford was in a no-win 
position, and his campaign has encountered plenty of other 
problems. One political source described it as 'like trying 
to make water run uphill.'" (ABC) 

NOC led with the 2:40 Butz story, showing Butz reading 
his statenent and then tie President addressing rep::,rters. Ford 
Rowan wrapped up the spot with his cament. 

CB.5 led with the Butz story, which included film of Butz 
am Fo:rd's White House statements and a cornnent by Schieffer before 
the White House. '!he story ran 2:40, foll~ by 2:40 of reaction stories. 

AOC led with the 2:05 story, which include:i Tom Jarriel 
reparti~ from tie WH. His report included film of Butz and Ford 
address~ tie press in the brief~ roan. 'Ihe story was followed 
with 3:10 of reaction and followup stories. AP,UPI,Networks - (10/4/76) 

, 
Reaction Varied on Butz Resignation 

Sen. Edward Brooke said Secretary Butz' resignation after 
making a racial slur was "good for the country," but Undersecretary 
John Knebel called Monday a sad day for American agriculture. 

Brooke said the resignation has "hurt the President some, 
but no irreparable damage" has been done. He added that "every day 
Earl Butz had remained in office, more harm would have been done 
to the President." 

Sen. George McGovern said, in a separate statement that 
the resignation "was inevitable. No man can slander an entire 
race and remain in public office today. The time of the racial 
slur has passed. His most recent comments are only the most 
blatant examples of an attitude I have long felt disqualified 
him from serving in the high position he has occupied." 

Oregon Gov. Bob Straub called Butz "a bigot," and said his 
resignation was "entirely appropriate." 

Sen. Robert Byrd, the assistant Democratic Leader, said Ford 
should have fired Butz the moment he learned of the offensive state-
ment, instead of trying to ride out a wave of public reaction and 
acting out of "political expediency." (NBC) 
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Sen. Jacob Javits said he was "gratified at the 
vindication of the American system." 

Rep. Paul Findley (R-Ill.} called Butz "the greatest 
secretary of agriculture in American history," but said he acted 
wisely in resigning. 

President of the National Farmers Organization Staley 
called Ford's action a good thing because the incident made 
public "his cynical attitude towards people." 

But some farm groups had called on Ford to retain Butz. 
"It would be a tragedy if this distinguished and compassionate 
man should be forced from office because of an unwise comment 
which is totally out of keeping with his basic character," 
Allan Grant, President of the American Farm Bureau Federation, 
said Monday before learning of the resignation. 

"It's unfortunate and it shouldn't have been said, but most 
people are guilty of telling ethnic jokes at one time or anotehr," 
said Roy Keppy, National Chairman of Farmers for Ford. "Some 
farmers said they would forgive Ford for the embargo, but if 
he let Butz go, they wouldn't be so happy about it," he said. 

Dale Butz, Illinois Farm Bureau President, and the former 
Secretary's younger brother, said his brother was a political 
casuality, calling the Secretary's remark innocent and defending 
his record. 

NBC's Al Johnson interviewed farmers in Illinois and their 
reaction was varied with the individual: 

'' I think he did a good job for farmers while he was 
Secretary of Agriculture. I supported Butz, not necessarily in 
everything that he said, but as a whole." 

We're sorry he made the statement that he did. We think 
he's the first real secretary of agriculture this country has ever 
had and he's done a tremendous job." 

"During this tirne we have seen our surpluses disappear 
and I think it's been good for the farmers." 

"I don't think he should have been in there in the 
first place. I think he was put in there for big business and 
it took a long time to find out, but they found out." 

As far as dairying was concerned, he let us down." 
"I have mixed emotions, I'm sorry to see him leave 

under the circumstances. I hate to see him hurt Ford's campaign." 
Randy Daniels reported the central Illinois farmers sympathize 

with Butz, defending his record and playing down his ethnic hurnot(CBS ) 
CBS' 1:00 report in:::lu:led reactions from Carter, Dole, Brooke. 

A special #3, 1:15 rE?)rt on the farm reaction inclu:ied film of Stanley, 
Dale Butz and central Ill. fanners. 

NOC's l:Su report feature:1 an anchor report on Brooke and 
Byrd's corments arrl the interview with Ill. fanrers. AP,UPI,Networks (10/4) 
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Butz Talks with ABC 

Butz spoke with ABC News before its program Monday night. 
Barbara Walters said she asked him if he thought Jimmy Carter will 
use the incident leading to his resignation to damage President 
Ford. Butz told her since he resigned for his indiscretion, 
Jimmy Carter should now "step up to the plate himself and 
resign for his indiscreet remarks in Playboy." 

Harry Reasoner speculated "that the Carter camps' reply to 
that would be that there is a good deal of difference between a 
verbal indiscretion about your own views, and a real slur on a 
whole section of Americans." Butz said he meant the remark as 
a joke, and has told it many times before. 

He told Walters a friend of his in the Administration 
remarked, "If a black person were in trouble, Earl Butz would 
be the first one to pitch in to help." 

Reasoner commented, "The Administration may just have felt 
that the last thing they need is a humorous late Mr. Butz." (ABC) 
ABC -- (10/4/76) 

Butz Helped Callaway 

NBC reported Monday, after obtaining a copy of a Senate 
subcommittee investigation on Howard Callaway and his ski resort, 
that the committee concluded Sec. Butz had a hand in helping 
Callaway to obtain more land. 

The committee said the whole thing was a sorry story of 
partiallity and favoritism. NBC -- (10/4/76) 

FORD/DOLE CAMPAIGN 
Dole Says Butz Made Right Decision 

Sen. Bob Dole said Monday that Sec. Butz "made the right 
decision" in resigning because of his derogatory remark about blacks 
that had stirred a weekend furor in Ford's election campaign. 

Dole told reporters in Washington he had anticipated that 
Butz' resignation would result from the uproar generated by what 
Butz had earlier described to him as the telling of "a 50-year~old 
joke." 

Dole said Butz' remark was "very tasteless, and one that I 
couldn't swallow." Dole added that the President is "a man of 
decency and integrity'' and he made the right decision. (CBS) 
AP,UPI,CBS -- (10/4/76) 
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Dole blames the game , I 
he's playing himself , , ! 

-~-.~- .. l 
By J,on M~~gol is depeodh]g: on his audience, Doi~· seemed 1 

. . to have:trouble wt month keping track l 
CllfClff ntlluM ,.,_ senta · . - · . of . his own position on a controversia\.1 
PC>R'11.AND. Me.-sea. Robert Dote . .California fann: labor law. - ,( ' 

didn't play any games at the Cumber- First he opposed the proposed law, 1 
land Fair. . !>ac:ked by labor. Ten days later; speak--, 

He petted a priZe-wiming sheep, drew · . mg · to Mexican-Americans, he insisted, : 
the winning ticket for the baby.beef lot• . "I have 1110t taken a public stand" on the:1 tery; am cha:ked out the blue-ribbon ballot proposition to insure fair .labor~ 

.·quilts. · But he didn't go near the· game· practices. ·. -i ' 1 area. . . ,· ' 
Not that Dole playsc no . games. The· LATE LAST WEEK. at the reported·• 

RepubllcaD . ~ential .. candidate · direction of the President Ford Commit- . 
bas 'been playing polltical hard-ball all tee, Dole attacked _a Carter statement.; 
around the coantry in recent days. It's . on wdng property owned by churches. · 

. just Uiat he's ti,ying to appear as though· In . an interv:i~ in a Seventh-Day ,Ad- • 
he's aot p1:aying a game. · , ventists' magazme, Carter had been , 

Dole's job is to paint Jimmy carter as . asked about taxing:. church property : 
a typical politiciaD who changes ··ms "such as publishing houses, clmrch insti-
mmd, dissembles, and tries· "to cloud tutions,. etcetera." . . · 

· every -issue and mislead our people in Carter's answer was, , "I would favor. 
his attempt to be · all thmgs. to all peo- the taxation .of churcll properties other· 
I ,, . . . .. - ; - than th church itsell " . p e. _ . , . . e . . . 

TO DO THIS. Dole sometimes has to "WHAT•s ms pGsftlon?" Dole said. 
change· his· mind, dissemble. and cloud "Is he talking about income tu, proper-
an issue. , ty or whab7" The interview iJldicat., 

'I1lis is certa1Dl,y not unprecedented in eel that Carter \ was ask¢ about state 
politics, and up to a poi%& it is widely. and local property taxes. · . 

. accepted. It is called play1ng the game. . As to Dole's own view on church taxa-
The dliferecne is Dole is trying to tion, he's not talking. "I'm not the poll-
pretend that~ JS the-only one rplay- cy-maker," said the candidate, who of., · 
mg the game. · , ten discusses policy. "He [Carter] is-

It doesn't always work. running f.or President." , 
One 'day last week; for instance, Dole - · When one reporter persisted Dole 

chastised Carter for holding an off-the- turned . away rudely and asked, "Any-
record meeting with~- in wmch · bodyelse..haveany questions?" -
he reportecBy ~pl~,abo~ the way - · Ilole is Il0t generally unpleasant, and 

they were covenng his catnI,>atgn. he is certai.nly not humorless. Much of 
· Then, · later that same·: day, Dole · rus: humor is directed at lbmlself~ 
charged that the New York Times was 
"part of the Carter operatkln" and was 
slanting the news against the Ford-Dole 
ticket. ·-

AND THOUGH HE constanUy. charges. 
that..~ keeps qi~ ~ 1 P?Sitions 

BUT THE. . CA.1\IP AIGN seems to he 
taking its toll on the candidate. Dole is · 
bearing the · brunt of the Republican ; 
campaign as President Ford spends . 
most of his time in Washington, and the 
long days can be tiring. . 

. . . ,,.,_ ... • • . . .. .. 

Chicago Tribune, 
10/4/76 
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Carter Says Ford Showed Lack of Leadership with Butz 

Jimmy Carter criticized President Ford Monday for "total lack 
of leadership" in handling the Earl Butz affair and said the 
Agriculture Secretary should have been fired immediately when his 
racial remarks were first publicized. 

On the way to San Francisco for his second debate with Ford, 
Carter unleashed some of his strongest words of the campaign against 
the President. "Earl Butz never should have been secretary of 
agriculture and he should have been fired a long time ago," Carter 
told reporters at the Denver airport. "I believe the way this 
whole embarrassing and disgusting episode was handled by President 
Ford shows a continuation of the lack of leadership. Instead of 
making his decision on what was right and best for the country, 
he very carefully waited until he assessed public opinion polls 
to see what was right politically, and when the political pressure 
got so great on him from his own people, then he finally accepted 
Earl Butz' resignation." (Networks) 

"I think he should have done it immediately." Carter did 
not use the routine quotes from his standard speech on foreign 
policy and defense, as he continued to make a mystery of how he 
would approach Ford on those subjects in Wed. night's second debate. 

Later, as Carter addressed 2,000 cheering people on a downtown 
Denver street corner, Carter said, "This has been a good day for us. 
I have found out Earl Butz resigned;. I don't think he ever should 
have been secretary of agriculture to begin with and I'm glad he's 
out. " (NBC) 

ABC's Sam .Donaldson reported that Carter has the "psychological 
advantage" going into the second debate. "Thanks to the Earl Butz 
affair," Donaldson said, "it is Carter who is on the attack." 

Later Carter spoke to a Catholic Charties Convention at 
which he did not mention abortion but said he is committed to 
preserving the American family. 

CB.S' #2 report, running 1:00, included various politicians' 
reactions, includ.in; carter's. 

NOC's #3 report, followi.rxJ reaction to Butz resignation, ran 
2:10 and showed film of Carter arriving at the Denver airport, -t:hen 
addressing a Denver street corner cra-.d. The spot errle1 with film 
sh::>win:J Carter addressin; catholic group, with a voiceover by Bob 
Jamieson. 

ABC's #2 story ran 1:55. It followed~ Butz story and 
irx:ltrled film of carter at the airport and addressing a Denver crCM:l. 
M', UPI ,Networks - (10/ 4/76) 
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Carter Would Use Presidency Against TV Violence 

Democrat Jimmy Carter would use the power of the presidency 
to "deplore excessive violence" in television programming, ac-
cording to an interview with TV Guide magazine released Monday. 

In the interview, Carter said, "I believe that there is a 
legitimate role to be played by national leaders, certainly in-
cluding the President, to express concern about elements in our 
society." 

Carter said that while he would "never attempt ••• to censor 
the television, news or other information media, I would not 
hesitate as President to speak out as a leader of our country 
to deplore excessive violence in programming." UPI-:- (10/4/76} 

DEBATES 

VP Debates In Houston 

The October 15 vice presidential debates will be held 
in Houston's Alley Theater, near the downtown civic center, NBC 
reported Monday. NBC -- (10/4/76} 

, 
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1fiiiM,urPrise in nexfdebate? 
· · · . .. . - • · By Godfrey Sperli_ng _Jr. · 

/ Washington 
. The significant element in the first Nixon-

Kennedy debate which was so obviously lack-
ing in the first Ford-Carter debate was the Jn• 
gredient of- surprise. . ' 

- The memory of that 1960 TV confrontation 'is 
still vivid: Kennedy, the Y9ung whippersnap-
per was in command. · Nixon· was not. It was 
stunning - exhilarating to the Democrats, dis-
heartening· to Nixon supporters who continued 
to say that they couldn't _ _!:,elieve . what . they 
saw. I - . 

tellectually. But M,r. Ford showed he was a 
conversant with the facts as his qtiick-talkin! 
opponent. The . President if he did nothing els1 
was able to erase the imag~ of being a bum 
bler of not being very bright: This, of itsell 
may have accounted for his being able to gait 
the ·edge over. Carter in the pe_rception of tht 
gq million viewers. 

But there was no big surprise -:-- nothing like 
1960. In 1960 the debates really were o.ver afte1 
the first one. A surprising knockout blow had 
been dell'vered. But not this time. 

Oil this particular evening Kennedy, quite So the two meet again on Wednesday. And 
obviously, appeared more confident than his there could be a decisive blow struc.lc· in this 
opponent, and he was m~re assertive. _· In sum, encounter. 
he looked more presidential. . . • A veteran participant in Democratic affairs, 

. . .. , , ·• who has been a part of Mr. Carter's planning 
· rrus- reporter appeared · on a network: TV for the debates, says that the public is likely to _ 

panel immediately after the debate and .gave be "greatly surprised" on Wednesday by the 
an appraisal that was, roughly, -a.long that line Democratic candidate's "aggressiveness." 
- that it was a standoff, but that the public "He's se~to hit the_President hard." · 
might well view the tired; gaunt Vice-President "There. will be no quiet; reflective com--
( still .recuperating from .a knee injury) as the mentary from Carter this time," the informant 

· loser. The outcry of unhappiness over this as- - says. "Instead, he'll be off the mark fast, 
sessrrtent • was immediate and shrill. I was be- charging the President with getting tqo little 
sieged with phone calls from angry _Nixonites. from and giving too much to the Soviets on de-
But the interesting element in these calls. was tente, accusing Ford.of 'giving up' on Eastern 
this : almost always the· caller, after cooling Europe, and blasting the President for his 
down. would admit that he or she was dis- anns sales to the Saudis and his willingness to . 

- ~ppointed in Nixon's performance. Th~-- go along with the Arab boycott." 
"lixori fans had expected Nixon to deliver a Mr. Carter's highly assertive style, in which 
knockout·blow - and he didn't. And they hadn't he will seek to put the President on the defen-
heen happy with Nixon's lack of zip, his failure sive. will be the "big surprise" of the debate -
to_ take the initiative. I still remember one this man says, "And," he adds, "it will make 
caller saying sadly, "I know Nixon looked bad · Carter look. so good it may well turn the de- · 
- buy why did you have to say it?" . bates in his favor." 
· The calls, wires, and letters of protest died The President, . too, has.. the capacity to 

;down within a day when conservative publica, spring a.-major surprise, one that might over-
tions. like the Chicago Tribune,.conflrmed the whelm... his opponent. For ·example, what if he 
assessment of a disappointing Nixon · perfor- · ·should-.be discussing detente and then add: "It· 
mance. And, very soon, Nixon himself was ad- is not appropriate to go into the details here, 
1riitting that he had come. out ·second best in-- but there has been significant movement to-
the debate in the eyes of the voters ·;.. although ward an arms-limitation agreement with- the 
he tended to blame the make-up or the make- Soviets - and I will have further to say on this 
up men or a combination of both for the nega- in the next day or two." · 
live 1 µnage he portrayed on camera. 'Later Or Mr. Ford might announce· some other 
'.'Jixon blamed the ,outcome of that first debate breakthrough in foreign affairs - perhaps the 
for his razor-edge loss to Kennedy in the elec- firming up of peace in·southern Africa. 
lion.' - Mr. Ford obviously has the potential within 

There was a little bit of a surprise in this his hands for delivering a thunderbolt in the 
vear's first · debate. Many Democrats had midst of a debate. 
~ther thought the "smart" Jimmy Carter \ r_ 

•ould bedazzle the -"dumb" Jerry Ford. That Mr. Sperling is chief of the Washington 
Jn't happen. . ~either dazzled much in· . bureau of The Christian Science Monitor. 

rmcnitt
Text Box
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Rourid Two: ··I¢age Is the Goal 
. By RoBERT KEATLEY,, ·· ·. '. r · 

WASHINGTON-To appreciate the role 
toreign policy plays In this year's preatden• · 
tlal campaign. It Is Instructive . to review 
the 1960 debates between Richard .Nixon--

. __ and John Kennedy. 
Then, diplomacy was ot paramount con-cem. W\th hindsight, the words used then . 

ileem surprisingly and needlessly belliger-
ent. Both men promised to "stand up to; 
Khrushchev" and hold- back the ''.dan-: 
gerous" Red Chinese, They vowed to · give-· 
the Pentagon bigger . budgets. and to' pour 

. guns and money · Into countries which felt: 
: threatened by communiam. · 

Russian leaders "are fanatical it'en;"' 
warned Mr. Nixon about such Politburo 
members as Leonid Brezhl)ev, whom In the 

i 1970a he would claim· as a friend. "I be-
lieve we should increase our strength all 
over the world," stated Mr. Kennedy, ex-
pressing the . '.'toughness" that helped le!ML 
to U.S. entanglement .In Vietnam. '· ' 

Things are different in·197S. After year.,· 
oi futility In Indochina. two Mideast .wars. 
an oil embargo and assorted other adversi• 
ties In U.S. dealings abroad, there Is .no~ 
zeal for foreign crusades in either party. 
nor among the. general public. Tltis l\u,be-
come the age of caution and detente .. Soviet ·· 
leaders are still thought to be a bit nasty at · 
heart but are- also considered men who can1 
be dealt with; the Qunese viewed a.s , 
nearly friends. Recent events In Africa 
prove the U.S. has no :r.est for shipping its .. 
youth and . treasure into o.verseas baWes • . 
Voters' concerns are mainly economic. 

"This Is the most domeattcally oriented 
campaign since the 1930s.'' says Patr:tck 
Caddell, Jimmy Carter's chief pollster . . 
"The . national a(!tnda Is · a dqmestic 
agenda.'' . : -~';: -1 

The fact that c·auuon and conciliation 
dominate .American .attitudes toward.. the- · 

. world today helps explain _ why candi~~-j 
Carter and President Ford. In broad terms. , 

· support similar foreign policies. Bolh favor 
detente and Mideast peace talks,. neither 
wants further spread of nuclear weapons. 
both ,hope to improve economic relations .i 
,vith poor countries but without maaalve , 
new aid programs, and both want toe ., 
strengthen ties wi_th 1Japan and Western 
Europe. , There are differences of degree. 

. and a few of substance, but both have a 
'cautious, conciliatory approach to intema• 
Uonal · 

A.Big Yawn! f 
Thus the second Ford-Carter .debate. to 

!:teal solely with defense and foreign policy; 
m1J,y prove little more stimulating than the 
opener-which bored many viewers with ' 

. talk of taxes and economic growth rates. ' 
The next televised confrontation this Wed• 

• n~sday night could be a big yawn, especially 
since there's no--looming crisis to excite the 
public about International affairs. 

, · ~·t·m a great believer tn.the,theory that l 
this year foreign policy will have · only a 
tertiary effect on the election," says polls• 
ter Peter Hart. "Unlesa something dra· 
matte happens abroad, It will have very, 
very little impaet." . 

Nonetheleu. there a.re a few things each candidate would like to accompllsh 
during the second-. debate. These involve· . 
imagery more than substance. 

In particular. challenger Carter must 
make himself appear competent In a field 
~ere he . has little experience. 'according j 
to campaign aides and· political analysts. 
The public lsn'.t in a mood to run risks in •· 
International affairs. so voters leaning to 
Carter want to . be reassured the former 
Georgia governor will be a sltfe man at the 
helm. "The RepubllC1.1-11S" want to portray 
him as a Southern-fried McGovern. and 
he's not." says a·Carter adviser. referring 
to the erratic reputation the·-1972 Demo-
cratic candidate acquired, fairly or not .. 

So Mr; Carter will. try to appear to be in 
'®mm~ of his facts. and measured•in his . 

opinions. "'nle people want a leader. who Is 
competent. thoughtful and fair." says a 
Carter aide who heads a policy researcti 
projec~ He says projecting such an Image 
is "more Important than winning public 
agreement on particular Issues." 

. The challenger recognizes that he.'s at a 
disadvantage_ In discussing foreign and de· 
·~ -' '?.",~ .. ~ ;.-;;,•· . , -:~;-· ... :·.~:r· -·- : 
fenlie mattl!ln: Mr: F&-d"can-- command 
more facts iuld boast more experience. So· 
Mr. Carter's objective-; as soma see it. will. 
be to hold his own and thus appear to vat-· 
ers aa a reliable decision-maker fn national 
security matt.rs. . . 

As pollster Hart puts. It. what Mr, Car- : 
tel' needs Is a draw-which he could obtain · 
.i>r showing he has good "basic'jµdgm~nt." ·1 

For his part, President Ford will try to 
press his unquestioned ~dvantages. He 
commands the . vast diplomatic, defense . 
and . lntelllgence mechanisms and thus 
should ,appear better lntormed than any rt-· 
val. If'properly briefed. Mr. Ford can dis-
cuss as an Insider the full range ,of present 
and potential problems th• t1.S- faces · 
around the world. _ 
. . Moreover, be has the experience advan-
tage. While Jimmy Carter talks of wanting 
to.take, charge, Mr: ·, Ford ls In charge. He 
already has met the Russians, the Chinese. · 
the Arabs and others, and· the U.S. hasn't 
suffered noticeably for it. He .can boast 
there are no: wars with' Americans In• 
volved, and none threatening. He can cite' 
progress'toward peace In the Mideast and . 
Africa during his tenure, plus Improved re-
fation& with allies and more purposeful dis• 
course with poor nations. 'nlough hardly : 
above criticism, It's not a bad record; 
more important. It doesn't sho,w a bent to- , 
ward taking risks. · 

In addition. Mr. Ford has Henry Klssin· 
ger;. The - sometimes-controversial Secre• · 
tary of State, ls now figured by both Ford1 and Carter aides to be a campaign plus. , 
He ' ls "a substantial asset," says a Ford 
strategist, who cl.aims "one of Ford's big-
gest . assets ts a feellng that he has good 
people, smart people around him. And Kis• · 
singer Is considered one of those good peo- . 
pie.'.'. Presumably, the Secretary's rating 
has climbed since his recent African peace 
.ve~~--' --~ ....... ,.,. . .... . - _. ., 

·•• Mr. Carter· sometimes Inveighs against 
"Lone Ranger" diplomacy but some aides 
agree with the White House that, on bal· 
ance. the Secretary Is a campaign asset. 
Perhaps It's no accident that he'll make 
four speeches within a three week period. · 
1 • And so Mr. Ford will be able to press 
his claims of proven ability, experience 
and steadfastness In managing the national 
security.· He'll talk about strong _ defenses. 
closer alliances. more negotiations and the 
pursuit of _ peace, . . on ~ne . ~f . these 
points can Mr.' Carter make' bastc~obj~c-
tions. ·, . 

This doesn't mean differences don't e.'t• 
I.It, or won't become apparent. 'Particularly 
sinc.e the first debate didn't do much for 
Mr. Carter, the challenger may try in the . 
second round to presa . the lncum_bent· on,/ 
certain issues. 

For one thing, there Is the perennial ls-sue of the . defense budget. Mr. Carter 
wants to cut. it, and argues that he can do· : 
so safely. He talks about.trimming a-y $l5 ' 
billion to ST billion · a year ot Pentagon ·• 

."waste" (Mr; Ford maintains the budget Li 
already "lean">. And in the coming debate 
he'll talk most likely ot. such measures aa 
slowing civilian promotiom within the De-
fense Department; lesa "grade creep," as 
It's called, could easily save $100 million 
yearly, How riveting the .public will find 
such things is another matter, ot course. · 
. f Mr. Ford, In tum, will try to zing his 

challenger on som~ defense specifics. Last 
May Mr. Carter told the Democratic plat• 
form committee that the new Bl strategic 
bomber "Is an example of a proposed sys-
tem which should not be funded and would 
be waste(!ll ot taxpayers' dollars." Now he 
advocates merely delaying a production 
<lecision until early next year; there 's no 
talk of outright cancelation. Mr. Ford, who 
has ·always . wan¥ to charge ahead with 
the Bl program, . is sure to stress this ap-
parent contradiction . . 

An 'Adequate.Defense' -........... 
The President;,·wlll Insist that stopping 

production of new weapons is dangerous, 
especially since the Russians are building 
so many ot their . own. With troop with· 
drawals from ov~rseas and budget cuts, "it 
_would be Impossible to have a defense ade-
quate to ma!ntain our freedom and the 
freedom of our friends," Mr: Ford Insists-

. a sentiment he'll-sure to repeat during the 
debate. 

Mr. Carter will .also talk about curbing 
the spread of nuclear weapons and reduc• 
Ing sales of conventional arms to other 
countries. particularly in the Mldea.st and 
Africa. He will claim the U.S. ts permitting 
policies which make local wars more 
likely. The President will disagree. He con~ 
tends the administration already is work-· 
Ing hard to halt the spread of nuclear 
weapons, while conventional. arms sales 
help moderate friends fend. off radicals 
who have Soviet backing. Since neither 
man wants to stop arms sales abroad com-
pletely ( they agree on aiding Israel, for ex- · 
ample I and both oppose a proliferaJjon of 

,atomic warheads, their differences may 
strike many viewers as not decisive when 
it comes to picJ<inK a President. . 
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[f()r $trong 
::d~fense .. 

By Louis Harri~ 
BY A NARROW 43. to· 38 pe~ cen:.. a 

plurality of the voter-i rejects Jimmy 
Carter's campaign _ po·•tion that defense 
spending should be cut by $S l ,illion t.o ti billion. . . . . . . . . . 
- A 61 to - 23 per cent majori~ of · the 
electorate instead wants to mitke rue 
"our defense preparation and weap-,ns 
are better than those of. any other coun-
try; even if this. means increasing <Je; 
fense snending " · · · -- · -

Since_ the e~d of ~ - Vi~ Nam war 
public backing for defense speoding ha:i 
~ade a steady recovery in put-lie opin-
ion_ Although the fanerican p,eople are 
~ply ·concemed about federal speud-
mg, they have recently taken tJie 'posi-
tion that a cut in the ~ense t1udget ·is 
rather low on their_ list of national prior-
ities. - .- -- · - -

This growing opposition . to s:ich . cuts 
-should not be taken as a signal from the. 
electorate that it wants a. slowdown in 
efforts to achieve . detente and greater 
international cooperation abroad. · · 

_ A lopsided 73-to-16 per cent majority 
wants the l,J. S . . to continue "to try _ t.o 
achieve detente-that is, find more ways 

,.to cooperate.· with Russia and China and 
-_. to find areas of common agreement.,, . An 
even higher 80-to-10 per cent majority 
. suµports efforts to "get agreement with 
· Russia on a reduction of s~rategic nu.cle-
ar arms and missiles." · . · · 

· · . By a_ clear 50 to 25 . per cent, the pub-
lie turns down flhe suggestion that agr~ 
nttnts with Russia and China be slowed 
down, "even if this raises the risks of 
smaller wars breaking - out in parts of 
the .world." · ' . _ - -. . 

ALTHOUGH THEY are reluctant to 
see any sizable cuts in the defense budg-
et, . the pei.ple have a number of criti-

- cisms about the way American foreig!J 
· an_d military_ policies are . b e i n g -con-
ducte-i · · · 

Chicago Tribune, 
_10/4/76 

11 

. ,. . 

• A,- 56-to-2"6 per cent majority fQfflS 1 

'.'the U. S. cutting back ,on the ·amount 
9f , military weapons we. -sell abroad, • 
even· if · other countries continue · to sell . 
weapons." Voters express widespread . 
uneasiness over the escalation t>f arms 
shipments to nearly every part of the 
world, fearing these weapons will · trig-
ger small wars that will ultimately in-
volve the- 'u. · s. : - . ·,. : · ·-' 
· . • By 79. ~o 9 per cent, a majority of · 
the voters favors "the --administration 
consulting more ·with Congress and the 
American , people when making.- agree-
ments with allies and other- countries ·· 
abroad." · 

. Tied closely to this demand for -closer 
cooperation with Congress is the feeling 
that the public itself should be brougnt 
more in~ the process of-setting foreign ~ 

-policy than has been the case. 
• By 62 to 19 per cent, a majority of , 

the voters also favora "the u. S. in.sist-
-ing that some -of our allies, such as ·-
South Korea~ end corruption in- their 
government:I and . repression of some of 

_ their citizens." · 

IN LINE WITH THE desire to -see 
cefense spen~g kept at µigh levels, the -
public supports two international steps . 
involving the use of American power: · . . 

• · By 63 to 19 per cent, a majority of 
the electorate- wants to see "the U.S .. 
strengthening military security ~rrange-
ments with our allies, such as NATO in 
Western Europe." 

• By 74 to-14 per cent, a sizable ma-
jority would . favor this country. "taking 

. the lead in setting up an international 
police force that will crack down · on rur 
hijackers and guerrillas who take. violent. 
action arOUlld the world;'t.. ' 

Support for the 'role of the United 
States . as a central negotiator in dis-
putes ·between other countries is evident 
in' the 68 to 15 per cent majority who 
back this country "keeping the lead in 
trying to get a negotiation of a peaceful 
settlement between lsr3el and the Arab 

- nations. in the Middle East." 
. in all, the current . set of _public 
opinion on the eve of the second key 
Ford-Carter debate is generally suppor-
tive: of the "peace-through-strength" ap-
proach" .emphasized. by the: administra•-' 
tion, _ ,_, , :: :.,: _; ~--~-_ : _, ·- · . .-. 
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Strategy ELECTION 

What · dff W~ Want: a~reTIVal__qr a 
JMIES WIEGHART 

W- ASillNGTON-T h e voter's -
dilemma in this bic~tennial 

presidential election year. is - in 
somewhat ov!!rsimplified terms_ - . to 
choose between-more of the ·same kind 
of leadership or..c.to.· opt for sweeping, 
but" still largely undefined, change. -: 

-to Ford's modest prt>gram ·of holding r· __ . e·_ ·st '~-t_ 0. ·p?!-down· :federal sl)ffld{ng, paring down 
the federal government and working 
to-ward a. balanced budget, would seem 

The fact tha.t- the NIC. between 
President Ford and Democrat Ji.mm~ 
Carter -is_ tightening up in· the finaF· 
month before election day ts an indica. · · 
tion that the choice ls not an easy one 

· to make for many Americans •. 
· For those who look at life in the · 

United States ·through a glass darklr, 
a. call for ·change, however· vague, seems 
attractive._ With _unemployment _ at an 

to cast this year's contt>~t for tb,e pres-
idency· along very conveti.tional lines. 
Ford has assumed the role of an orth-
odox. Republican conservator of the 
status quo -an_d Carter fs cast as the 
innovst.ing candidate for change. 
• - Tb.a~ (4rter sees the_ contest in th.ts 

light. ie cl e a:r :!r~m his campaign · 
speeches in which he places himself in 

· the Ii-ne. of succession of ltooQevelt; 
Truman, - KenMdy _ and Johnson whi~ _ 
he tags Ford on- the tail end of a - GOP 
list of H1trding, _Coolidge, Hoover- and. 
Nixon. skfpping Eisenhower. . 

If that· was all there was ·to this 
year'3 race, . Carter should have the elec- _ 
tion in·-tne i>ag._ Given the choice be-
tween the . likes of Rooseveft, Truman, 
Kennedy and Johnson against the 0 

.,,,_ successor to Harding, Coolidge, Hoover, 
· · and Nixon, can there .be a real question .- · 

of how the country-would respond? · ·; 
Yet; Carter's early lead continues to 

unacceptably high rate of 7.9%, with -· dwindlelmd the momentum appears to 
inflation running-at an annual rat~ or have shifted to . Ford, and with little 
over 6% and· with. the nation's racial, over· four weeks to go, the efection 
energy, health,- transportation and ur- - promises to be a close one. To under-
ban problems · going unattended, there _ ,stand wh'l(' this is so, one only needs to _ 
is evidence- enough to build a. case for -- examine - w,fiy Carter fails - to· .mention. 
reform.-- - -- · - · - Eisenhower in his listing of · Ford's .

1
, 

This is "'the heart of Jimmy Carter's Republicall' predecessors. · 
appeal. The · oii'e-tl!rm Georgia governor • · •• 

presents a politically drai-ned country Dwight D. Eisenhower ·was a ''safe" 
1 

with a fresh ~ace, an anti-Washington President who was expected to give a 
~osture and a promise for change. very jittery po-pulace a nuich .needed ; 

· Conversely, for those with . a more-• rest from the tumultuous -shocks of·the , 
upbeat view of where .the nation is on ·. G1·eat Depress-ion, World War II, the : 
its 200th anniversary, a little more of Cold War- and Korea. Ike was, fn .-that . 
the same,_ sweetened by promises of sense, _the antithesis of FDR, who wu · 
mild reform,• less gevei:nment- and still the one- President tn ,our lifetime to be 
better times ahead, so·unds like the voted an _ i>vewhelming mandate fo~~-
safer· way to go. cnange. . . 

Surely - things are better now- than - Ike knew., this and_ rejected· the coun-
when Ford took ove~ two. - yean sel of party conservatives who expected 
ago with the dec!aration that the na- him.. to dismantle the New Deal and 
tional Watergate nightmare was over. · · Fai·r"°·Deal and-return the nation to the 
Ford has restored trust in the White l~it- government -of tll.'" ·:--,1920s. In- .· 
House, tamed the ruinou_s double-digit stc ... ,l,-he provided eight ye..-rs. . of rela- : 
Inflation- and guided the economy to a tive tranqu1llity and set, tire~ 'stage for : 
steady recovery from the deepest reces- new leadership pledged to get the coun-
sion since the 1930s. try moving again-in 1960. :.-

Carter's promise of bold change- - What Carter has learned belatedly is 
he would rewrite the tax laws, revamp that the United States is not·. looking 
the federal bureaucracy and institute for another FDR .'or 'John F. Kennedy or 
comprehensive national health care and e_ven a ~rry S. Tru~an. . After: 16 

_ federally guaranteed job~ontra~~-!L. --~ .,._of·_ inte.:.~~o~ ;:- assassina-
. - .. ··-- _.":' 

New York Daily News,10/4/76 

.... ·--.,;. -
~0!1S, Vietnam, massive unrest in · the · 
c~t1es a:'1d · on the campuses, economic- : 
dislocation llnd the corruption and 
abuse of power symbolized by Water-
f&_te_ - the country is once· again badly 
m need of rest and recuperation. · Al-
though Americans, more than any other 
-P~ople, appear r~ad.y to accept change 
nght n~w, they- seem _to need time -to 
get their ~reath and their b_earings be-
fo_re making . . another d.ramatic - break 

-with the past. • 
_ ·Ford's _initial 'political weakness was 
that .!t_!! d~d ·not appear to be a strong 

_;i,nd certain _enough leader to · provide 
the stability that many voters desired 
But in beating back Ronald Reagan'; 
challenge and in holding Iiis own with 
the Democratic Congress, Ford had 
~anaged . to _1hoz:e . up his Image and _ 

· stre1;1gth@n the public· perception of his 
presidency, • 

_ Carter's early strength came from 
.. his image as a smilfna- -but firm outsid-
_· er who promised to restore confidence 
- and trust to; government, aiong · with · 

..:.compassion, decency, morality and 
hard wo~k: His early promise Ot en~~;.. . 
-was sufficiently unspecified so as not.to 

. alarm anyone. . 
. ~ut ·since he wrapped up the Demo~ -

. c:a~c · nomination, Carter has altered 
his image. He_ endorsed a liberal party 
platform calling for national health 
care and a _massive f~eral jobs pro- _ 
gram and picked as his running mate 
one of the toughest liberals in the Sen- . 
ate. Carter has become . more strident· 

_ and aggressive on the campaign trail · 
t~ereby · projecting himself as an abra~ 
sive apostle of change. 

- __ Mean"!'hile, Ford's low-key cam-
paign, built chiefly around bill signings . 
and ceremonial statements Issued from 
~he White · ~ouse, with periodic forays 
!nto the hustings, has capitalized on his . 

, incumbency apd projected an image of 
"the President ·at work." 

_ Thus, while 'Carter's campaign- ls 
aimed at stirring up· the electorate 
Ford's !~ designed to reassure th~ · 
voter. If A~ericans are indeed looking 
for a respite rather th,an ·revival, ft · ' 
would seem that the Ford campaign 

_ not Car!er's, is on ·tr_ack. ' ' 
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Califorrii~ ~n enigma, could . he: keyJo electioll ------o• 
- -- ; FORD'S- POLLS- NOW show -C~r- l . It is in these commUl11t10--pJaces 11&...-, 

'leading in'\the state by 5 per cent whlle Pasadena, Burbank. and the San Fer-:- i 
' -Clllcm _r,111une. p,... s1n1ct • Carter's ~wn polls s_how him ahead by _ nando Valley-that the economic issue is : 
·LOS ANGELES-Mike Curb·ls a politi,,' -.only 3 points. · . _ the most powerful. ' 

By Michael Coakley 

cal realist. · , , ' _ _. .. Stra_tegists in both campaigns gf,neral- BEA VIL y DEPENDENT on the ae- ) 
"I honestly belle•e," he says, 1'that i( ·Iy believe the surveys are accurate, but r.ospace .and ·defense L11dustries, -un~m- , 

we don't · win in California, we -will not caution· -that the situation is confusing ·· ployment is still high in- t,hese ~eas-- : 
hobi the presidency." · because- neither · candidate appears to whiclJ should help cartei-but not as · 

Curb, the Republican national co~t- have a solid hold on bis-party's normal · high as· a year ago. - ·' 
teeman from the nation's most populous bases of support. · · · This ~ar•s coovenuonai political wis- \ 
statt; wu merely giving public vent to, M the- ~mocratic can~ate, . Carter · dom holds that it would be virtually 
the private thoughts -.of leaders of both · should be able to count on firm backing · impossible f.or Ford to be elected unless 
major parties· aa the critical battle for'. - among- the state's black and Spaniah- · he carries California and· that' it would · 
California.begins to take shape. · r speaking voters, as well as the sizable be pretty.tough for Carter, even if the 

Both . President Ford -and his Demo- lioeral community. . Sou~remains solid. : 
cratic . clJallenger. Jimmy carter, will . So far, however, Democratic Party , If this is true-, the traditional vagaries.~ 
campaign here this week in conjunction registration drives · among minority or Golden Stat~ politics compounded by ) 
with their second debate Wednesday groups have been disappointing, and the this year'a unusual set ol circumstances , 
night in San Francisco. · liberals appear lukewarm to the Carter __ could _ Ill~e • th~ national election _a. 

. , , _ candidacy; . . -- -
THEY WILL CONFRONT S.;..~,.- squ. eaker right up to Nl)v. " _an.i..- the · . - - a --- - ·· PRIVATELY, CARTER aides fret that · " u 

predictable in the most predictable of their candidate's recent sex-and-morali,. . closing of · the polls up and down tlie 
times-that is proving to be the biggest · ty interview with Playboy magazine- Pacific Coast. 
enigma of the national campaign. 

Carter and .Ford are at the root of the which is causing. him problems among:. 
problem. Neither has anything even ap- Bible Belt Protestants offended by bis, 
proaching. a political base in California. • · language and his comments on adultery 

of the heart-may also lead to difficul- · . 
. And complicating their mission still·· ties with free-thinking Californians con- 1 

further, both must rely· on the support- , · cerned by his reaffirmation· of funda-
-ers of two forml!t' home-grown oppo- , 
nents if they-are to 9Vercome this-weak- mentalist religious beliefs. . . 
ness. _ , · At the · same time, Carter has sho~ ·· 

- F<>rd, dobbered by -Ronald Reagan in : · strength in areas normally considered : 
the June primary, now faces a GOP Republican~ such as -San Diego and: or- '· 
orianization throughout California: that ange- counties and the conservative San -
· d · · eel '" •• , Joaquin Valley. _ _ , 
IS ommat · •Y Reagawtes who;. in ., Ford's strategists are trying - desper: 
many cues, are showing little • incllna- : ately to shore up their candidate In -. ?OD to join ranks. , - -, _ - - ·j th~ areas but are plagued by the bit- ' , 
' CARTER,. WHO ~BEit an equal- -1 terness ·of t~ -unreconstruated Reagan- : 

iy. ignominious- primary defu.t at the j ites. i 
. .hands of California Gov. Edmund G. ·; _ Things got so bad at a recent Republi- 1 

-"Jerry" Brown Jr. enjoys more o~ward : can "unity'' convention in Anaheim that : 
party unity. But it is obviQQS that if ) _ some delegates began wearilig "Hang 
Carter loses, BroWll will become an in.: --: Haerle0 buttons- emblazoned with a ; 
stant prime contender for the Democrat..' l hangman's -noose-an attac'k on Paul : 
ic pres~ential nomination ln-~. . Haerle, state · party cllairman who , •i 

Considering thia, no one really expects .backed Ford iii the primary. _ 
the ~ular young governor to go too far . BUT PARTLY COMPENSATING for ; 
out of bis way in behalf of the ~er-- this weakness, the President appears to ; 
Mondale ticke~: . . _ ·, . · be attracting a , scattering of liberal sup- j 
- Recent public opwon polls by_ , - port-from those who . can't stomaclJ 

_ both camps show the F~rd-C~er _race : · Carter and lost the option of voting for-
to be extremely clo.se m-Califonua-a ; independent candidate Eugene Mc• 
marked cllange from the Sit\lation ~ust a i , Carthy when he failed to collect enough ! 
month ago- when Carter wu leading by , voter' signatures to make the California 1 20 percentage po-ints._ . _ ., - . • _ · j _ ballot. _ • - · 1 

Chicago Tribune, 
10/4/76 

-- . With ~clJ candidate still pursuing his , 
"natural" constituency, the real battl&-
gi'ound for the state's 45 electoral votes · 
is thought to be the independent-minded 
suburbs, whiclJ constitute the first ring 
of the Los A{lgeles sprawl. _· . _ .. 

. . ···- -•·· -.. ~-·-----
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Fora-:;7
~ carter Bid · 

for ._.Chicano Vote 
BY.FRANK DEL OLJ.'10 
· Times St.ff Writer 

. R~presentatives of .President Fo~d and -Jimmy Carter: 
appealed to members. · of the Mexican-American Political: 
Assn. for support. Saturday, but they seemed to generate · 
little enthusiasm among the Chicano activists. . . 
· About · 150 persons, only 128 of them voting delegates, . 
attended the MAP A California endorsing convention at 
the MirarnarHotel in Santa Monica, a much smaller turn- : 
out than the annual affair has attracted in past. election.: 
years . . 

MAPA President Manuel Lopez, a Los Angeles attor- • 
ney, said that Ford and Carter "have just not captured the • 
imagination.of the Mexican.Americans like other political 

. candidates have in the past.": I 

Despite the low turnout, Lopez said the MAP A endorse-• 
ment is of value to a. political candidate because "the peo-
ple here are activists, and each activist represents a lot of , 
votes in·his community." · 

• • • I 

High-level representatives of both Ford and Carter ad- -
dressed the convention and appealed to the delegates, : 
,vho were scheduled to vote late Saturday night on an en- . 
dorsementfor PresidenL · : 

Ford was represented personally by Thomas Aranda,.: 
his top adviser for Hispanic affairs. In addition; James-A. • 
Baker, Ford's national campaign manager, addressed the· 
convention by telephone. · . · · . . . : 

Both men emphasized that Ford · has appointed more : 
than 70 persons of Hispanic background to top~level posi- ; 
tions in his Administration since becoming President two · 
years ago. · . 

Speaking for Carter was Hennan Sillas, director of the . 
California ~partment of Motor Vehicles. and a member . 
of Carter's National Hispanic Advisory Committee. The . 
19-member committee was established by the Carter cam~ 
paign last week in an effort to 'shore up his support 
among·traditionally Democratic voters of Latin American . 
extraction. · · . -. 

Ml of the speakers received" polite receptions but gener- .1 

ated little enthusiasm. Baker was booed once, · when he 
said that Ford was taking no position· on Proposition 14;. 
the hotly contested farm labor initiative on the California 
ballot. 

The convention later voted unanimously to endorse 
Proposition 14, which was sponsor~ by the United .Farm 
Workers of America. MAP A has . consistently supported . · 
:rarious_ boycotts and campaigns W,~ged by ~he UFW and .. I 
!~_preSJ_dent, Cesar Cha.vez., ., . . . .. , · . ... I 
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PRESIDENCY 
15 . 

Ford Signs Tax Bill 

President Ford Monday signed the largest tax revision bill 
ever passed although Congress did not approve his proposed $10 
billion in extra tax cuts and included many provisions he found 
objectionable. 

"On balance, however, this legislation is sound, positive 
and long overdue," said Ford in signing the five-inch-thick bill 
in an Oval Office ceremony. (UPI,CBS) 

The legislation continues current tax cuts, thus leaving 
the withholding rate unchanged, but makes thousands of other 
tax law changes that will benefit working partnes, the elderly, 
farmers, some corporations such as railroads and airlines, and 
many other segments of American society. It will increase taxes 
on some corporations and on the wealthy who have been using 
shelters and tax-free preference income to avoid tax. 

"What the President didn't say, but his political advisors 
admit privately, is that candidate Ford signed this tax bill be-
cause it would have been political suicide to do otherwise," 
Phil Jones reported. (CBS) 

The Wall Street Journal said several weeks ago it found 
the new tax bill so complicated it could not understand it. 
The Journal then asked a group of economists and financiers to 
study it, but they couldn't understand it either. (NBC) 

CB.5' 1:20 story, which ran #5, included film of Ford 
signing the bill, arrl oo:rments by Phil Jones. 

'!he AOC :40 anchor report, which ran #9, was reported over 
silent film of Ford signing the bill. 

NOC's #8 story, running 1:00, featured the President on 
film. AP,UPI,Netw:>rks - (10/4/76) 

ECONOMY 
Stocks Close Lower 

Prices closed lower in quiet trading Monday on the New York 
Stock Exchange Monday amid concern the economy had slowed down 
substantially in the third quarter. 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average, which plunged 10.30 
points Friday and scored the biggest five-day loss of the year 
last week was behind 1.91 to 977.98 minutes before the final bell. 
Earlier in the session, the blue chip indicator had fallen almost 
four points 

Prices retreated in slow trading on the American Stock 
Exchange. AP,UPI,ABC,CBS -- (10/4/76) 



ECONOMY 
16 · 

Simon Gives Economic Outlook 

The rate of U.S. economic expansion will slow down next 
year, with inflation at a 5 to 6 percent level and both employ-
ment growth and unemployment declining, Secretary Simon told 
the International Monetary Fund in Manilla Tuesday. 

The slower pace will be a "proper pattern," Simon said 
because a continued 6 to 7 percent growth in economic output 
over an extended period of time "would invariably overheat the 
U.S. economy, followed soon afterward by recession and unemploy-
ment," he said. He called the expected inflation rate of 5 to 6 
percent "most unsatisfactory ••• our nation must not and will 
not accept it." 

Simon said the Ford Administratoin does not follow a policy 
of choosing unemployment over inflation as Democratic critics 
have charged. AP -- (10/4/76) 

SUPREME COURT 

Court Stands Firm on Death Penalty 

The Supreme Court Monday stood firmly on its rulings of 
last July upholding capital punishment for murder in three states, 
but agreed to resolve whether a rapist can be sentenced to death 
although his victim survives. 

On the opening day of its new term, the court summarily 
refused to grant reh~arings in cases that resulted in its decision 
last term finding that death penalty laws in Georgia, Texas and 
Florida do not violate the Constitution's ban on "cruel and 
unusual" punishment. 

Vut on opening day -- in which it disposed of more than 
700 appeals left over from last year and filed during the summer 
the Justices voted to decide that issue in an appeal by a Ga. 
rapist who contends capital punishment is Constitutional only 
for murder. 

The Court also refused to reconsider its June 14 decision 
not to interfere with Boston's controversial school desegregation 
plan, under which 21,000 students were ordered bused. The petition 
for reconsideration was filed by the Boston Home and School 
Association, which represents more than 125 local parent-teacher 
groups. AP,UPI -- (10/4/76) 



CONGRESS 
V7 

HHH to Unde:rgo surgery 

Sen. Hubert Humphrey will undergo surgical removal Thursday 
of his bladder ''which appears to be cancerous," officials at 
Memorial Sloan-Y.attering Cancer Center said Monday. 

The spokesman said Humphrey would undergo a radical 
cystectomy -- removal of the bladder -- Thursday. The spokesman 
said the surgeon will be Dr. Willet Whitmore, who has been a 
consulting physician in the case since Humphrey's condition 
became known. 

The spokesman said the operation would be performed to 
correct "a condition which appears to be cancerous, but we can't 
say whether it's cancer or pre-cancer." AP,UPI,Networks -- (10/4) 

U.S. 

UAW-Ford Nearing Agreement 

The United Auto Workers and Ford Motor Corp. have not yet 
reached an agreement, despite rumors persisting Monday that they 
had. 

Union locals were told only economic matter had been 
resolved but other matters such as job security and unemployment 
benefits were still being negotiated. AP,UPI,Networks -- (10/4/76) 



ENERGY 

To~ see · oil :prices;_· look · up 
j 

If oil prices have to· go up, wotild you our oil._:An OPEC price · increase now 1 

like to see the proceeds go to [a] the-- would therefore have a· more· damaging_ 
· United States government, [b] the do- impact on our economy and our balance j 

mestic oil companies, or [cl the OPEC. of trade than it did in 1973 and 1974 . . 
countries? It's safe to say that [c] · With imports' running at 8 million · bar- · 
would be the least popular of the three. rels a -day, even a $1 · increase i~f the., 
But since Congress has cortsistentfy re- -present $11.51 price, .of OPEC oil-and . 
jected [al and· [bl, it looks as if [cl is~ that is probably too i;nodest a:n increase ' 
what we- are going to get:. . . . . • to expect-would add nearly $3 billion a::: 
· There are increasing signs, both inside · ' year to o~ national oil bill-and _!Q ; 

and outside the 13-country cartel that OP:fi;C's profits. . , · ,~ 
· controls 80- per cent of the world's oil · This . is $3 billion· a year that migbt " 

trade, that · the· price· freeze that has ·well ' have stayed here at home if the') 
been in. effect since last year· will end gqvernment had done more to discour~ ; . 

. when OPEC meets in December. Prices .· age consumption of oil and to encourage.: 
are expected to- -go up 10 per cent-and domestic production . . If the _administra-. : 
probably ~ore, James Lee, president of tion had pushed· successfully for a. &;; . 
Gulf Oil Corp., said here last week. cent-a-gallon increase in the federal gas. · 

Predictions of OPEC price increases oline tax [choice_ [al abovel, as·.Trea7 
are not new, of course, and they don't sury Secretary Sunon ~uggested m the 
always materialize. An increase was ex- fall of 1974, consumption· would· have , 
pected last May, for example, but Saudi been discouraged and :in OPEC increase_. 
Arabia, the world's largest producer, would have been Iess-lik~ly tod~y; 
prevented an increase at that time. But . If Congr~ss. ha~ pe~tted .o~ compa.;. 
this time the predictions are more. likely . ~es to,pitse ; their · pnc~o1c~ [b]--,: 
to come true. . - _ · instead ot domg everything possible to.! 

F'.}rst,, the world demand for petrol~--·' ho!d-}he~, 'down• ·an~; ~!Ven . roll _th~m. 
um, which fell with the recession, ·is . , back, we d have 60th: higher p~oduct1on1 
rising with the economic- recovery; mak_-; . _~ .. at: ho~e and. -lower .. consumption, and , 
ing higher prices both ,.more 'i tempting\ ·, ~EC • would pr~al:ily have _ n~ ~ance. • 
and more sustainable. Also; the-: will'·to· •· . at all of ~fiteering today. Had oil co_m- ' 
conserve fuel,.,particularl~ in . the• United.> pan,, pr~~ts-tl.1en, r,eached a l~vel which·.c 
States, has lagged· a:s 1!lt?I!1ories/ of .. th&i • :was , politic3¥y ana<:cepta~le,. Congr~ss ' 
1973 embargo fade .. U.S. demand for.:~ · .. co~ , h~ve., unpos~ '.a '!Vllldf~ prof~ts ._ 
fined petroleum products· which declined_,· . ,~~ such as proposed ,~Pres1dent Nix-
from 17.3 million b&1Tels: ·a. day in ) 974 ,. , ODr l!Jld.- the prreeds' c9uld have· been~ 
to 16.3 million barr~ls: last;year; has in.;, -~ to-_de~elop new ~zy r~ourc~ 
creased again this year to 11.Cmillion.•:;_ ._a i:oI?b~tio~ of [al ~d [~]. · . · -_ 
barrels a day . ... ' , .-.~ :,: y , : : ; :f _, --,{· [, •·: A<J 1; is, we re now stu~ :"!th _[cl, ~he-, 

Sec d th · ·· -··. ,'• i~.; -.th_at·--.·-·s· ,.di· -:-_··_worst of.all worlds. The· oHcompames , on , ere -.are .. s'&'.... · au .·-- d · ed , t · ·. th d 1 , Arabia · "eldin · •. . •th f . _-, f-- -·d ,c: · are epnv . . o rev,enu~. , e eve op-. 
, 18 Yl . _ g 111 . e .~e O e- ment of new resources is · discouraged; : 

mands for an mcrease by u:an ~~,Ven- the government is ·deprived .of revenue; : 
ezuela, the seco~ ~d)Iili-~ ~e,st.pro- and OPEC is about to reap.more profits • . 
duce:1'5· . . . . _ . ';; ;- ,:: .: : , :, . · It'll probably too )ate ~o - prevent this · 

As demand . m this cotmtry nsen, happening in December;· butit's not too 
so . has ,. our-.• depende?tce• _oir:. 1mports7 late to keep it;fi:om happening again ........ ; 
which now _acccn1~t}~ 40, per_:cent of . and again-Iatei;'~./ • ·. · _ -· - · _ , 

< ·····- • · ·-·- ' • ••• • •• , :.. ... .. • •• • •• • • -·- - : • • -. - •• • " • •• , ,,. ·-~·\:...:.t. .;..:; .• _ ._ .. _;•', J_,-··.i'ti 

Chicago Tribune; 
10/4/76 

... - -···• - ·-·-- ..... ---•-.-- ----------
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Times of TV News Items 
October 4, 1976 

ABC NBC CBS 
ADMINTSTRATION NEWS 

1. Butz resigns/Ford 2:05 (lead) 2:40(1ead) 2:40(lead) 
2. Butz/Pol. i:eact : 30 (2) 1:00(2) 
3. Butz/Fann react 1:50(4) 1:15 (3) 
4. Butz/rce:lia :25 (4) 
5. Ford/Tax bill :36(10) 1:00 (8) 1:20(5) 
6. FDA,/Cyclarnates :15(16) 
7. Callaway/Butz : 30 (5) 
8. Carter/Butz 1:55(2) 2:10 (3) 
9. Butz/interview 1:15 (3) 

OTHER MAJOR NEWS 

1. Fann Inheritance taxes 2:15(6) 
2. UAW Strike 1:45(5} 1:30 (9) :10(7) 
3. Carrlidates/defense 4:00(9} 
4. Stocks :15(13} :15(8} 
5. S.Africa :15 (10} 
6. Iebanon :20 (8) :25 (11) 
7. Spain :15 (6) :20(12) 
8. India :25 (13) 
9. S .C./Death penalty 1:30(4) 2:00(6) 1:25 (14) 
10. H1.mphrey / cancer :15(11} :30(10) :20 (15) 
11. Unemployed 5:15(17} 
12. Smith Cotirent 1:50(12) 
13. Sadat interview 5:35(9} 
14. Schrnidt/Gemany : 15 (7) :30(11} 
15. VP debates :15(12} 
16. Mystery Congressional hearings :50(13} 
19. Street comers 3:30(14) 

----------
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World-Wide 1 -
EARL BUTL RESIGNED and apolocized 

for hltulur a~ns& blacu. , 
Butz described his resignation as Agricul• i 

ture Secretary as "the price I pay for a I 
gross Indiscretion''. and said he - hoped it I 
would remove racism aa an Issue· in the ' 
presidential campaign. He insisted that his 
real attitude wasn't reflected in a vulgar 
joke he made to the effect that blaclu want 
only sex, indoor plumbing and ,"loose 
shoes." President Ford, who reprimanded 

· Butz iast week but didn't ask him to quit, · 
said he accepted the resignation with great 
ll&dness and praised· Butz for being "wise 
enough" to..see that it was necessary. Ford 
is expected to 'put Under Secretaz-y John 
Knebel in charge of the Agriculture Depart• 
ment temporarily. 

GOP Ss,i. Edu,ard Brooks of Maaaa-
cltu.setts, one of tits fint to call for 8"t: 
to quit, described the resig,iatimt <JI 
"good for the count.ry, the Prelttdent IJ1l4 
the Republica,i Party." 
.:Jimmy .Caner charged that Ford's han• 

dling of the Butz affair demon;itrated the 
President's - weak leadership. Carter · said 
Ford, instead of quickly doing what was 
right for- the country and firing Butz, "very 
carefully waited until he assessed public 
opinion." Butz had been considered a plus 
for the Ford campaign in the Farm Belt be· '. 
fore his racist remarks. 

* * * 
THE DEATH PENALTY for murder go& 

f1nal clearance from the Supreme Coon. 
The Justices, beginning a new term, re-; 

fused to reconsider their decision in July upJ 
holding the narrowly drawn capital-punish• 
ment laws of F1orida, ~rgia and Texas. 
They_ set aside a stay that had held up the · 
executions of 177 convicts in those states. 
The court then agreed to decide a question 
left open in July, whether the death penalty · 
is constituttonal for crimes in which the vtc• 
tim, didn't die. It accepted the appeal of a 
Georgia man sentenced· to death two years 
ago for rape. 

Yestsrday's ruling tOOll't lead to a,iy 
immediate ezecutionl. The NAACP's 
Legal Defe113e ll'und sa~d it will bmg 
neio lsgal actioras challsftging ths con• 
victioft!i °" otltsr grounds. ' 

The authority of fedenu agenta to search 
for evidence in drug cases will be consid• 
ered by the high court . . It agreed to review 
two cases in which evidence was excluded 
because agents had fail~ t:o get search war-
rants before opening packages of which they 
were SU.!piclous. 

Wall Street Journal, (10/5/76) 

r * * -· 
Spanillh terrori~u murdered an adviser ' 

to -Klng Juan Carlos in the Basque city of , 
San Sebastian . .Juan Marta de Araluce, a J 

member of the ·conservative Council of the 
Realm · and president of a Basque province. J 

was slain in his car by a gunman who also , 
killed his driver and three bodyguards. The 
slaying was the most serious Basque attack 
since the murder three years ago of Pre-
mier Luis Carrero Blanco. 

* .•• 
Wes& Germany's election left Chancellor 

Helmut Schmidt's coalition of Social Demo-
crats and Free Democrats with an eight• 
seat majority In the 496-member Bundestag, 
compared with 48 before. The conservative 
trend made Helmut Kohl's Christian Demo-
crats the largest single party, but he isn't 
expected to get far with his demand that he_ 
be- made chancellor.. 

* * * 
A former labor leader in India and 21 

other prisoners were arraigned In New Deihl 
on charges of c:onspiring to overthrow the 
gove~ent. George Fernandes, a leader of 
the underground opposition to Premier In• 
d!ra- Gandhi, Is accused of planning to blow 
up rail lines - to create. chaos. Meanwhile. · 
New Delhi police -padlocked the preasroom 
of the Indian Express, a newspaper accused 
of tax delinquency. The paper says It Is 
being harassed for its editorial policy. 

Rhodesian bl.:b :ave* their own majori-1 
ty-rule plan, different from that accepted by 1 Premier Ian Smith, Joshua Nkomo, one of ; 
the former British colony's main black lead• ; 
ers, said. Nkomo and a ·more radical black · 
leader, Bishop Abel Muzorewa; met with ' 
American and Brit1sh -- diplomats who also, 
conterred·with Smith about !letting up an in• · 
terim government. 

* * * 
Ford signed the tu bill and renewed his 

request for no billion more in ta.x cuts 
matched. by an equivalent reduction in fed· 
eral spending. 

* * * 
Political mailings by organized labor on 

behalf ot a · Democratic Senate candidate, 
Rep. Paul S8Z'banes of Maryland, will be 
challenged in court. Republican Sen. J . 
Glenn Beall s~d he will sue to stop the 
Postal Service from letting the A.FI.rCIO 
send out Sarbanes brochur.es with Its non• 
profit bulk-mall permit. 

* * * 
Sen. Bubert Humphrey will undergo sur-

~ry for bladder cancer In New York Thurs• 
day, his doctors said. Humphrey is running 
for Senate reelection from Minnesota and 
seeking the post of Majority Leader. 

* * * 
Two women from Northern Ireland who 

are leading a peace movement there flew to 
the U.S. to try to halt the flow of American 
money to mster terrorists. But the first tel-. 
vision station at which Betty Williams and 

Xairead Corrigan hoped . to tape an a~eeal 
canceled the taping session, citing death j·' 
threats the women have received. 
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.... ,uHU MU'l 'UK ana Ule Unite<l 
.1 · Auto Workers settled crucial 
economic terms of a new contract - 2-
to end a three-week strike. Al- , ...... , ........... . 

. * ' * * . though bargainers continued to· 
wrestle with a few noneconomic is-
sues, UAW leaders began to seek 
necessary approvals for the pact.· 

!Stary an Page 3) 

* * * , Rail freight-rate rises of about 
4% will be sought by Western and 
Southern lines; Eastern roads are 
expected- to go along soon.- The 
plan is 'beini? develooed even be-
fore the latest boosts begin. 

(Slory 0ft P-.. 3) 

• · if * 
The Supreme Court dismissed 

an appeal involving · Wlemploy-
ment- benefits to strikers, although 
it will consider benefits to workers 
laid off because of a strike by oth• 
ers. It iµso a voided examining the 
controversial labor issue of prod-
uct picke~g. But Justices will de- . 
cide on the merger of Christiana 
Securities into Du Pont and will 

- consider whether - life insurers 
must pay U.S. truces on premiums 
due but unpaid at year-end. 

(Stort .. on'°'" 4 Gtld 6)-

* * * A 6¾ % prime rate .became 
widespread as more major banks 
followed the ¼.-point cut. 

(Slary on Pag,t 37) 

,- • · * * 
· General Electric's third quar-
ter net rose 18% to $184.8 million, a 
high. CSlory Cll'I Pagt 81 

- . * * * 
A&P's earnings soared to al-

most $10;7 million, after a $f.4 mil-
lion extraordinary credit, in its . 
Aug. second quarter. A year be-
fore, Great Atlantic&: Pacific Tea 
earned $3.8 million. 

(Slory an Pag,t 1,1 • 

. .. * * ./ 
Union Carbide · and Hallmark 

Cards are targets of separate 
Federal Trade Commission staff ., 
investigations, apparently .µito 
how each company might have 
discouraged co~petition . . 

_ . .._ ' . , · . CSlart en PaQR 7l ' " . , _. * * • 
. ' A. _ nucle~ facility. being built 

by a joint venture of Allied Olem- · 
ical~ and the General Atomic Wlit • 
of Gull Oil and Royal Dutch-Shell . 
is likely to benefit front President 
Ford's new ·poJicy to delay pluto-
niuri_i use by the energy industry. 
It's the leading candidate to be-I come. part of a federally financed 
demonstration project of pluto-
nium reprocessing. 

:....,__..,_1, 

Wall Street Journal, (10/5/76) 

Pan· American Airways got its 
. first dome:;tic route, Detroit-Bos-

ton~ Authority for that route, cur-
. rently served only by American 
Airlines, also was given to North 
Central Airlines. ' · 

(Star, on Pag,t 171 : 

• * * The Teamsters Central States 
pension fund won a ruling from the 
Securities and Exchange Com-
mission staff that banks may' le• 
gaily continue to handle th~ fwid's · 
investments. The staff will urge 
exempting the fund from the In-
vestment Company Act of 1940. 

(Stary on Pa9t 19> 

* * * Tenneco and Algeria's oil-gas 
company signed a contract for de-
livery of nearly one billion cubic 

· feet a day of gas to the U.S. and 
Canada over 20 years.. The- cost 
could easily reach $15 billion. 

' (Story on Plg9 101 

, . * * * 
Damson Oil and the Blackfeet 

Indians agreed to sell natural gas 
produced under an unusual pro-
duction-sharing arrangement to 
Montana Power at intrastate 
prices near the highest being paid 
anywhere. . . 

' . (Story on p- 14) 

* • '- * Deficit-ridden nations are 
headed for trouble if they continue 
papering over problems with bor-
rowed money instead of strength-
ening their economies, Treasury 
Secretary Simon warned. He W3;S 
speaking at the International Mon-
etary Fund-World Bank annual 
meetings. · 

, ' !StorY on Page 12> 

•· * * Tou~he Ross is openly striving 
for growth as the traditionally 
staid accounting profession be- • 
comes fiercely competitive, the 

1 
firm's managing partner s_aid. 

. (SlorY Cft Page_ 20) 

* * * 
Mark.ets-

Stocu: Volume 12,830,000 shares. Dow 
Jones industrials 977.98, off 1.91; transporta• · 
tion 214.86, off 0.24; utilities 98, up 0.28. · 

Bonds: Dow Jones 20 bonds 89.i5, up 0.06. 
Commodltiee: Dow Jones futures index 

347, up -l .09 ; spot index 346.05, up 2.23. 
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Butz Plotted Against Blacks, Times Says 

Earl Butz held secret meetings to advise subordinates and state 
officials how to avoid hiring blacks, the Los Angeles Times reported Tuesday. 

The Times said the Department of Agriculture under Butz had the second 
worst record in the Federal government for hiring minorities. 

Quoting "sources within the (Agriculture) Department and a recent study 
by the U.S. Civil Rights Conunission," The Times charged that under Butz the 
Department had engaged in "ignoring and in some cases circumventing Federal 
laws designed to increase the employment of blacks and other racial minorities 
within the Department." 

The newspaper said it learned "Butz helped seven states get around 
Federal civil rights laws .•. 

"In two secret meetings in November 1973, according to the sources, Butz 
met with directors of the Agriculture Department's Cooperative Extension 
Services from the seven states for the purpose of circumventing Federal laws ••• " 

The Federal-State Extension Services advise farm families, sponsor 4-H 
clubs and provide other services to rural residents. At the time, the 
services in seven states -- Arkansas, Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Louisiana, 
Maryland and Texas -- had been declared in violation of the civil rights act. 

They faced loss of Federal funds for Allegedly maintaining racially 
segregatadr clubs, employing too few blacks in policy making positions and 
paying lower wages to blacks than to whites doing the same work. 

The Times alleged that "Butz helped the seven state agencies get around 
antidiscrimination laws, according to the sources, by altering departmental 
regulations to extend indefinitely the time the agencies had to comply with 
Federal standards." 

The report quoted Jeff Miller, former staff member for the Civil Rights 
Conunission, as saying the Department under Butz had "one of the most apalling 
civil rights enforcement records in the government." 

Butz denied through a spokesman that there had been any secret meetings 
or that he had circumvented the law. 

The spokesman said, "The only meeting he could recall was a session in 
1973, which was not secret, when he met with land grant colleges and 
extension officials and told them they must comply with the law and increase 
the hiring of blacks." UPI 10/5/76 
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Knebel Named Acting Agriculture Secretary 

President Ford Monday named Undersecretary of Agriculture John Knebel 
as the new acting secretary of the Department until a permanent successor 
is announced. 

In assuming his new duties, Knebel praised his boss and said he will 
continue Butz's farm policies. 

Knebel said that undersecretaries never tell jokes and urged farmers 
to get up off their "Butz" and work for the President. -- Nets, UPI, AP 
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- · ' - ··. · '' · ,,.. - ·· ~-..- ···•· · · · .. · Knebel went on: "Pinch-hitting for him is not go-

A G loo .. m. y ·-_·_·_ v· ;n·.: . n. .e·r ing to be ·easy ! .. because he is truly_ a legend in hi~ 
. IJ own time That's what's really going to make 1t 1 

· • tough. But it will also make it challenging." ' 

T • · · v· • . "There is a lot more than agriculture" at stake in ry-,ng . to·,· ige,st, the presidential election, Knebel ~aid as he w~rned 11 that Democrats will try to exploit the Butz issue 
· · and pointed out that under President For~'s ad~-

B Utz' ;D. _epa· r' ,t·_ ur·. e ' . istration America has been at peace and not a Slll· · gle American farmer is being shot at." . 
Then referring to Democratic presidential nonu-

nee. Ji~Y Carter, Knebel said: "1 want to tell you By Wuren Brown, 
Washlnston

1 
!'oat Sta!! Wr!tcr 

CXMP HILL, Pa .. Oct. 4--By the time the Penn-
sylvania Ag Republicans _and the Pennsylvania_ 
Farm families for Ford sat down tp dinner here 
tonight they h?.d • scarcelv begun to •ctige~t the de·-
:nressing news that · Earl L. Butz. was no lon~er the . 
s~crctar'.17 of .\griculture. ·, 

His name was·still on the dinner program and his 
resignation, fo11owing the storm of protest over his 
racial slur, still hung heavy on· their spirits. . 
, As Acting Secretary John A: Knebel filled in as 

dinner speaker, many took the occasion to say that 
Butz had been their man. ' 

·· A number of the Republican farmers and agri-
cultural businessmen, like Robert Reigle, a · feed 
mill operator in central Pennsylvania, said tjl.ey wer.e 
torn between their allegiances_ to Mr. Ford' and Butz. 

"Butz was a . good man. He ' was the best agricul- : 
tural secretary ·we've ever had," Reigle said: · 

Speaking of the , controversy_ surrounding Butz' · 
departure. Reigle said. "They [the White House] 
should' have cooled it for a. while. Out here, when , 
we get a hot potato, we throw it around." · 

Reigle said he was bitter. but that he would si'ill 
back Mr. Ford. "I don't think this . will hurt Presi-
dent Ford because he has a good, . solid program. · 
No man's indispensable," he said, referring to Butz' 
departure. 

Picking up on ·Reigl.e's comments, Knebel said he ; 
and the Republican Party would need a lot more of , 
that kind of support in the days ahead. And then he 0 

turned directly to. what' was. on the minds of most of ; 
the nearly 350 people gathered in the ballroom of . ' 
the Penn Harris ~otor Inn here. · 

·•r just want to tell you that I for one wish to hell · 
that Secretary Butz was here. And I believe that f 
you do too," Knebel said. The audience applauded 
loudly. · , · · 

Washington Post, (10/5/76) 

that this is no time .to jimmy around." . · I 
Throuahout his 20-minute speech, Knebel praise_d , 

the for~er secretary, for -his achievements in ag~1- , 
culture. As a result of Butz' administration, h~ said, 
American farmers "are free to make money m the 
marketplace; to sell what they :,vant when _t~ey. want 
. . . Tl,ley are now making their own dec1s10,~s, and 
I've got to _tell you that that's as it shou,l~ be: 

Knebel directly attacked Carter at one pomt, call, 
ing him· "that little one-crop peanut farmer:" who 
"doesn't understand agriculture." . . 

Knebel received a standing - ovation after his 
speech and one of the farmers sai_d, as he v.:as leav- , 
in!? the room, "That young man will do all nght. He, · 
3 peaks from the heart."_To ~hi~h a~other g~~tle- -~ ·man responded, "Yeah, he does-Just l~e Butz. _ · 
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CBS Conunent: Ford Shrinks on Butz Affair, WH Fighting 

Bruce Morton Tuesday said President'Ford's handling of the Earl Butz 
affair lost him many votes. 

In a CBS conunentary, Morton noted that by not firing Butz, Ford 
angered those who thought his remarks were racist. And, by not keeping 
Butz, he angered those who thought he was doing a good job for the farmer. 

Instead, Ford let Butz leave, saying he was a kind and good man, 
which shouldn't make either group happy. 

"The problem is that Mr. Ford, himself, is a kind and good man with a 
Congressman's inbred desire for everyone to like him and the Congressman's 
inbred desire to put off important decisions, hoping that they will soon 
disappear, " Mortol'l said. 

The President's handling of the Butz affair supports this reading of 
Mr. Ford's character, Morton said. And, so does his tolerance for White 
House infighting, he added. 

Ron Nessen, he noted, is a "tireless player of the White House faction 
game, intriguing against this staff member or that." 

There is speculation as to how long Nessen will keep his job if Ford wins, 
he said. 

"Why does the President tolerate all this factional squabbling?" Morton 
asked. 

The simplest . explanation "is that the President himself is honest, 
direct, a good guy who wants everyone to like him and who can't understand 
why everyone else isn't the same way. And, he shrinks from the firings that 
would put his staff in better order, just as he shrank one way or the other 
on the Butz affair," Morton concluded. -- CBS Morning News, 10/5/76 



J.J\,4\,,.,~ 

Mr. · Butz rightly •'resigns,. 
lacking _.cOmmon ··decency 

- . . . 

· · Earl t.' Butz, an Indiana farm boy That sentence is one we shall no~_ 
· . who worked his way through Purdue- print here. That troubles us, for there 

University, ultimately became dean _ is something worrisome about asking 
of airicuJture, and who resigned as · that a man be judged on paraphrase. ; 
U. S. Secretary of Agriculture yester- · But two of the words in the quoted~ 
day at the .. summit of his career, is and undenied-remark, and a c'rude 
not a simple man. and urifunny and indefensibly a_nti-

. . Ha~g served as an assistant sec- ~lack remark i~ wa_s , are unfit, we be-
retacy . of agriculture under President heve,. for pub1I~at1on here. One was 
Eisenhower, having a wealth of ex- a sexual vulg:ar1sm, the other a com-
perienc~ as · an academic, a pqlicy- mon scatological teI'IIl. -
maker.. and a practitioner of things Combined with the other words:· 
agricultura,J, Secretary of Agriculture which Mr. Butz used, however, they 

. Butz is popular with many of Amer- represented a . broad, categorical dis-
. ica'S farmers. America has few ind us- missal of and condescension to all 

· tries. ~ither as complex or as success- black people. 
fu1 ,as: . agriculture, especially i~ the 
brea9basket of the Middle West. -
Thol:lgh Mr. Butz some time ago want-

. ed to return to academic life, Presi- · 
denf Ford prevailed on him to remain 
in the· Cabinet, . for practical - and 

We · are confident no black person, 
American or otherwise, will be de-
prived of dignity or opportunity as 
a direct result of Mr. Butz's- slur. 
After Mr. Forq severely reprimanded 
him, Mr. Butz issued a broad apology. probaQly good-reasons . 

. _. : A-;_in~t all that, the current storm_ Could the matter not have been al- · 
e-- lowed to rest ·there? raging over Mr. Butz>-s head easily 

may.seem one of bitter irony, the stuff We believe not. Once before; in a 
of crassic Greek drama: A man struck similarly mindless slur, Mr. Butz cate-
by ab: 'uruortuitous twist o(fate. Sud- gorically condescended to Roman · 
denly,. he found himself held publicly Catholics and to Italian Americans. In 
ac~table for a remark made dur- combination, the two incidents left 
ing an ·airplane ride last August to Mr. Butz with the irreparable appear-
:-- ·or-.alf people --:- John Dean, Pat ance of a man insensitive to group 
Boon·e :and Sonny Bono~· · dignity, and thus to individual dignity. 
. Everybody says . things from time They left him ,appearing to be a man 
to thrie. -0n the assumption of privacy, insensitive to the. restraints properly · 
as Carl Albert and Nelson Rockefeller imposed by common decency. ' 

- distovered the· other day. Almost In government, appearance is often 
every.body says something at one time as significant as reality; style can as : 
or another for which he would rather · strongly · influence the quality of a , 
not : be. -~eld publicly, accountable, , as . government as substance ·ca:n. 
Jimmy Carter may have discovered . In appearance and in style, Earl 
in the glare of fire over his interview L. Butz rencfered himself unfit for 
with .. Playboy magazine. · high ~nd exemplary national lead-

Is not Mr. Butz entitled to the bene- · ership·. · In resigning, he faced the • 
fit ~of ·that, of the reasonable doubt truth of that. In .accepting his resig-· 
whfob would suggest he did not really nation, President Ford rid his admin-
ine*tf wpat his controversial sentence, istration, and his campaign, of an 
tak~n. .. ." to its ultimate extreme, ,im- ugly blemish which both are cleaner 
pliesJ . • • without. 

Philadelphia Inquirer, (10/5/76) 
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_Secretary . 'Butz'. ·,esignlltion 
. \ 
·It was the only acceptable way out of . 

a .tragic4}ly unnecessary dilemma: In a 
meeting at the White House Monday, 
Secret'ary of Agriculture Butz resigned 
as · the "price_ I have to pay" for his 
appalling indiscretion in telling a dero-
gatory and obscene, if hardly original, . 
joke 'about "how to get the colored · 
vote." · · 

~Th~e are all kinds of inadequate ex-
cuses that might be offered in the secre-
tarY,'s behalf: . he was on a plane two 
months ago when he told the joke to 
John Dean and Pat Boone in what · he 
tliought was a private conversation; it 
w~ an old joke, and a poor one at that; 
telling jokes is one of Mr. Butz' fa~orite 
pastimes; few of his jokes have any-
thing to do with agriculture or reflect 
h~ private feelings-they are· usually 
jmt conversational gambits. 

As Allan Grant, :· president of the 
American Farm Bureau, said in · defense 
of,Mr. Butz, the "unwise comment" was 
"totally out of keeping with his basic 

.character."·Mr. Butz is not a racist. .. . 

:P!ut in the storm which the incident 
aroused, the excuses seemed almost ir-
re).evant. But by the time a man reach-
es. rank, he should know enough 
to, watch his words even when be is 
among presumed friends. Mr. Butz cer-
tainly should have learned ·this two 
years ago, when he told another old 
jo_ke, this one about the Pope, to .. an 
informal gathering of newsmen-and 
ol}e . of them printed -it. This time it was 

Chicago Tribune, (10/5/76) 

John Dean who .quoted the joke in Roll-
ing Stone, thou~ he· attributed it only 
to "a c~inet member." Inevitably, the 
identification of , Mr. Butz followed 
quickly. . . 

And this · time the indiscretioni put : 
President Ford In an intolerable position • 
in the midst of a. difficult campaign. To 
hav1t let it go with a ·reprimand would = 

have antagonized blacks, embarra.s.sed 
everyone dealing with the African pro~ 

. 1~m, and offended e-veryone who values 
dignity and prudence in public life. Yet · 
to have fired Mr. Butz would have anta-
gonized the farmer5 whose votes are 
particularly important to the Repubij• . 
cans this year .. In his l't!ISignation, Mr. 

. Butz took pains to say that Mr. Ford . 
had not demanded lt. 

~Ir. Butz has been a good secretary of · 
agriculture-probably the best in recent 
years. He ·has pleased farmers by free-
ing them from government controls, ancJ . 
he deserves the gratitude of . taxpayers , 
as well by• freeing them frol!! the c~tly 
price supports which went with the con-
trols . . He has saved us billions of dollars. 

Had it been his first offense, or had it 
come at a less sensitive time, it might 
have blown over. As it was, resignation 
was probably the best way out. And yet 
it is a tragedy to lose a good man, and 
one who has proved himself a skilled 
opponent Democrats and others who 
want to restore controls and price SUP'-
ports, over a wholly unnecessary mis-
take. Mr. Butz will be a hard man to 
repla~. 
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Carter Fires Shot at Ford's Nuclear Weapon Plan 

Jimmy Carter, feeling he has the psychological edge in the second debate 
with President Ford, fired an early shot, charging the Administration has 
failed to act quickly to stop the spread of nuclear weapons. 

While Carter's strategy in the second debate remained largely a campaign 
secret, he apparently plans to attack wasteful spending in the Pentagon. 
Called to his strategy meeting was Rep. Les Aspin (D-Wis.), who has made a 
career of weekly press releases detailing Pentagon extravagances. 

Arriving in San Francisco Monday night, Carter made the charge on 
nuclear weapons in reaction to reports that Ford plans to curb nuclear 
proliferation by tightening contracts for nuclear fuel with some 30 overseas 
customers. 

Carter called the plan a "vague outline" that was a "last-minute, patched 
together attempt to cover up the failure of the Republican leadership -- to 
deal with the spread of nuclear weapons." 

Monday, at the National Convention of Catholic Charities in Denver, 
Carter said, " •.• our leaders have spent too many years wandering through 
Washington's quiet corridors of power or strolling along the plush green 
fairways of privilege. They seem not to know of hunger and despair in 
America. 

"I think it's time for America to have a President .•• who, like yourself, 
has been in the streets and has visited those in prisons and mental hospitals 
and has worked in the schools and the homes for the elderly and knows the 
reality of life in America and has shared the pain of our people." (CBS) 

Debate 

Carter Preps for Debate 

----Richard Holbrooke, Carter's top foreign policy staff aide, said Carter 
still is formulating strategy for the debate at the Palace of Fine Arts on 
Wednesday. Holbrooke would not discuss the strategy but cautioned a reporter 
not to draw the conclusion that Carter might shift or harden his stands on 
foreign policy or defense issues as a result of having held private discussions 
with former Defense Secretary James Schlesinger. 

Other than the meeting's informational value, some observers saw it as 
an attempt at psychological warfare against Ford and Kissinger because of 
Schlesinger's intimate knowledge of the Administration!s foreign policy and 
defense planning. 

Carter and Schlesinger refused to discuss their meeting, but Holbrooke 
said more than 30 minutes was devoted to developments in China. 
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Carter Preps for Debate (continued) 

Holbrooke said Carter also benefited from a 45-minute briefing in 
Washington Saturday from Averell ' Harriman, who recently returned from 
meetings with Communist party leader Leonid Brezhnev in Moscow. 

Holbrooke said Carter would stand by his position that defense spending 
should be cut by $5 billion to $7 billion, despite a Harris poll which showed 
those queried were divided 43 to 38 against Carter's view. 

In final briefings before the debate, Carter is to meet with Zbigniew 
Brzezinski and Les Aspin. 

On Wednesday, just before the debate, Carter will meet with several key 
aides, who will throw him the kind of questions they expect from the panelists. 
Wires 10/4/76-

Playboy Interview 

Carter Had Chance to Retract 

Jimmy Carter had the chance to retract any part of the now famous 
Playboy Mag_azine "adultery in my heart" interview, according to the editor 
who conducted the interview. 

"Carter's moment of humanity may have never had reached print if the 
nominee had sought retraction," G. Barry Golson said in an interview 
published Monday in the Connecticut Daily Campus, the University of Connecticut 
newspaper. 

"However, Carter never used the opportunity." 

"Golson suggested Carter's phrasing "was an attempt to use every-day 
examples to convey an important point." 

Golson said he felt Carter said what he said in order to relate to 
younger voters. 

Besides, Golson said, it was better to have distributed salient portions 
of the interview to the news media last month than to have waited for the 
regular publication which would have come just weeks before the November election. 

"In hindsight, it was better to release the story when we did," Golson 
said, "Because if the news had hit three weeks later, Carter would have spent 
the next 15 days before the election talking about nothing but the interview." 

In any case, the publicity hasn't hurt Playboy. Golson said the 
magazine's October issue has already sold out because many people mistakenly 
thought it was the issue containing the Carter interview. 
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Carter in Denver 

At a downtown Denver rally, Carter renewed his attacks on Ford for 
"hiding in the White House," while Carter is out campaigning. Referring to 
himself, he said, "We make mistakes. Sometimes we give interviews .•. " 
The remainder of his remark was drowned out the laughter and applause from 
an estimated 5,000 persons. "But I don't have any apology to make for it," 
Carter continued. "If I make a mistake, I want you to know about it. I want 
you to forgive me for it." 

Carter told a meeting of National Conference of Catholic Charities that 
he, as a Southern Baptist, . felt that "the basic beliefs and concerns that 
unite us ..• are more important than the factors that divide us." 

He recalled that Kennedy, when a Presidential candidate in 1960, told 
a meeting of clerics that as a Catholic, he faced suspicion that year because 
of his religion -- but that someday it would be a Jew or a Baptist in the 
same situation. 

"His prediction has come to pass," Carter said. "I welcome the 
scrutiny, and I have not the slightest doubt that this year, once again, our 
national tradition of tolerance and fairness will prevail. .• " AP 10/4/76 

Carter: New Tax Bill Adds More Loopholes 

Jimmy Carter said Tuesday the Ford Administration should not take any 
credit for the tax revision bill signed into law Monday. Carter said the 
Administration sought to preserve existing tax loopholes as well as add new 
ones to the Tax Reform Act of 1976. 

Carter is in a San Francisco hotel priming for Wednesday night's debate 
on foreign affairs. He has no plans for a public appearance before the 
nationally broadcast debate. 

------- ---
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For · Catholics: · a turned-around 
Jhnmy-;Caite~ 

ANDRE\V 111. GREELEY 

DUBLIN-Jimmy Carter · is turning his 
Catholic problem around. He niay get at, 

least 60% of the Catholic vote. If he does, he 
will win the presidency raither er.~ily. 

More than that, Carter has apparently turned his 
Catholic problem into an asset. By the honest and 
open way with which he has gone into· the ethnic 
neighborhoods of big American cities to listen and 
learn, he may have se_t up a resonance with the 'people 
who live in these neighborhoods not unlike,.,that truly 
remarkable resonance he.. has with blacks. Such skills 
show great political adroitness. More ·than that, .they 
also show a gifted human being. _ 

From the llistant perspective of Dublin, one sees 
that the most notable advantage of a Carter presiden-
cy would be its reconciling impact. - The Civil War 
would be undone; the South would - be back in the 
Union definitively and with honor. And as a Southern 
liberal whom blacks· -support overwhelmingly, Carter 
could effect a great national reconciliation and com-

~ew York Daily News, (10/5/76) 

promise on race Ori the good sense of that word) 
perhaps alone of any politician in America. 

. Many of us had wondered whether the price of 
such reconciliation would be the alienation of Catholic 

'urban ethnics. A good segment of the liberal com-:-
munity would like to see the urban ethnics pick up the 
tab for solving the nation's racial problems. "Positive 
discrimination" in big cities in the Northeast and Mid-
wesi means in practice discrimination against Cath-
olics - and in some cities, Jews. • Such discrimination against Catholics is fine with 
many liberal ideologues because they don't Iike Cath-
olics, and despite all the data to the contrary, they 
want to see Catholics punished for their supposed 
:racism. A lot of us wondered whether Gov. Carter 
could see beyond this liberal conventional wisdom and 
understand the real problems of the - urban ethnics, 
who in many respects are his natural allies. 

· It now ·appears that after a bad beginning, the 
Carter campaign has made a· rapid turnaround on the 
subject of Catholics. The governor is a very fast 
learner; he seems to have the hormones and the 
nerves that enable him to absorb very quickly. the way 

_ or_qi~~_p_e_<>ple _feel. His performance in _ the _ethnic _ 
neighborhoods~despite the unjust harassment of the 
antiabortion extremists (who apparently don't see that 
Carter is their only ally in public life) has been a · 
remarkable accomplishment. So has been the change 
in his campaign staff. Prominent Catholics have been 
brought into major positions, and the Catholic ethnic 
voice is being heard-not perfectly, perhaps, but still 
it is being heard. The roster of his state campaign 
leaders sounds like it has been taken fr-0m the tele-
phone directory of Dublin i: nothing wrong with that, 
GQd knows)-Dougherty, Tiulty, $ullivan, Gallagher. 

Some day- the story "'-ill be told of how this "educa-
tion of a fast learner" took place. A lot of people 
deserve credit, but Gov. Carter deserves it more than 
anyone else. As one ethnic political type commented, 
"He is the kind of politician who doesn't make the 
same mistake twice."· Coming from an urban ethnic, 
that is high praise indeed. 

The odd opposition of the bishops on the abortion 
issue (in which the stand of the governor is not a 
single bit different from that of the President) ought 
not to obscure the fact that Carter and his staff are; 
now doing their best to respond to the legitimate 
political fears of American Catholics. I hope it is not 
too late. 
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Carter Support Slipping Among Evangelicals 

Jimmy Carter's support among the Evangelicals seems to be weakening, 
Bruce Morton reported Tuesday. 

Dr. Richard Brannon of the White House Communication's staff said 
President Ford may get a majority of the Evangelical vote because of his 
record in office. 

Brannon said the President has had a long standing rapport with 
Evangelical Christians. 

There is no sign, however, that Carter's support is shrinking among 
the 15 million or so black Evangelicals. But, Brannon noted that white 
Evangelicals tend to be political conservatives, who are generally happier 
with Republican positions, Morton said. 

Morton said the biggest jolt to Carter came after his Playboy interview. 
He said Carter may have lost some of his support among Evangelicals because of it. 

A religious broadcaster, Dr. Jerry Fallwell, has come out in support of 
the President and thinks a lot of other Evangelicals will follow his lead. 

Fallwell said many defaults on moral issues in Carter's philosophy have 
caused Fallwell to be disillusioned and disenchanted with Democratic 
candidate, adding that is a general feeling among many Evangelicals today. 
CBS 10/5/76 
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Pat1:ick Buchanan / 

:Memo to President on offense . I 

ME:\10 TO the President: 
The old Woody Hays strategy, '.--

"Four yards in a cloud of statistics," 
, · carried the day in the first debate. It 

won't work next time. The Carter 
• crowd is neither _dogmatic. nor dumb. 

They know their mistakes: too many 
statistics, ·_. not enough mem9rable 
lines, insufficiently sharp and aggres-
sive. . _ _ · 

The Ford offense in -the second de-
bate must" be_ more versatile. Since 
foreign ana defense policy· should be 
the President's turf, here · are some 
suggested areas of Carter. vulnerabili.: 
ty: 

• With Americans favoring a strong 
defense, Carter's .proposal to chop $5 
to $7 billion out of defe~larger 
cuts than the entire-defense budgets of 
Japan.-0-r most European countries -
should~ be exploited. With the Soviets 
outspending us 50 per cent on defense 
and 100 per cent on weapons, Carter's 
proposal is naive, silly, , and danger-
ous . . 

• As Daniel -Moynihan has demon-
strated, Americans enjoy nothing bet-
fer than a liberal application of the 

_ whip to Third · Worlq loudmouths' who 
hog the microphones at the United 
Nations. Carter's platform contains a 
Santa Claus bag of foreign aid goodies 
·for - this crowd. · Further, he recom-

\ mends "commodity, arrangements" in 
whi~ U.S. const11ners would pay high-
er bills so some of the strutting field 
_marshals of the Third World can en· 
rich themselves. 

• Carter h~s several times termed 
the U.S. war effort in Viet Nam -'0'ra-
cist"-a slander on the 2.5 million men 

· who served there, the 55,000 who died 
_there. He should'be pressed to apolo-
gize• publicly to the U.S. arnied forces. 

• Both Carter and his platiorni call 
for a pullout of U.S. troops and tacti-
cal nuclear weapons from Korea. This 
is an open invitation to the poor man's 
Mao who runs North Korea to launch 
a second war there. The first Korean 
conflict, one recalls, _started after Sec-

ments or China openings. If he attacks 
. ctA. intervention in Chile, remind him 

that most of the CIA assassination 
: plots came in the Kennedy-Johnsen 
years, and it is time the U.S. security 
agencies-the CIA, - NSA, and FBI-
were left alone by congressional dem-
agogs damaging U.S. interests around 
the world. 

IF HE RIPS into U.S. arms sales 
abroad, remind him that much of this . 
aid goes to Israel, that it is better to 
sell arms than to send American sol-
diers to fight overseas-as every sin-
gle Democratic President in the 20th _ 
Century has done. 

If he attacks U.S. multinationals for 
bribing overseas., tell him Gerald Ford 
is no more responsible for the ethics 
of Lockheed officials in Tokyo than is 
Jimmy Carter re~ponsible for the an-

- tics of Wilbur Mills at the Tidal Bas:n. 

Meynihan: -Used whip 

ret..ry of State Dean Atcheson publicly 
placed South Korea outside the perim-
eter of nations· the U.S. would help 
defend. · 

e Walter Mondale: Carter's choice 
for Vice President has a voting record 
on defense issues ~d weapons sys-
tems that would leave the U.S. Army · 
in Europe equipped basically with 
crossbows and 14--ounce gloves. It is 
not unfair to characterize Mondale's 
as the least responsible voting record 
on national security in the U.S. Con-
gress, excepting possibly that of Rep. 
Bella Abzug [D., N.Y.L 

Carter \'vill be on the offensive. If he 
denounces the U.S. for "secrecy" in 
the conduct of foreign policy, ask him 
how else we get Middle East agree-

If he claims there are more admi-
ral$ and generals now than during 
World War II [is this true ?J, blame it 

-on Adm. Elmo Zumwalt, chief of na-
val operations, 1970-19i4, Carter's 
friend and Democratic candidate for 
the Senate from Virginia. . 

Finally, full blame for the existence 
of a pro-Soviet Marxist state in Angola 
should be foisted upcn the Democratic 
Congress, which abandoned the anti-
communists. , 

THE PR.BIARY threat comes from 
a Carter sweep around the Ford right . 
end. Should Carter accuse the U.S. of 
getting taken by the Russians on the 
wheat deal, of being spookered at 
SALT I and Vlaqivostok, of selling out 
Eastern Europe,' and of snubbing Soi-
zenitsyn-then, Mr. President, you've 
got problems. . 

And shculd there be a Ford an-
nouncement that in SALT II the U.S. 
will allow the Russians to build the 
B;lckfire bomber, while we will scuttle 
our long~range cruise missile, the 
sound you hear at the debate·s end 
will be thunder on the Right. 

N~w York Times Spe: ia! Features 

Chicago Tribune, (10/5/76) 
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Ford Prepares for Debate #2 in S.F. 

Republican party officials greeted President Ford Tuesday morning as 
he arrived in San Francisco to prepare for the second debate on foreign 
policy. 

The President is renting the home of a prominent San Francisco lawyer, 
John Sutro, for $125 a day. Robert Pierpoint noted that Ford is paying the 
Sutro's because he is being very careful not to take any illegal favors. 

Tuesday, the President will discuss California politics with the 
Republican candidate for the Senate, S. I. Hayakawa. 

The President's aides are saying he is at a disadvantage in this debate 
because he must concern himself with the impact of his words on foreign 
listeners, while Carter does not have that restraint. (CBS) 

Issues FORD/DOLE CAMPAIGN 

Dole: "Statecraft and Mystery Don't Mix" 

Warning that "statecraft and mystery do not mix," Bob Dole is accusing 
Jimmy Carter of being weak in foreign policy and "downright frightening" in 
how he might use the nation's defensive might. 

The GOP Vice Presidential candidate campaigns in Virginia and Pittsburgh 
Tuesday. 

Dole unveiled the fresh line of attack -- centering on foreign affairs --
in a speech Monday to a Bankers' group. The address, which received applause 
only at the end, offered a prelude to Wednesday night's foreign policy debate 
between President Ford and his Democratic Challenger. UPI 10/5/76 
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Economic Growth Report May Help Carter 

The government's report later this month on economic growth is expected 
to show that the U.S. economy grew at a disappointing rate of about 4 percent 
in the third quarter of this year. 

This is the opinion of economists both in and out of government who are 
puzzled about why the economy has bogged down after such promising growth 
earlier this year. 

If the October 19 report is disappointing, which now seems likely, it may 
give Democratic Presidential nominee Jimmy Carter new ammunition in his attempt 
to use the economy as an issue in his campaign against President Ford. 

A 4 percent growth rate in the Gross National Product is considered just 
enought to keep up with new entries into the labor force and does nothing to 
-ent the nation's still-high 7.9 per cent unemployment rate.--UP,UPI,Nets 10/5/76 



DEBATE lf 2 
-19-

,· 

Ford - Carter debates: trying harder on No. -2 
The ·-second - Ford-Carter debate ought to 

show an improvement over the first. And we 
don't mean simply an even.longer period of si-
lence, as the cynic suggests. -

What should make the difference is what the 
candidates - and their new questioners - pres 

· sumably learned from the first outing. 

•• I 
Nixon-Kissinger foreign policies and a contin~ 
uer of them in his own administration. In . con-
trast with realms of broad agreement such as 
China policy, Soviet-American detente, and the 
new peace efforts in Africa, clear lines have 
been drawn with the Democratic Congress on 
many matters. These include aid to the Thieu 
regime in_ its last days in Vietnam, arms for 

In essence, the candidates need to appear Turkey after its invasion of Cyprus, aid to the 
less programmed and more natural and spon- forces opposing those supported by the -Soviet 
taneous, if the viewers are to get to know them Union in Angola, and a proposed legislative 
better. It was strange to see the contenders _ prohibition on U.S. firms' complianc~ with the 
for the most powerful office in the world re- Arab boycott. 
mauµng transfixed by the audio gap, failing to At the same time, Mr. Ford enters the de-
display any ordinary human gesture to each bate with a foreign-policy plank in his own 
other or the crowd. Surely on Wednesday an_y party•s-plat!of1!1_:-_ the so-called morality plank 
unexpected circumstance would be handled m , · · · · 
a more relaxed manner. · that implies criticism of S_ecret;u-y . of State 

. . . - KissiJ:tger and such lapses as the cold shoulder 
As fo_r the fore~gn-policy panelists, they need . < given by the White House_ to dissident Russian 

to avoid narrowing the focus to defe~e ex-
1 

author Alexander Solzhenitsyn. 
penditures, -say~ as much as the dom~st1c-pol- , Mf. Carter · starts with the serious dis-· 
icy pan~lists concen~ted on econorrucs. The ; · advantage of not having e,cperience at the 
deba~e IS an opportunity here, as m~erator helm of foreign policy to cite. Also, the Ford 
Pauline Fredenck suggested, to contnbute to _ administration appears to be moving swiftly to 
public education on a broad range of issues. ! , get" away from the "lone ranger" approach to 

The point is not simply to provide a platform 1 foreign policy and to work with its allies in-
for the candidates to come out boldly for the stead of manipulating them - criticisms that 
things no one is against - such as a strong de- Mr. Carter might be expected to launch on the 
fense and a world at peace. It is the issues on: basis of what some of his advisers have said. 
wtich the candidates differ that ought to be il- So Mr. Carter faces the challenge of making 
luminated. From these should emerge , dis·; what he promises to do - such as cutting de-
cussion not only/ of Mr. Carter's promises and fense waste without cutting defense strength -
Mr. Ford's record but of the prevailing philoso- more attracfure -and pe~asive than what Mr. 
phy each would bring to- the foreign-policy Ford has already done. One of his chief prom-
tasks ahead. - "' ises is openness, letting the American people 

Mr. Ford begins with the strengths and . know what their government is doing in their 
weakn~ of being a full supporter of the 

Christian Science Monitor, (10/5/76) 

name. 
· Such points move toward what co_uld be the · 

heart of the debate. What do Mr. Ford and Mr, 
Carter respectively have to offer in identifying 
the ends and means through which U.S. foreign 
policy can best reflect the idea.ls of the nation 
and the hopes of citizens today? The rights and 
needs of human beings all over the world are 
increasingly being brought to the. fore in this 
discussion. The debate· will fall short if it does · 
not address what America's basic role should 
be. 
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Committee Calls Callaway Guilty in Ski Resort Charge 

A Senate subcommittee draft report says President Ford's former 
campaign Director, Howard "Bo" Callaway, used his position as Secretary 
of the Army to influence the Forest Service to permit expansion of a 
family-owned ski resort. 

A draft copy of a report by the Senate subcommittee on environment and 
land resources was obtained by UPI. 

In the 132-page report approved 5 to 4 by the subcommittee, the decision 
was plamed on improper pressure by Callaway or others on his behalf. The vote 
was divided along party lines, with the Republican minority declaring 
Callaway innocent, and saying the panel and its Chairman, Sen. Floyd Haskell, 
D-Colo., used the allegations for political purposes. 
AP,UPI,Nets 10/5/76 

Simon FOREIGN POLICY 

Simon Urges Protection of World Bank Funds 

Treasury Secretary William Simon cautioned impatient poor nations 
Tuesday against seeking a "quick fix" to solve their economic problems. 

Addressing the joint annual meetings of the International Monetary Fund 
and World Bank, Simon also urged oil-rich lands to join the United States in 
emergency measures to ensure that World Bank funds for the poorest countries 
do not run out. 

He said the U.S. economy is showing a "well balanced" recovery, although 
he predicted a slowdown of economic expansion in 1977. 

Both employment growth and unemployment will decline next year in the 
United States, Simon predicted, with inflation expected to run at 5 to 6 percent. 

He said the slower American economic pace would be a "proper pattern" 
because continued 6 to 7 percent growth in economic output over an extended 
period of time "would invariably overheat the U.S. economy, followed soon 
afterward by recession and unemployment." AP,UPI,CBS 10/5/76 
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Polls ELECTION 

1 

The Roca Turns into c Deed Hect 
Jimmy Carter has blown his lead in 

the presidential race. Last week he and 
Gerald Ford were running dead even, 
each with 43% of the vote; 14% were un-
decided. Carter led Ford by 6 percent-
age points in late August, just after the 
Republican National Convention, and 
by 9 points in late June. In a parallel 
shift of perceptions, voters by 44% to 
40% now expect Ford to win on Nov. 
2. In late August, the voters by 57% to 
34% predicted a Carter victory. These 
are the findings of a nationwide tele-
phone survey of 1,308 registered voters, 

· conducted for TL"iE by the opinion re-
search firm of Yankelovich, Skeily and 
White, Inc., from Sept. 25 to Sept. 29. 

The standoff turned up by the sur-
vey resulted from asking those polled to 
choose between the two main candi-
dates. When the Yankelovich analysts 
figured in the effect of the minor can-
didates, Lester Maddox and Eugene Mc-
Carthy, Ford pulled ahead of Caner by 
42% to 40%. Maddox is a negligible fac-
tor, polling only 1 % of the vote at this 
point. But McCarthy draws 7%, down 
from 12% in August but still enough to 
tip the election to Ford. 

Seesaw. Thus what once !coked 
like a Carter runaw.iy has turned into 
one of the tightest presidential races in 
U.S. history. Making the present situa-
tion even more ""latile, the Yankelovich 
study found. 52% of r.te voters still have 
not firmed up their final voting plans, in 
part because so many are unenthusiastic 
about both major candidates (see box be-
low). Said Pollster Daniel Yankelovich: 
"Our TIME survey suggests that the race 
will seesaw back and forth until the very 
last minute, reflecting the voters' ago-

1 ···-·-~ 
FORD WUi 

MARCH 

nized and disappointed frame of mind." 
THE TRENDS. Ford has scored great 

gains with independent voters. He leads 
Carter among them by 45% to 31 %; by 
contrast, Carter was ahead with this de-
cisive group in August, 41 % to 39%. One 
reason for the shift is the growing belief 
that Caner is a liberal, which has be· 
come a negative label for many voters. 
Of the people surveyed, 35% regard him 
as a liberal, up 10 percentage points 
since August. Only 30% consider him a 
moderate, down 13 points. Among mod-
erates, Carter now runs almost neck and 
neck with the President after leading 
him 51 % to 35% in late August. 

Caner's support among Catholics 
has slipped by 3 percencage points to 
45%, while his backing among Protes-
tants has remained almost unchanged 
at 42%. He has picked up strength 
among non-whites, 71 % of whom now 
favor him, v. 66% in August. But only 
39% of the white voters prefer him, 
down from 44% in the previous survey. 

In terms of geography, Carter car-
ries the eleven states of the Old Con-
federacy, but not by a wide enough mar-
gin to offset Ford's lead of 44% to 41 % 
in the rest of the country. Ford is heavily 
dependent on the Western states for his 
support. He is weaker than was antic-
ipated in the Midwest. The breakdown: 

CARTER FORD 
South 48% 40% 
New England 43% 40% 
Middle Atlantic 43% 38% 
Midwest and border 43% 44~~ 
West 36% 51 o/o 

CRITICISMS OF FORD. Since August, 
there has been remarkably little change 

. 
f . ... '.{l"!,'~·. , . 

FORD CARTER . FORO CARTER ~· 
AUGUST '-''.:: ; SEPTEMBER 

in voters' opinions of Ford. Half of the 
people surveyed fault him for pardoning 
Richard Nixon, 48% say he cannot deal 
with Congress, 33% believe he is too 
conservative. But Ford's weekend trips 
as the guest of U.S. Steel when he was a 
Congressman are not taken very seri-
ously by the voters. Less than one-third 
believe that the jaunts raise serious ques-
tions about his judgment. 

There also has been little change 
since August in the reasons cited by vot• 
ers for supporting Ford. Among them: 
he can be trusted (62%), he will keep a 
check on the Democratic Congress 
(59%), he has more experience (56%) 
and he is a k.'1.own quantity (55%). 

The President's chief asset continues 
to be his opponent. More than 2 out of 
3 Ford voters give as their main reason 
for supporting him the fact that they 
have too many questions about Carter. 

CRITICISMS OF CARTER. Clearly, the 
Democratic nominee was hurt. by the 
first debate. By 41 % to 13%, the people 
in:erviewed said they thought that Ford 
was the victor. While the debate and a 
month of further campaigning have 
made C1:ter less of an enigma-35% 
now regard him as too much of an un-
knoY.'Il, down 5 percentage points since 
August-many voters dislike what they 
see in him. Of those surveyed, 54% call 
him fuzzy on the issues ( up from 51 % 
in August), 55% say he over;,romi.ses (up 
from 48%), 53% complain that he 
changes his stands (up from 45%} and 
29% agree with the statement that 
"there is something not trustworthy 
about him" (up from 22% ). 

Caner's strengths among his sup-
porters continue to be the desire for a 

Tirne,10/11/76 (Cont.) 
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The No-Win Campaign 

l\s the second debate approached this 1· THE EAST: Carter appeared to be run•. MAJOR BATTLEGROUNDS 
.I-\ week, Gerald Ford and Jimmv ning strongly ahead of Ford in Massa-
Carterhadmore thanone anothertocope chusetts, Rhode Island, the-District of The new arithmetic wasn't lost on 
with. Carter set out to make uo for past . Columbia and West Virginia; he held a ~arter. Despite reports that he was writ-
blunders and slipping polls. Fo~d sought : smaller lead in New Jersey, New York. mg off some states, his field strategy last 
to maintain an encouraging new momen- Pennsylvania and ~taryland; Connecti- we~k called for a 50-state campaign with 
tum before a run of bad economic news cut, Delaware, Maine and New Hamp- maJor battl~gi-o~nds in New York. New 
the ra£ial epithets of his Agricultur~ shire looked like tossups; Ford appeared Jersey, <;aliforn1a, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
Secretary and controversy over his golf to be ahead in Vermont. Conn_ecticut,, Michigan and Illinois. 
partners and campaign finances as a con- In liberal Massachusetts, the lingering _This week s San Francisco showdown 
gressman could slow him down. The presence of former Sen. Eugene ~(cCar- Wl

th President Ford on foreign policy 
result was an odd spectacle: both men thy posed a danger to Carter in any close was the immediate challenge before 
tried eagerly to close quarters, yet both race. After an angry legal wrangle, Carter. The topic clearly played to Ford's 
were still on the defensive, more preoc- McCarthy's name went on the ballot in ~trength, but Carter's people were hop-
cupied with their own problems than the smte last week ... The time to send a mg for an_ up~et. Carter set aside two days 
with their oooonent. .---- message is in the primaries, not now," tocampaignmtheBayA.rea,practicewith 

_ Both candidates still -faced seri- grumped Carter's spokesman ,Edward tape _recor~er and stopwatch, and review 
problems in their campaigns. Carter . Jesser. In Rh?de_ Island, Carters snafu- 3-mch o~~ck briefing binder called 

ha'tl yet to show whether he had bot- prone organization was embarrassed Th_e Boo_k. Carter, said foreign-policv 
tomed out from a verv bad case of the once again last week. It dispatched .\(ar- :dviser Richard Holbrooke, would offe·r 
skids. The latest Galli'.ip poll, reflecting garet .\lcKenna, 31, an attorney, to Provi- an altei:iative vision" of America, long 
Ford's polished debate performance and dence. She announc~d that one ?f her ondlthty, cautiously critical of detente 
the damage Carter has inliicted upon fu:st g?aJs was to enhst .\fayo~ Vmcent c? s o_rtonStatistics. "Whatyou'llseeof 
himself with clumsy forays into the sen- Cianci as hea~ of a ;Rep~bhcans for ~er 

15 
what you saw in the last two-

sitive fields of abortion ta.'tes and the Carter Committee. C1anc1, an Italo- thuds of the domestic debate," predict-
Playboy philosophy, showed Carter's American . and Ca!bolic, had already ed TV_coach Barry Jagoda last week. "He 
support dropping vet another 4 points. bee_ n headmg Fords Rhode Island cam- .11 L-, f. 1 th W1 ue more relaxed-and aggressive." 
For the first time since .\(ay-and per- paign or near Ya mon · . Ford confidently passed up dress :e-
haps temporarily-independent voters THE SOUTH: Carter has a strong lead m h~a.rsals for the second debate. He did 
seemed to be favoring Ford. Carter still Alabama,, A.rkansa:s, Georgia, and ~en- his own homework from a I-inch-thick 
held a sizable 50-42-point lead over the tucky; hes ah_ ead m Tennessee, F_ londa, ho k h N rth C l d S th C 1 B o summarizing is own positions and 
President. A NEWSWEEK political survey 1 0 aro ma an ou aro ma. ut a slim volu~e on Carter's foreign policy. 
suggested that Carter led Ford-though Ford may have a chance to win in Louisi• Se~ of State Henry Kissinger's staff 
not by much-in 23 states and the Dis- . ana, "Mississippi, Texas and Virginia. let it be known that the Presi~nt had 
trict of Columbia with 290 electorai THE Ml~WE~T: Carter holds a strong ~ged a weekend meeting with Kis-
votes. But Ford seemed to be closing tc !~ad onl>: m .\(mnesota, the home state of s~nger, to prep a bit. Sensitive to Kis-
within striking distance. . . • his runmng mate, Sen. Walter Mondale. smger_ s political liabilities among con-

..- · - · - · (Butz's home state), Iowa and Illinois.. servative Republicans and Southern 
· . When Carter hit the road -::igain, one of THE WEST: Carter now holds the ed<Te Democrats, White House aides down-

11s_ first stops was the Chat and Chew in Oregon and Hawaii; the race is clo~e : played the skull session. "The President 
Diner across from a Western Electric in California, New Mexico and Washing- , well ~derstands his own positions and 
;,lant near Buffalo, N.Y. There he se- to~; Ford has a commanding lead in . does? t need coaching," said one of 
~ured ~little local media time by talking' Idaho, Utah and Wyoming and is ahead Fords top line coaches. 
obs w1th unemployed electrical work- in Arizona, Alaska, Colorado, Montana Whether ll-ie two candidates' second 
!rs. Local polls, however, showed Carter and Nevada. confrontation would orove to be more 
running behind Ford in Erie Countv .. The big bulge Carter had at the time ~edsive than the first ·was open toques-
oormally a Democratic stronghold. And of the Republican convention has been no:n, What was certain was that the cam-
his statewid~ t;>olls ~e~e only fractionally . pried away," observed polltaker Mervin paign-n_ow at its midpoint-had b~ 
more pro11:11sm~-· _ It! mmd-~(2g_gli_gg_ Field in California last week. While come surpri.singly wide-open. The prize 
that a D~mocratic candidate can be 'oiliy· Carter's 20-point lead in California ap- of 

th
e Presidency was available to the 

a few _po1?ts ahead of a Republican Presk._ pears to have eroded, Carter voters ~an who could put his mistakes behind 
dent m New York when there's a 10 per seemed to be shifting to uncommitted ?1

m, ~g~n 
th

e initiative and capture the 
cent unemployment rate in the state-- status, not to Ford. "If people were vot- unagmation of a drowsy electorate. 
and when Ford almost let New York City ingyes or noon the Ford Administration, -rcM MAT!-!EWS..., HAL SiruNO am THCW.S M. o. 
go down the drain," said one too Demo- the vote would be no," noted Field. ~.,C:=--~!io00

~u~ EUANCA 
crat in Washington last week~ NEWS- "Half of Ford's own constituency was 
WEEx's own regional survey disclosed a ready to th.row him out. It's now down to 
number of o~er surprises: Carter and his campaign. He has to lose it 

for Ford to win." 

Newsweek, 10/11/76 , Excerpted 
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Polls 

The 
Forturne500 

Presidential Po~I 
Since Jimmy Carter is a businessman himself and is a 

relatively moderate_ Democrat, he might have been e.-q,ected 
to attract a fair amount of support among the country's lead-
ing business executives. Not so. In a FORTUNE poll of chief 
executive officers, President Ford swamped Carter by 85.2 
percent to 10.4 percent (4;4 percent were either noncommittal · 
or against both candidates). Poll ballots went to the chief 
executive officers of the 500 largest industrials and the fifty 
largest commercial-banking companies, utilities, retailers, life 
insurers, transportation companies, and diversified-financial 
companies. :\fore than 500 of the chief executives responded, 
indicating how they had voted in the past three presidential 
elections and how they planned to vote in November. 

Even Humphrey did better 
Carter's poor showing is all the more intriguing because 

there has been a dramatic decline in formal Republican alle-
giance among the chief e."<ecufr:es. When FORTUNE surveyed 
them last spring (see "A Group Profile of the Fortune 500 
Chief Executive," May) ,_ only 56 percent said they called 
themselves Republicans, compared with 76 percent in 1950. 
Some 36 percent considered themselves independents, and 
about 6 percent Democrats. Yet when Lyndon Johnson ran 
against Barry Goldwater back in 1964, he won the support of 
40.l percent of these same executives-nearly four times as 
many as Carter. Even Hubert Humphrey won the votes of 13.8 
percent. Only George :McGovern did worse than Carter. 

The FORTUNE poll was by secret ballot, but in follow-up 
interviews a sampling of the chief executives explained why 
they had voted as they did. In general, they consider Ford's 
policies for the economy safe and his 
personality comfortable. In contrast, 
many view Carter as an unpredictable 
loner. Time and again in the personal 
interviews, chief e.--cecutives said, "He's 
totally unknown." Several executives .. 
thought Carter was revealed as a big-
spending liberal by his qualified support 

Goldwater 52.2 percent 

Johnson 40.1 percent 

FORD 

CARTER 

Nixon 

Humphrey 
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ELECTION 

for the Humphrey-Hawkins bill. "There is no way the U.S. can 
afford the tab on that bill," said one Carter critic. Others 
mentioned Carter's call for standby wage and price controls. 
"I'd hate to see us go through that kind of thing again,'' said 
one. Many executives are worried by Carter's plans to tax the 
rich more and the poor and middle class less. 

Yet the business leaders, while decidedly cool toward Carter, 
aren't nearly as alarmed by him as they were by )kGovern. 
In fact. a number commented that "he's no George )!cGovern." 
Irving Shapiro, chairman of Du Pont, was one of a group of 
eighteen chief executives who flew to Atlanta recently for a 
conference with the Democratic candidate. Says Shapiro: "I 

• was impressed by Carter's high intelligence and would be 
content with either candidate." And the pro-Carter minority 

· is quite vocal. and enthusiastic. Henry Ford, ,•,ho "leans 
toward" Carter, says that "what we need in Washington is 
someone who hasn't been there." Michael Blumenthal, chair-
man of Bendix. stresses that "a changing of the guard is 
needed." Edgar Bronfman, chairman of Seagram, states that 
if Carter were elected, it could be as significant as 1932, when 
the Democrats swept into power and galvanized the economy. 

Ford's support, by contrast, is very wide but quiet. Few of 
the chief executives have endorsed him publicly, but many said 
that they know where Ford's team of Simon, Greenspan, and 
Burns stands on the issues. They like Ford's attempts to con-
trol spending and his handling of the recovery. Ford supporters 
mentioned, more than any other achievement, his so-far suc-
cessful attack on inflation. While some executives criticize Ford 

. for a lack of drive, many echoed one chief executive's comment 
that "Ford's decency and honesty stick out." 

After all the traumas of the past 
few years, executives apparently share 

85.2 percent the general desire for normalcy, moral-
ity, and a safe harbor. Ho,vever, while 
the polls generally show most voters 

10.4 percent 

83.8 percent 

13.8 percent 

looking to Jimmy Carter for these val-
. ues, chief executives believe that they 

have found them in Gerald Ford. END 

Nixon 91 . 7 percent 

McGovern 5.3 percent 

1964 

Fortune, ]0/76 
1968 1972 
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LATEST POLLS SHOW THIS-
NATIONWIDE 
Gallup Pol~ Oct. 1 

Carter ................... 50% 
Ford .•...•.............. 42% 
Others .•..........•..... 1% 
Undecided . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 7o/o 

NATIONWIDE 
For Gannett News Service by Re-
search Analysis Corp., Boston, Sept 26 

Carter ................... 43o/o 
Ford .................... 41o/o 
McCarthy .... -. . . . . . . . . . . . 2% 
Others,. undecided ....... 14% 

WASHINGTON STATE 
Seattle Times poll, Sept 1 !i 

Carter .................. 32.9% 
Ford ................... 30.8% 
Undecided, no opinion . 36.3% 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago Tribune, Sept 12 

Ford ........ . ........... 44% 
Carter ...... . ............ 41% 
Others, undecided ....... 15% 

KANSAS 
Topeka Daily Capital, Sept 12 

Ford ..•................. 44% 
Carter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 o/o 
Others ............ . ..... 4% 
Undecided ... : ........... 11 % 

BY REGIONS: 
Hanis Survey, Sept 25 

NATIONWIDE 
Hanis Survey, Sept 26 

Carter ..•.....•.....••... 46o/o 
Ford .............•.•..•. 39% 
McCarthy .....•.••..•.•.. 5% 
Maddox ........••....... 1% 
Undecided . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • 9% 

NEW YORK STATE 
For Gannett News Service by Re-
search Analysis Corp., Boston; Sept 24 
Carter ................... 40% 
Ford .................... 37% 
McCarthy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9% 
Maddox ... ,-~. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 % 
Undecided ............... 13% 

OREGON 
For Portland Oregonian by Bardsley & 
Haslacher, Sept 13 

Carter ................... 45% 
Ford . ................... 33% 
Undecided ............... 22% 

MICHIGAN 
Detroit News, Sect 12 

Ford .................... 41'3/o 
Carter ... . ............... 34% 
Others, undecided ....... 25% 

NEBRASKA 
Omaha World-Herald, Sept 19 

Ford ........ -· .......... 52% 
Carter ................... 33% 
McCarthy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 % 
Others, undecided ....... 14% 

East Midwest Soutr. Border _ West I 
Carter ............ . . 52% . .... 42% .. . .. . 56% ... . . . 54% . . . . . 50% 
Ford · ............... 38% ..... 49% ...... 36o/.- ...... 39% . . . . . 40% 
Undecided ....... . . . 10% . . . . . 9% . . . . . . s0I.. . . . . . . 7% . . .. 10o/n 

u,E. News and World Repo~t, 10/11/76 
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~.At Mid-Campaign 

iWHAT'S ON·. PEOPLE'S MINDS 
.. . --............. .. . . . 

One month before the presidential elections, Americans The Family Exchequer-Then and Now 
are in a demanding mood: 

· Times now are better for many than they were a year ago. From most of these Americans, the most heartfelt and 
But the nation's voters want lower prices, lower taxes, bigger revealing comments came when they were asked about their 
paychecks-and less Government interference in their lives. financial situation now compared with a year ago. 

At the same time, thev call for federal solutions to such Some spokE: up almost apologetically. Robert Geringswald, 
nagging problems as un~mployment, crime, welfare fraud, 38, a marketing analyst lhing in Bowling Green, Ky,, de-
and school busing for integration. And Government monev, plored the habit of measuring happiness, or the lack of it, in 
many of them say, would be better spent at home than ~n monetary terms, but added: . 
foreign aid. "It's just as simple as that. If you've got the loot in the 

Despite this critical tone, a sense of relative calm and house, you've got a happy home. If you haven't got it, you 
confidence among the American people emerges from com• have a hell of a house." 
puterized tabulations of inteniews conducted for U.S. Neu:s People who said their financial position had improved 
& World Report with 564 persons selected as a cross section generally credited it to higher incomes, better jobs and more 
of the nation's adults. · material possessions. Commented ~frs. Pennv O'Connor 33 

Among the findings: of Peoria, Ill.: . · ' ' 
• ~lore people felt they were better off compared with a "I feer we've made progress on our bills and in o,vning our 

_year ago than worse off-32 to 20 per cent, with the rest o,.,·n home, but as far as inflation, sometimes I feel like we are 
saying things were about the same. sort of standing in the same spot." · 

• ~fore people, too, expected things to be better a year \'Vhil7 her enth~iasm about t?e economy was tempered, 
from now than worse-41 per cent to 11 per cent, with the Mrs. 0 Connor sa.id she was gomg to vote for Ford. Whv? 
others seeing little change ahead. "Because Carter's a question mark, and I'm not sure bevo~d 

• Almost half-48 per cent-felt that the U.S. was losing the fact that he wants to be President, what he stands f~r." 
influence in the world, and only 4 per cent thought .-\meri• . In a more positive mood, 21-year-old Peter Lake, a Volney, 
can influence was gaining ground. · . _N.~., plumber and steamfitter, reported that he, too, was 

At this point in the presidential campaign, large numbers voting for Ford. He said ebulliently: "I own my own house. I 
of those questioned were still uncertain of their choice. own my own car. I have a bicycle. I have a motorcycle. I'm 

Support for Republican incumbent Gerald R. Ford usual- financially secure at the moment." 
ly-though not invariably-centered among those most satis• Yet the political implications of good and bad times are not 

fled with their present state, consistent. For example, in Lake Charles, La., Mrs. Valerie 
while the '"dissatisfied .. tend- Granger, 48, said happily: "We are all right. We have more 
ed to look favorably on money, and everything revolves around money, I don't care 
Democratic challenger Jim· what anybody says." 
my Carter. By logic, therefore, ~frs. Granger should vote for Ford, 

Whichever way they de- right? Wrong. 'Tm voting party\\ise," she explained, "so it 
. ci_de, many thought that will_ b.~ Carter. I \\.ill never vote Republican ever, ever 

their future as well as the nation's depends on the outcome agam. . 
of the election. And more than 80 per cent of the inter• For those reporting that they are worse off today economi• 
viewees said they intend to vote. cally, the same inconsistencies appear. . 

They will do so, it seems, mostly on pocketbook issues, such Many are looking toward Carter. One instance is ~[rs. 
as the economv and taxes, rather than on controversies over Ruby Heugatter, 39, of Lorain, Ohio, who has six children 
national or global policies. . and had -been working as an assembler in an automobile 

A big worry for many was the question of security-not pl~.n.t. But not ?ow. .. . 
only in jobs, but in homes bought and paid for, and on the , Im on strike now, she explained. When asked who 
streets. ~lore than ever, people speculated on their future :would get her presidential vote, she replied: "Carter, of 
health, how their children will tum out and what will : course-is there any doubt?" 
happen to them in their old age. ! . ~et ~here is also Bruce Kenyon, 40, a sheet-metal worker 
. Abortion, hotly debated a month or two ago, seemed to be ) iv.mg 10. Westfield, .\lass., who noted his worries as follows: 
fading as a key issue with many voters. ~or did they dwell . 'T~e insurance and automobile have taken a bite, not to 
much on national moralitv or world affairs. mention food, the upkeep of my home and taxes. ~Iv salarv 

Perhaps Don Lydick, 51, of El Centro, Calif., spoke for has ? 0 t been keepin~ pace with the economy, a~d it is 
many when he said: "What I'm looking for is stability." hur~ng us very badly. 

~evertheless, .\fr. Kenyon intends to Yote for Ford, whom 
he described as "honest" and needing more time to put his 
programs into action. 

U.S. News & World Report, 10/11/76 (cont) 
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EDITORIAL 

The Economics of the Candidates 
President Ford and Jimmy Carter 

have been laboring for some time now to 
differentiate themselves from each other 
on a sizable number of issues--economic 
policy, defense, international relations, 
big government, and quite a bit more. On 
some of the issues it is still hard to see 
any daylight between them. On others, 
the candidates are in genuine conflict. In 
economics, at least, their basic perspec-
tives-their understanding of what 
works, and what doesn't, and why-are 
distinctly different. 

It is true that the campaigns waged 
by presidential candidates are a cloudy 
guide to the economic policies they actu-
ally pursue when elected. To judge from 
their campaign pledges,' · Franklin D. 
Roosevelt could .not possibly have sup-
ported deficit spending in ·office and 
Richard M. Nixon would h4ve fought 
forever against price controls: 

Still, the basic perspectives of the can-
didates are a matter of some importance. 
Where · the candidates really do have 
some strong convictions (it is not en-
tirely clear that F.D.R. did. in 1932), it 
can at least be presumed that the poli-
cies they believe in will be the ones 
they'll try first and stick with longest. 
As FORTUNE has frequently argued, the 
generally healthy condition of the U.S. 
economy this year owes a great deal to 
President Ford's basic free-market ori-
entation, which led him to insist that the 
economy would pull out of the recession 
,vithout massive stimulus and that the 
recovery would be healthier without it. 

Reordering the priorities 
Does Jimmy Carter have any such 

strongly held convictions about econom- . 
ics? And if so, what are they? He really 
has been confusing about some impor-
tant matters. Several weeks ago, after 
campaigning for more than a year on 
the proposition that reducing unemploy-
ment must be our major priority, he an-
nounced that he would now give at least 
equal weight to the war on inflation. 

A number of commentators have con-
cluded that the shift is only a tactic-:-
and that Carter has no deep-seated con-
victions about economic issues. This 
reading of the evidence seems unduly 
cynical. He shades them now and then 

Fortune, ]0/76 (Cont.) 

for campaigning purposes, but his rec-
ord suggests that he does have some 
strong views about economic issues. 

In any case, Carter's new line has not 
led us to alter the judgment expressed in 
last month's editorial-that on most 
economic issues, at least, he is not really 
much different from all those super-lib-
eral Democrats he beat in the primaries. 
His ideas about inflation sound bother-
some even in their muted form. In an 
interview _,vith Business Week last 
month, Carter was still arguing that 

· there is no real trade-off between infla-
tion and unemployment. He once again 
reminded us that when President Tru-
man left office, the inflation rate was less 
than 1 percent and the unemployment 
rate less than 3 percent and that, there-
fore, it is foolish to view inflation and un-
employment as "countervailing" forces. 

The effects are delayed 
That formulation of the inflation-un-

.. employment problem seems most pecu-
liar, Nobody contends that a given un-
employment rate has an instantaneous· 
effect on prices or that it is impossible 
for inflation and unemployment rates to 
be simultaneously low. Normally, it 
would take a number of months for high 
or low unemployment rates to . impinge 
on the price level, and there are all sorts 
of things that government can- do, e.g., 
impose price controls, that will delay the 
effect still further. One reason the infla-
tion rate was so low when Truman left 
office was the Korean-war price· controls: 

Inflation and unemployment are no 
doubt the most visible and immediate of 
the economic issues, but there are two 
others that in the long run may mean . 
even more. Both involve political pres-
sures that threaten the health of the 
democratic capitalist order in the U.S. 
One is the pressure to promote greater 
equality among individuals. The other is 
the insistent demand for greater regu-
lation of business. 

Unfortunately, the Democratic party 
appears to be hopelessly committed to 
both, and there is not much evidence that 
a President Carter would be trying to 
move his party in other directions. The 
Republicans have frequently tried to re-
sist both tendencies, though President 

I 
I 
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ELECTION COULD MEAN 300 POINTS ON THE DOW JONES . . 

That's not meant to be a scare headline. 
But I'm mystified by the number of pundits on and in 

business who assure us that the election's outcome wil 
have little or no impact on the economy of this country, 
for a year or more anyway. 

Utter nonsense. 
If Jimmy Carter's elected and if we can depend upon 

his doing many of the things· he says "you can depend on 
[it] ," before long the Dow Jones could be down as much 
as 150 points. 

Sure, it may take a year for him to have an impact. 
on the federal budget. It may take as. long to institute 
his total tax revision, socking business with new taxes 
and remo"ing mortgage interest deductions. from incfu::id-

Forbes, ] 0/] /76 

mi.ls, but the fact that these are on the menu will have 
an dfect 

It's not that Carter as President can immediately imple-
ment all his Populist You-Can-Depend-On-Its. It is the 
1:act d:iat he may try to, and will certainly succeed in 
some and perhaps many. 

President Ford's election, on the other hand, will mean 
a continuation of capital spending._ since corporations 
w!l not have to hold up and see. what happens to con-

, sumer confidence and consumer spending. The Dow Jones, 
in that event, is likely to be 150 points- higher. -

So that's a 300-point spread. 
No matter bow you slice it, the election outcome will 

most certainly have its effect on the economy. 
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THE PRESIDENCY /HUGH SICEY 

Cherishing· the Right to Get Rich 
That compelling American purpose 

of getting rich (or at least richer) and en- . 
joying it is a key point in this fall's po-
litical argument. 

While Jimmy Carter has settled 
most of his indignation on getting rich 
unfairly-on tax loopholes and the lob-
byists who preserve and enlarge them 
-his fervid campaign cries often have 
biblical overtones suggesting that the 
wealthy are vaguely evil. Gerald Ford, 
on the other hand, eagerly indulges in 
the resort rituals of the rich and some-
times seems more enamored with White 
House luxuries like Camp David and 
Air Force One than his job. Ford's love 
of the golf circuit back in his congres-
sional days could cost him crucial sup-
port, since it has been revealed corpo-
rations footed some of the bills. 

ing family business. He then pursued its 
enlargement with relentless skill. With 
the help of ta."t preferences and Gov-
ernment props, he created a million-dol-
lar concern, made Sl37.000 last year, on 
which he paid just under 13% federal in-
come tax. A million dollars does not, of 
course, mean what it used to, but the 
magical figure still inspires the notion 
that a fellow has done pretty well. The 
Republican contender, while moving 
pleasantly and obediently through the 
world of wealth, has been a salaried of-
ficeholder virtually all his adult life and 
has accumulated only a modest estate. 
He paid almost 38% of his $252,000 in- . 
come last year in federal income taxes. 

• 
It appears that America· s perception 

· of itself economically has taken a sub-
. tie but significant shift. Carter seems Both Carter and Ford, however, 

seem to be searching nervously for some 
firm political ground between the over- THE PRESIDENT: AT EASE WITH LUXURY 
statements of American poverty, which, 
in the view of Carter foes, sometimes 
smack of demagoguery, and a volup-
tuous embrace of materialism. 

It is not easy. For 75 years this na- -
tion was possessed by what Lord Bea-
verbrook called "the money brain ... the 
supreme brain." Calvin Coolidge updat-
ed it by croaking, "The business of 
America is business." Those notions 
were set back by the bust of 1929, and 
Franklin Roosevelt chose to pick up the 
pieces by assaulting "economic royal-
ists." Since then the rich have once again 
been a prime political target. 

The picture today is complicated by 
the fact the Democratic candidate, who 
affects a plain-folks style, is a man who 
left public service to take over a falter-

J0/]J/76 

ELECTION 

to have the most adjusting to do. hav-
ing already taken back some of the 
promises made in his acceptance speech. 
still clarifying his ideas about taxes. It 
turns out from the evidence being mined 
by pollsters and politicians that a lot 
of Americans are rich or so close it 
hurts and a lot more have got the fe-
ver from them. 

There arc an estimated 240,000 mil-
lionaires in the country, an infinitesimal 
sample when compared with 215 mil-
lion people, but not so insignificant when 
held up against the 56 million families. 

· It means that if a person is acquainted 
with about 200 families, one of those is 
apt to be worth a million or more. More 
Americans arc brushed by such riches 
than ever before in history. If an an-
nual income ofS50,000 per family is con-
sidered the start of wealth, then I fam-
ily out of 70 has reached that goal. If 
S20,000 a year can be considered enough 
to keep the dream of being rich alive, 
then 1 out of every 4 families has not 
only the urge but perhaps the hope. 

What all this suggests is that a great 
body of Americans still cherish the right 
to get rich. Indeed, the desire may even 
have been enlarged in these past years. 

One evident political result is that 
the fear of inflation and concern about 
new taxes and tax loopholes, long con-
sidered the exclusive worries of the wel!-
to-do, are concerns of a majority of the 
population. Way back in 1972 \•hen 
George McGovern proposed a 100% in-
heritance tax on all holdings over half 
a million dollars, the most vehement op-
position came from blue-collar workers. 
A bemused McGovern asked, .. What do 
they think-that they are all going to 
win the state lottery?" Apparently so 
-that enduring American lottery. 
which offers tempting odds that a lot of 
plain old boys can get pretty rich-like 
Jimmy Carter did. 
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WHY PRESIDENTS CA~J'T CHANGE 
BUSINESS OUTLOOK QUICKLY 

JIMMY CARTER AND GERALD FORD 
may offer different solutions to 

the nation's economic problems, but 
the fact is that it is too late for either 
man's policies to· have much impact 
on the course of business in 1977. 

When he is sworn in onJanuary.20, 
the next President will. find most of 
the Government's economic policies 
already molded and basic trends in 
the economy already set-

In the past there were a number of 
avenues that Presidents could follow 
to change policies quickly. But Con• 
gress has closed some in recent years, 
and bureaucrats, politics and econom-
ic realities will seal off others. 

This means that if Carter is elected 
he will have little room to take dra-
matic steps to reduce unemployment 
and get the business upswing moving 
faster. It means that if Ford is victori-
ous he can do little more to reduce 
inflation next year. He can· even be 
caught short if the business recovery · 
tapers off. 

In the past, a President who tried 
to give business a boost simply had to 
persuade Congress to spend added 
funds on highways, dams· or the like, 
or to cut taxes. The next President 
will find that tough to do. 

Roadblock at outset. One obsta-
cle at" the start is the fact that any tax . 
or spending changes in the 1977 bud-
get can be approved only if Congress 
restarts its cumbenome new budget-
making machinery. That machinery 
has set spending at 413 billion dollars 
for 1977. 

To change things would involve 
considerable delays while the con-
gressional budget committees 
worked to put together a joint con-
gressional resolution approving the 
size of new deficit spending and tax-
ing totals. _ 

Suppose the President decides to 
try to boost spending and Congress 
goes along with his decision. There 
are just not very many programs that 
the bureaucracy is equipped to ex-
pand in a hurry, according to Charles 
L Schultze, a former Budget Direc-
tor for President Johnson, who is now 
with the Brookings Institution in 
Washington. D.C. 

It is not much easier to lower taxes, 
something that both candidates 
promise. Unless there were general 

agreement on the need for tax 
changes-if the economy were to slip 
into recession, for instance-any 
move to cut taxes would bog down in 
the congressional budget system. 
Hendrik Houthakker, of Harvard 
University, a. member of President 
Nixon's.first Council of Economic Ad-
visers, sees this additional roadblock: 

"One effect of the new tax bill, 
once it becomes law, will be that it 
will create confusion over interpreta-
tion. I suspect the Ways and Means 
and Finance Committees will be pre-
occupied next year with tying up. 
loose ends." 

In short, the federal budget for 
fiscal 1977, which ends next Septem-
ber 30, probably will not change 
much-and it is the 1977 budget that 
will most affect business next year. 

Even if spending or tax changes 
could be made quickly, they probably 
woulci have little or no impact in 
1977. Economists are convinced that 
it takes a year or more for tax cuts or 
increased spending· to boost jobs or 
production. 

It is not any easier to spur home 
building or business investment 
through changes in monetary policy 
than to lower interest rates. 

In the view of some analysts, any 
such efforts to stimulate the economy 

· through monetary ease might back-
fire and set off fears of inflation, lead-
ing to cuts in investment and output. 

And, unless business turned down, 
attempts of the President to make 

"HANGING IN THE BALANCE." 

U.S. News & World Report, ]O/J]/76 

more than modest changes in the 
growth of the money supply would 

- run into opposition from Federal Re-
serve Board Chairman Arthur Burns. 

Then, too, the usual lag of up to a 
year between the time interest rates 
are cut and the economy is spurred 
make it doubtful that monetary 
changes can alter 1977 prospects. 

Pump priming. Even though poll• 
cies aimed at affecting. the economy 
broadly cannot do much to change 
forecasts for 1977, programs targeted 
at specific problem areas, such as un-
employment or housing, might have 
some effect. The most commonly sug-
gested cure for the joblessness rate, 
for instance, is to create jobs through 
public employment. A major public-
service jobs program, passed by Con-
gress over President Ford's veto, is 
already on the books and could be 
put into use quickly. :\foney pumped 
through the Government's revenue-
sharing programs could help finance 
jobs in States and cities. 

However, :\fichaei Wiseman, an 
economist at the Universitv of Cali-
fornia in Berkeley who has studied 
public-employment programs, as-
serts, ·•rt is impossible to think of a 
program that is fiscally conceivable 
that could do more in direct effect 
than reduce the unemployment rate 
oy less than one half of a percentage 
point" in 1977. 

:\fr. Houthakker also argues that 
federal programs designed to subsi-
dize home construction, lower bor-

. rowing costs or make it easier for 
home buyers to obtain mortgages 
could be expanded to boost home 
building. But few would expect such 
programs to alter the over-all busi-
ness outlook for 19ii by much. 

Thus, the next President has little 
room to shift the course of business in 
1977. That will be fine with Ford if 
he wins in November, as long as the 
forecast for a generally good business 

• year proves correct. 
But Carter, if elected, might well 

be dismayed by a Kennedy Adminis• 
tration adviser, Walter Heller, who 
says that "what either man can do in 

· 1977 sort of adds up to peanuts." 

This analysis was written by Peter 
Gou/a, an Associate Editor of the 
magazine. 
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THE BA TTLS FOR THE NORTHEAST : 
The Presidential candidates ·are . enllstlng in· the economic war 
between the states:-and on the side of the crucial Northeast, where 
President Ford sees an opportunity to cut Into Jimmy Carter's stlll-
solid lead. · ' · -- · 

Regional economic analysts wlde.ly believe that the East's job lo~ 
arid shrinking tax base are exacerbated by federal favoritism of so-
called Sunbelt states-especlally in respect to grants-in-aid. So Ford : 

-has ordered Commerce Secretary Elliot L Richardson to announce a 
14-member Council for Economic Action, whose government and 
private-sector members will explore such options as redirecting 
federal aid to the region. The study could cost $5 milllon. · . 

Carter is also ready to move. Although he· has had trouble with the 
report of his urban task force, he does have a detailed report on the· 
Northeast's economic troubles put together by former Small Busi-
ness Administrator Howard Samuels. And he has asked Samuels for 
a second study on imbalances in federal payments. - · · · . . 

Meanwhile, Representative Benjamin S. Rosenthal (D-N.Y.) ls set 
to release a study that charges the Administration with bungling the 
New York City fiscal crisis. Once that is out, Carter ,will wait for the 
Richardson proposal and attack it as a last-.minute political ploy. 

Business Week, 10/11/76 

----- --'----------
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ILLINOIS: 
Big Jim vs. Big Mike 

With two giant strides and a jump, he 
landed atop the loading platform and 
grabbed for the nearest shakable hand. 
Then he was off again at a gallop, dodg-
ing in and out among the trucks, halting 
only to thump backs and mangle paws. 
Illinois's James R. (Big Jim) Thompson 
was running for governor at his usual 
headlong pace in Chicago's South Water 
Street Market last week-and leaving 
onlookers a little breathless. "You gotta 
say this, the man moves," gasped a Chi-
cago cop trailing along behind. 

Big(6-foot, 6-inch) Jim Thompson has 
been on the move ever since July 1, 1975, 
when he resigned as the corruption-
busting U.S. Attorney for Illinois's 
Northern District to become the Repub-
licans' long-shot hope for the governor-
ship. By last week, it had begun to look as 
if nothing could head off his sprint for the 
Statehouse. Making his first try for elect-
ed office, the 40-year-old former North-
western University law professor held a 
commanding lead in the polls over Sec-
retary of State Michael J. Howlett, the 
hand-picked candidate of Chicago :\-lay-
or Richard Daley and one of the state's 
most experienced Democratic pros. 
Thompson's margin-24 percentage 
points in a Chicago Tribune poll-could 
even provide an extra dividend for the 
GOP: his campaign could generate the 
winning momentum for President Ford 
in his tight race with Jimmy Carter for 
the state's crucial 26 electoral votes. 

Nudge: Carter can ill afford to lose Illi-
nois, a state that has gone with the winner 
in everv Presidential election since 1920. 
His o,~ polls show him ahead there by 
about 4 percentage points, but it is still a 
neck-and-neck contest. And though 
Carter has pledged a top-to-bottom push 
for the state's Democratic ticket, some 
staffers have begun to nudge Howlett into 
the background. It was no oversight, ap-
parently, when Sen. Adlai Stevenson-
not candidate Howlett-rode in an open 
car beside Carter and Daley during a 
recenttorchlightparade for the Georgian. 

Beginning as U.S. attorney in 1971, 
Thompson built a name by gaining con-
victions against 259 Illinois officials, in-
cluding the late Gov. Otto Kerner (who 
was sentenced to three years on bribery 
and mail fraud charges) and Chicago 
Alderman Thomas E. Keane, the city's 
second most powerful Democrat. When 
he made his first, timid campaign ap-
pearance at a county fair, a reporter had 
to prompt him: "You got to start shaking 
hands ... you also might mention you're 
running for governor." But his amateur 
style-and his tough anti-com.iption rec-
ord-scarcely hurt in a year when incum-
bents are generally suspect. "The same 
phenomenon that helped Carter win the 
nomination is helping me," says Thomp-
son, who is considered a moderate in the 
Republican spectrum. "People are look-
ing for a fresh new face." 

~ewsweek, 10/11/76 
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ant fees from a former employer-How-
lett. put his hand over the reporter's 
mike and exploded: "- you!" But he 
didn't quite smother his words, and the 
sequence-with the expletive deleted-
made the news shows that night. 

Since his bashful start, Thompson has 
emerged as one of the bright young GOP 
Lochinvars out of the ~Hdwest. Some 
Republicans are even touting him as 
their next best hope for the Presidency, 
an ambition he owned up to as far back as 
high-school days. (He signed his year-
book: "Jim Thompson, President of the 
U.S., 1984-1992.") But nowadays he as-
sures reporters discreetly, "It's not a fo-
cal point in my life and I'm not running 
for governor as a steppingstone to the 
White House." 

Machinery: In any case, the governor-
ship is not yet won. Howlett is still count-
ing on the power of the Daley machine to 
crank up one of its celebrated last-minute 
registration and voting blitzes. The ma-
chine worked well for Howlett in ~farch, 
but it failed for two other important Daley 
choices. Howlett is also trying to encour-
age a backlash from some voters who feel 
that Thompson railroaded the popular 

Pbocoa by Jeff LoweaLhal-Newsweell 

Howlett (top), Thompson campaigning: Would the ~oattails carry Ford? 

Howlett, after knocking off Daley's 
old foe Gov. Dan Walker in the Demo-
cratic primary last ~larch, has come 
across to voters as an old-stvle machine 
candidate-something like · Daley him-
self. His age (62) and girth make him an 
unelectric stumper. And his usual affa-
bility with newsmen has been failing 
him lately. When a Rockford TV report-
er asked him about a rumor that he 
might drop out because of the "Sun 
Steel controversy"-an old charge by 
Walker that he was still getting consult-

Kerner into jail. "Thompson was appoint-
ed by Nixon to destroy the Democratic 
Party in Illinois ," Howlett tells audi-
ences. But Thompson's lead in suburban 
Cook County precincts and down-state 
Illinois looks too lopsided even for the 
redoubtable Daley juggernaut to over-
come. At the moment, Thompson seems 
to be headed for the Statehouse-and to 
be the best thing Jerry Ford has going for 
him in bellwether Illinois. 

-OAVIO GELMAN with FRANK MAIER on the 
Illinois campaign trail 
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16 CARTER/MONDALE CAMPAIGN 

HOW SOLID 
A SOUTH 

FOR CARTER 

THE O~CE SOLID SOUTH, after drifting 
Republican in recent presidential 

elections, is shifting back into the Demo-
cratic column. 

As things look now, Democrat Jimmy 
Carter of Georgia stands to pick up the 
vast majority of the 178 electoral votes 
at stake in his native South and the 
adjoining Border States. 

That would provide him almost half of 
the 270 electoral votes he needs to win 
the White House in November. 

This outlook is based on the second 
regional survey conducted by US. Neu:s 
& World Report on the 1976 presidential 
campaign. 

In late September, members of the 
magazine's staff traveled through the 
South and Border States, taking sound-
ings with leaders of both parties, poll-
sters and political reporters. 

What the survey disclosed at this stage 
of the campaign is this: 

• Carter is leading in 13 States and 
the District of Columbia, v,ith 130 elec• 
toral votes. 

• President Ford is ahead in only one 
State, Louisiana, with 10 votes. 

• Two key States-Texas and Virgin-
ia-are too close to call, and could go 
either way in :\"ovember. Together, 
these two States have 38 electoral votes. 

If Carter carries this region, he will be 
the first Democratic presidential candi- · 
date to do so in 12 vears. Ever since the 
Lyndon Johnson l;ndslide over Barry 
Goldwater in 1964, the majority of 
Southern and Border States have gone 
Republican. 

While Carter seems to be reversing 
the tide, Ford is not conceding a Lning. 
He has made one tour of the South 

U.S. News and World Report, 10/11/76 (Cont.) 
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already and is planning at least one 
more. His running mate, Senator Robert 
Dole, is a frequent visitor to the region. 

Political analysts say, moreover, that 
Dixie and the Border States are far from 
locked up for Carter. They note that the 
Georgian 's support is ··soft'"- in many 
places and that many voters are still 
undecided. 

Shift to Ford. The latest Gallup Poll, 
in fact, showed a shift to Ford in recent 
weeks. The poll, released October 1, 
gave Carter a lead of ,55 per cent to 38 
per cent over Ford in the South, with 7 
per cent undecided or for other candi-
dates. That spread of 17 points was 
down from 2.7 points a month earlier. 

The L"S'.\&WR survev was taken after 
the first television deb.ate between the 
two contenders. The face-off appeared 
to change relatively few minds, but it 
did shore up wavering support for each 
candidate. 

:\fore damaging to Carter: an inter• 
view with Playboy magazine, which 
brought headlines and criticism that he 
talked in earthy terms about sexual mo-
ralitv and lust. 

Behind the large margin that Carter 
appears to hold is, primarily, the region's 
pride in a native son. 

Said a Democratic leader in Virginia: 
"To vote against the first man from the 
Deep South in more than 100 years with 
a chance of becoming President would 
be to vote against the Confederacy." 

There are other factors running in 
Carter·s favor, too. Among them: 

• His image as a Southern Baptist in a 
region where evangelism runs strong. 

• Car,er's stress on populism and anti-
Wash:ngton sentiment-two themes 
that strike home in this region. 

• Economic problems, such as falling 
farm prices and inflation, for which the 
Ford Administration is blamed L, :r>~~.;, 

·' 



Strategy 

CARTER 
COUNTRY? 

CARTER/MONDALE CAMPAIGN 
If the South goes solidly for carter, it would give him 
nearly half the necessary 270 electoral votes. 
But midway through the campaign, Ford has 
a chance of winning several Southern states. 

riarry c~ 
Southern slippage: For a good ole boy, ·pride is ~~ -all;, time the enemy 

THE SOUTH: 
Not Quite Solid 

nome-base support. To many Southern-
ers, he is on the wrong side of such 
emotional issues as pardons for Vietnam 
draft resisters, a constitutional amend-
ment prohibiting busing, national health 
insurance and gun control. "The South-
ern viewpoint is better expressed in 

As the first major Presidential nomi- terms of issues by Ford than Carter," 
nee from the Deep South in more than a says Atlanta polltaker Claibourne Dar-
century, Jimmy Carter has long counted den. "If the voters think about it, they 
the region-and its 139 electoral votes- might have to go with Ford even though 
in his political comer. But recently, Carter's a good ole country boy." The 
owing partly to his party's liberal plat- conflict between regional pride and con-
form and perhaps also to his remarks servative instincts was further agitated 
about lust in Playboy magazine, some by Carter's discussion of sex and religion 
states of the once solid-for-Carter South in Playboy magazine, which offended 
have shown signs of souring on their . many•Bible Belt sensibilities. And Cart-
native son. GOP strategists, who had . er' s statements on tax reform have sorted 
quietly written off Dixie in August. now badly with businessmen-especially in 
believe Gerald Ford has a good chance to the textile industry-who are already 
win several Southern states-and thus worried about his willingness to sign a 
keep Carter from getting the big South- repeal of right-to-work laws. 
em boost he once expected. Says a happy Hostlllty: Carter has fallen behind in 
Clarke Reed, Mississippi GOP leader: several states for more local reasons. 
"There's a growing realization that Cart- Although his position on abortion is 
er's accent is in tune, but his political generally acceptable in the South, it has 
philosophy isn't." caused hostility in heavily Catholic 

While they do admit some slippage, Louisiana. Carter's references in Play-
Carter's handlers deny any serious prob- boy to Lyndon Johnson's "lying" and 
!ems down home. "Our leads are so big, I "cheating" have gone over badly in the 
don't see how Ford can overtake them," former President's home state of Texas. 
l>Qasts Carter's campaign director Hamil- And his attacks on Washington have not 
tOI\ Jordan. And in fact the polls still played well in Virginia, many of whose 
wow Carter with a comfortable advan- residents work in Washington for the 
fage 1in most of the region. In Arkansas, Federal government. 
Kentucky, Georgia and Alabama, he The Republicans have moved swiftly 
seems to be unstoppable. He is also well to capitalize on Carter's vulnerability. 
ahead in Tennessee, Florida, North and Ford's well-publicized paddle-boat trip 
South Carolina, and barring a major down the Mississippi River a fortnight 
blunder he should win those states as ago revived GOP spirits-and boosted 
well. But in Louisiana, Mississippi, Vir- his chances in Mississippi and Louisi-
ginia and Texai, , Ca,t~r ·; in trouble- ana. "Ford exceeded everyone's expec-
and Ford is now givt-,1 au even chance of tations on that boat trip," admits a Louisi-
winning all of those states with their 55 ana Democrat. "He's going to split this 
electoral votes. · state." Running mate Sen. RohertJ. Dole 

Carter, by most accounts, has only has already spent ten campaign days in 
himself to blame for the cracks in his the South and will return with his con-

Newsweek, ]0/]]/76 

servative gospel. And this week, the· 
favorites of the Southern wing 01 
party-former California Gov. Re 

·Reagan and former Texas Gov. 
Connally-will stump the Soutl 
Ford. "Handing Connally the Pl.: 
interview," allowed Democratic Ni 
al Chairman Robert Strauss, "w:ll 
giving a Stradivarius to Heifetz." 

Relatives: Despite the new Repu! 
aggressiveness, the Carter camr 
counts Ford's Southern str. 
"They're just trying to distract us. 
Jordan, who notes that the GOP Ji; 
grass-roots, get-out-the-vote org: 
tions in the South. With the excep< 
Texas, Carter will campaign sparii 
the South, usually stopping brid 
Southern city on his way to or 
Plains. (Last week he celebralf 
52nd birthday with a cake and a 
tion in Nashville.) Still, Jordan i 
cemed enough with his man's sli 
to send a passel of Carter relai 
from wife Rosalynn to Aunt Siss) 
the South to hold the region . 
Carter column. 

Most observers agree that C 
firmest ally in the South is re 
pride-and that his greatest eni 
time. If the election were hek 
there is little doubt that the South 
put a home boy in the White i 
Despite- taxes,· pardons, riverbi 
Playboy, Republican hopes of de 
Carter depend mostly on time-t 
conservative Southern voters b 
sufficiently leery of Carter's polil 
time for the challenger to make ; 
big campaign goo£ But even that1 
be enough for a Ford breaktlw 
Carter's Florida coordinator 
Dunn notes: "People are sayini 
may be making mistakes, but ! 
mistake maker. He's one of us." 
-OENNIS A. WIIJ.JAMS will! ELEANOR CLIFT • 

HAL. BRUNO in Wu/lington 
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Why Carter May 
Blow Texas 

Jimmy Carter's bad mouthing of LBJ in Playboy, 
which caused Mrs. Johnson to snub him in Tex:i.s, is 
not the only reason Carter may have trouble carrying 
the Lone Star State. Carter's attitude toward the oil 
and gas industry is also giving him problems. 

As we noted last week, Carter has hired a new en-
ergy expert, S. David Freeman, who has championed 
the creation of "a federal oil and gas corporation . . . 
that would explore, develop and produce oil and gas 
on federal lands" and would '-'assert public control 
over oil industry activities." 

A C~ter victory, according to a number of busi- . 
nessmen, would be a major blow to the petroleum 
industry. The Wall Street brokerage firm of 
Shields Model Roland in a summary to investon 
gives this dire warning: "\Ve beli~e the U.S. po-
litical environment for the oil industry will prob-
ably impro,e during the next five months and, 
theresfter, it will worsen materially." Why? J3e. 
cause, says Shields, ''the probabilities are that we 
will then have Jimmy Carter as President and a . 
large liberal Democratic majority in· Congress." 

This would mean, says Shields, "that the Demo-
cratic party platform planks . relating t~ the oil in-
dustry, which were drafted by Carter's people,' will 
have the backing of both the legislature and execu-
tive." It would also mean that Carter would make 
appointments to such regulatory bodies as the FPC 
and FEA "reflecting these platform views, sharply 
changing many of these agencies." 

The Democratic party platform, Shields points out, 
favors the following: creation of a federal government 
body which would have sole authority to import crude 
oil and petroleum products; federal regulation of in-
trastate natural gas; federal regulation of "oil prices 
at below world market price, so tha~ the 40-month 
price~ontrol phaseout would not take place; horizon-
tal divestiture (i.e., oil companies would not be al-
lowed to own other energy sources); and vertical di-
vestitures. 

20 CARTER/MONDALE CAMPAIG: 

"The sole reason much of this legislation was not 
already passed by the Congress during the past three 
years," says Shields, "was the near certainty that 
President Ford would veto it and that a two-thirds 
majority necessary to override the veto would not be 
secured. With Mr. ·carter President, the available 
simple majority would suffice. 

..A President's appointive powers arc also impor-
tant to the oil industry. Under recent chairmen, 
FPC policy has recognized that the gas shortage is 
real, that it is caused by underpricing natural gas rela-
tive to other fuels and that FPC administrative pow-
ers had been used to define costs and use regulatory 
lag in such manner as ·to hold down even cost-justified 
natural gas price increases. . . . · 

''Similarly, the FEA bas mo,ed to decontrol 
products as quickly as it politically could. Under 
a different leader than Frank Zarb, a different pri.: 
ority would ha,e pre,ailed, with more emphasis on 
e,en more detailed regulation as distortions arose, 
rather than re,ersion to a relatiYely free markeL 

"Similar opportunities abound in the Interior De-
partment, EPA, OSHA and other departments and 
agencies and wherever a change· at the ·top produces 
a plethora of changes, first technical-sounding govern-
~ent regulations (which theoretically explain the law 
but often make it), and then on the bottom line. 

"We find it difficult to believe that implementation 
of the Democratic platform and appointment of anti-
oil administrators would be bullish for oil stocks." 

Human Events, 10/9/76 
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Strategy. 
Cerf er Fights the Big-Lecgue . Slump 

The polls might be alarming, but the do not feel they know him. Admits CJ«:• 
body language was .fine. That. at any rard Doherty, the Bostonian directing 
rate, was the view of Psychologist- the Caner campaign in New York: 
Author Ernst Beier (People-Reading),. "People still feel they haven't seen him 
who diagnosed Jimmy Caner's debating or smelled him." 
scyle. ''S\1,iveling shoulders and licking Right Onl There were signs, how-
his lips," Caner has a definite edge over ever, that Caner's seemingly compulsive 
Gerald Ford, "the wooden Indian." It downhill racing has at le:ist slowed. 
was one of the best things said about Many state Democratic organizations 
the swiveling Drter campaign all week. were finally beginning to mesh with Car-

Whether those shoulders and those ter's ~tbaggcrs and with his Atlan-
lips would be enough to put Caner over ta headquaners. Now that· the polls 
the top in Uris week's debate on defense show Cuter is in danger of losing, some 
and foreign poli~ remained to be seen. party leaders are more likely to sub-
A sweeping speech by Henry K.i.ssioger · merge their jealousies in the interest of 
before the United Nations (.re~ WORLD) capturing the White House. Carter be-

Pr ·d F d came markedly more aggressive on the 
gave est ent or some advance help. stump, refocusing attention on what is 
Not only could Kissinger point to a !tis strongest issue: the economy. He \\-as 
probable succ:ss in Africa. he also 
seemed to anticipate some Dner de- aided by some dismal st.itistie3 showing 
bating points. Ford too soft on Moscow·? that 2.5 million Americans last year 
Kissinger was tough. compiaining of sank below the poverty line (SS,469 for 
"crude attempts" by the Soviets to sab- a nonfann family of four) and by re-
otage U.S. policy. Ford not doing enough ports from economists that recovery has 
to prevent nuclear proliferation? Kissin- slowed during the third quarter (see 
gcr announced-without any details-a ECONOMY & BUSINESS). In Buffalo, Car-
forthcoming major proposal for stronger ter charged that Ford was "even worse" 
international controls. SWemate in the than Richard Nixon at managing the 
Middle East? Even though the Admin- economy; later he told . some unem-
ist.-ation could not take full credit. at ployed workers that "Gerald Ford has 
le:ist it could point to the fact that the no concern for people who are out of 
PLO. is in deep trouble, which could work." In Portland, Me.. he asked a 
conc:ivably bring a settlement closer. crowd of 6,000: "How many of you be-
No doubt Drter would have plet:.ty of lieve there needs to be a change in 
ammunition of his own: "Im.-nor:ll.ity" Washingt0n?" When !tis audience 
and "secrecy" in U.S. foreign dealings, roared approval. the suddenly turned-. 
Pentagon waste, neglc:ct of Latin Amer- on Dner shouted back. "Right on!" 
ic:i. He planned to be briefed over the He also impressed labor leaders with 
weekend by former Defense Secretary a feeling declaration: "We've all seen in 
James S.:hlesinger, just back from a 23- vivid terms the devastating impact of 
day visit to China. But in going up the Nixon-Ford Administration on our 
against the man in charge of foreign pol- lives. The general atmosphere in this 
icy, not to mention the Commander in counuy, the spirit cf America, the hope 
Chief. Carter faced a major challenge. · about the future, the confidence in our 

Ccnfvsed Image. The Georgian own security, our ability to hold jobs, 
was confronted by a lot of other prob- the inflationary pressures, the unbal-
lems as well. The big question was anced budget, the absence of an ade-
whether he could arrest the slide his quate health program, the m.aladmin-
Qmpaign had been taking because of istration of the Government-the 
his personal bloopers, lack of a clear line abominable failures of Nixon and Ford 
or image and org;miz:ltional foul-ups. are there, they•~ apparent. they're open 

Though his crowds were generally to be observed by all ofus." 
large and friendly, they displayed little TIME correspondents assessed Car-
of the frenzied ex.citement that certifies ter's situation across the country: 
they will turn out at the polls. The main MIDWEST. Chicago Mayor Richard 
lingering residue of the ill-advised Play- Daley resented the Drterites' stand-
boy interview was ridicule, perpetuated offishness. Only last week Daley agreed 
in a bumper-sticker revision of Barry ''to redouble our efforts." He described 
Goldwater's 1964 ~ait'naign theme: IN Caner as a "great fella in spring train-
HIS HEART, HE KNOWS YOl;'R WIFE. Vol- ing, but now that the league has Stan• 
unteers • ..,,;th no overriding issue to turn ed, he's in a slump." Pressed for his 
them on and a candidate who frequent- \iews on the Playboy interview, Daley 
ly turns them off, were hard to come by dodged, boasting of a fish he had caught. 
everywhere. There is some confusion be- What then did the fish think? Cracked 
tween the relatively conservative Car- Daley: "If he hadn't !tis mouth, 
ter who speaks of love, healing and bal- he wouldn't have gotten caught." 
anced budgets and the angry populist The Caner organization has set up 
Carter who laces into the fat cats and 48 headquarters in Illinois, and batter-
promises Government programs that ies of phone banks are being installed. 
sound ex.pensive. Perhaps Carter's worst Caner appears to have seriO\JS problems 
oroblem i~ ~rill the iact that most voters in Ohio's Cuyahoga County (QevelanuJ, 

10/11/76 
where a Democrat must usually score 
bi_g to c:my the state. Elsewhere in the 

~~d"".est, particularly in Iowa. .fudwia, 
Michigan and . Nebraska, friction- be-

tween-Democratic regulars and Caners 
"amateurs" seems to be easing. 

NEW ENGLAND. Caner's strategy of 
sending in outsiders to direct his c:im-
paign. bypassing the faction-ridden state 
parties, has in general worked well in 
this area, despite continuing complaints 
about decisions being made in Atlanta. 
Observes Larry Radway, New Hamp-
shire party chairman: '·In Charle-
magne's empire he created the missi 
dominici. They were sent into the prov-
inces to monitor activities and keep peo-
ple in line. !fit worked for Charlemagne, 
it should work for Caner." Caner's 
strength in Massachusetts, Rhcde Island 
and CoMecticut remains substantial. 
His chances of carrying Vermont and 
New Hampshire are minimal. 

NORTHEAST. In New York and 
Pennsylvania, organizational kinks have 
been ironed out; in New Jersey, where 
they lingered longer, Democrats at last 
appear to be uniting. Caner will prob-
ably benefit from the coun ruling that 
ended a rec:ill move against Philadel-
phia Mayor Frank Rizzo. Freed of his 
major concern. Rizzo can now rev up 
!tis city machine on behalf of Caner-
Mondale. But in the big industrial sutes. 
the problem appears to be boredom .,,ith 
both c:impaigns and both c:i.ndidates. In 
such states, the larger the turnout, the 
better for the Democrats. 

SOUTH. Caner's home-boy status 
and religiosity far outweigh any gaf"es 
and organ.izitional disputes everywhere 
except in Virginia and Tex:i.s. In both. 
Ford seems to be mc½ng up. Texas 
Democrats took Carter's Playboy con-
fession of mental lechery in st..-ide, but 
still simmer over his linkage of Native 
Son Lyndon Johnson with Richard Nix-
on in -tying, cheating and distorting the 
truth." Even so, Lady Bird Johnson is 
still a member of Caner's Texas steer-
ing committee. Carter has also lost some 
support in Mississippi, but Florida seems 
safely in his c:imp, and he seems over-
whelmingly ahead in Tennessee, Arkan-
sas, the Carolinas and Alabama, as well 
as in Georgia. _ .. _ 

FAR WEST. In his weakest region. 
Carter's campaign is beginning to get 
off the ground; but politicians believe b.e 
suffered by failing to persuade popular 
Governor Jerry Brown to take charge 
oi his campaign in ulifornia much as 
John Connally has been entrusted wit..'l 
Ford's fate in Tex.a.s._Brown was at Car-
ter's side last week in California and is 
campaigning strenuously for him both 
in the state arid elsewhere. The race in 
California is now too close to c:ill. 

Given the basic Democratic major-
ity in the country, Caner still has a con-
siderable chance of putting tcge~her the 
elc:ctcral votes needed to win. He also 
has some time left for a persorul recov-
ery. Says a c:unpaign aide: "Jimmy's 
bloopers are not in the range of Mc-
Govern's bloopers." 

True enough. But added together 
they produce an image of a man; rel- • 
atively unknown to most voters. who too 
often appears vague and uncertain 
-and wh~ judgment is not always 
good. £ven a few more Jimmy-sized 
bloopers could prove to be more than 
the Caner campaign can stand. 
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Strategy 22 

A Tardy S O S to the Establishment 
Having bypassed the Democratic es-

tablishment unn·J now, Jimmy Carter is 
at last tu ming to it for help. as TI~ra Na• 
tional Political Co"espondent Robert 
Ajemian learned. His report: 

Jimmy Carter's troubleshooter, the 
wise and watchful country lawyer 
Charles Kirbo, sat motionless and lis-
tened. He had traveled from Atlanta to 
Washington to gather complaints and 
advice about the stalled campaign. 
There, in Scoop Jackson's office, he went 
before a dozen Senators-veterans like 
Fritz Hollings of South Carolina and 
Abe Ribicoff of Connecticut, and new-
comers like Colorado's Gary Hart and 
Florida's Richard Stone. One of them 
thought that the gray and silent Kirbo 
looked like a possum, unmoving and 
wary. He had brought 'llrith him top C:ir-
ter agents, Landon Butler and Jack Wat-
son, who sat scribbling into note pads. 

• 
The Senators shot troubled and chai-

lengi.ng questions at Kirbo. Why were 
phone calls to the Carter headquarters 
not returned? Why the foolish Playboy 
interview? Why not put some politic:ll 
heavyweights on the Carter plane! 
Along with the questions came sugges• 
tions. The candidate should spend less 
time at minor-lcag,.ie stops. He should 
take on a tougher defense posture. Then. 
the Kirbo trouble squad met with a larg-
er group of Congressmen and the next 
day visited with delegati~tIS _frcm four 
crucial states: Michigan, Ohio, New 
York and Pennsylva.rja, 

Everywhere, criticism of the Carter 
campaign was falling 1:i}<e hail. In ~hio, 
Democratic State Chainnan Paul Tipps 
was disgusted because no. ~er aide 
had sought his help. In Califorrua, State 
Chairman Charles Manatt said he had 
never before seen a campaign in which 
the candidate's ag~nts shut out every-
body else. In Illinois, Mayor Richard 
Daley had twice warned Carter that tt:e 
campaign was going down the drain 
-unless he reached out more to the 
party regulars around the country. 
These professionals thought they und_e~-
stood the reasons for Carter's separauon 
from the party. His campaign hallmark 
had been a dogged independence from 
the Establishment He wanted to keep 
his appeal as an outsider who owed no 
one anv favor.i.. 

After meeting the legislators, Kirbo 
sat in a restaurant and mulled over these 
problems. He was jaunty in a green blaz-
er and did not seem perturbed. Grum-
blings about a campaign are as inevi-
table as grease in a garage, he said. He 
shrugged off many of the complaints 
-but not all. Said he: ''It helps us see 
the flaws. Jimmy's going to have to keep 
the pressure on Ford. It might mean a 
few mistakes, but that can't scare us. U 
Abe Lincoln hadn't kept shoving, the 
South might have won the war. His gen-
erals all wanted to sit still-the way Ford 
sits in the White House." 

Kirbo is very much aware of the re-
curring complaint that Carter cannot 
keep his mouth shut, and, in fact, has 
urged the candidate to swallow some of 
his windy and revealing answers. But, he 
said with some resignation and humor, 
.. That's Jimmy. He'll tell everything. 
He's come a long way being open. It may 
be political poison nationally, but it 
worked in Georgia." Stoic and cheerful 
as he sounded, Kirbo was a bit de-
pressed, and back in Georgia he showed 
it-which was surprising for him. 

• 
Carter's troubles with organized la-

bor have become well known in Wash-
ington. Key union leaders, including 
even the earliest Carter backers from 
the United Auto Workers, the Commu-
nications Workers, and the State, Coun-
ty and Municipal Employees, are bitter 
about being ignored. One of the liberal 
coalition leaders says he is too humil-
iated even to answer questions about 
what his union is doing in the campaign; 
he would rather pretend it is involved. 
The Carter staff has him baffled. "They 
are gracious people, quick and smart. 
We helped them early. I called several 
times, but I've never heard back." This 
leader secs a crisis. "Now that they're 
in trouble, they'll get a lot of desperate 
ideas. I worry that they don't have the 
people to make the right choices." 

The flimsy quality of Carter's com-

CARTER/MONDALE CAMPAIGN 

munications with the regulars was 
sharply illustrated last week. Tim Kraft, 
his top field director, turned up in the of-
fice of Al Barkan, political chief of the 
AFL-cIO. It was the first time that Kraft 
had got in touch with him, and Barkan 
did not even know who he was. After 
thev introduced themselves, Kraft told 
Barkan that he wanted to begin to up-
date him weekly on the campaign. 

Carter strategists last week also 
overcame their skepticism about the 
abilities of the Democratic National 
Committee and sought its help. They 
asked the DNC to take charge of the get-
out-the-vote drive in the most important 
states Texas, New York and California, 
and n~tional Committee workers are be-
ing taken aboard to ll:Ssist Carter's ~tate 
coordinators in certa.tn shaky locauons. 

There were other signs that the 
warnings to Kirbo were being acted on. 
Late in the week, Ohio regulars said the 
state organization h:id finally _been tied 
in with the Caner team. Phone banks 
were being installed, and Chairman 
Tipps was sounding optimistic about 
turning the Ohio slide around. In big 
trouble, Carter was reaching out very 
late to his own party. As one of the Sen-
ators who met with Kirbo put it: '"We 
have to v.-rap Carter in the image of the 
pany now. The very Establishmen~ that 
he ran against may have to pull 1t out 
for him." 

Time, 10/11/76 
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Issueq, 
Carter \Vatch 
The Carter campaign almost certainly will see brighter 
days. Things could pick up as soon as Gerald Ford 
leaves the Oval Office and begins to campaign actively. 
The present phase for Carter, however, has been, in 
Robert Lowell's phrase, skunk hour. 

Carter's astonishing Playboy interview represents a 
kind of svnecdoche. In its substance-were one to para-
phrase it: for example-the interview contains nothing 
very startling. It does, however, represent a violation of 
mode. Prospective world statesmen are not supposed to 
bat out expressions such as "one guy screws a whole 
bunch of women," "shacks up," etc. This stylistic lapse, 
moreover, points to something that seems to be disturb-
ingly characteristic of Carter. Notice that the lapse came 
in an interview with, specifically, Playboy. Carter, the 
Baptist deacon, obviously was straining to please this 
particular audience, at least as he conceived it. Tnat 
sense of strain shows through the whole interview. It is 
analocous to Carter's statement, before a Jewish audi-o 
ence, that he believes the state of Israel to represent 
the fulfillment of Scriptural prophecy. We thus see some-
thine i'11portant about Carter's famous "shifts" and "con-
tradictions." What Carter says and how he says it de-
pend, far beyond even the flexible norms of political 
discourse. upon the audience he is addressing. 

The Playboy interview had one redeeming aspect. It 
stimulated columnist Mary McGrory to emit a witticism .. 
Carter, she wrote, had granted "blanket amnesty" to 
adulterers. James Reston, however, who now seems to 
file his commentary from cloud-capped Olympus, was 
in no mood for drollerv: "To discuss adultery and sin 
with such experts on these subjects as _the edit~rs of 

Playboy reduces political candor to the level of poor 
judgment." Harrumph. 

Other signs of strain surfaced in the Carter operation. 
His return, again and again, to the abortion issue-
surely counterproductive for him-suggests an inner 
compulsion to prove himself right, to force his critics 
to admit that he is right. Of course, they never will, and 
a reasonable person would know that. Carter does not 
seem to be able to let the thing alone, to cut his losses. 
In addition, just why C~rter thought it desirable to jump 
into the mini-tempest around FBI Director Clarence 
Kelley remains mysterious; and not only did Carter get 
involved in it, he managed to take contradictory posi-
tions on firing Kelley and capped it all off with a slur-
ring reference to Kelley's coming marriage. Though he 
is so far alone in the ring, this boxer has · been pummel-
ing himself on the ropes. 

Tactically, the Carter organization seems, at least 
temporarily, to have lost the sure touch it exhibited 
throughout the primaries. Thus, Carter no doubt had to 
court Chicago's Mayor Daley, but by embracing Daley 
so ostentatiously Carter may have linked his own for-
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tunes in Illinois to the disastrous gubernatorial bid of 
Daley's man Mike Howlett, a machine pol of the ancient 
sort who is coin!? to be clobbered in November. 

When you';e h;t, you're hot, and Carter in the opinion 
of many has allowed himself to be photographed too 
often wearing funny tee-shirts or eating chicken legs. 

McGoyern's Ghost 
Jimmy Carter ought to know something about higher 
incomes and tax loopholes: He earned S136,139 last 
year and paid S 16,702 in federal income tax. Yet he 
has been going around promising at least $100 billion 
of additional federal spending, a lower deficit, and lower 
taxes on families with low or middle incomes. That com-
bination has to mean a huge tax increase for those with 
above-average incomes. The arithmetic is inescapable. 

Since only 1 percent of all families have a pre-tax in-
come of more than $50,000 a year, usually by having 
two or three family members working, Carter can't 
squeeze nearly enough mopey out of so few people. So, 
when asked for a definition of the "higher income" 
people whom he says he would tax more heavily, Carter 
replied, quite honestly, that he would use "the median 
level of income, and anything above that would be 
higher." The median income is around S12,000 for a 
family of four with half of the population above and half 
be!ow that point, but Carter quickly denied ~hat hc:: 
meant what he said. If he can boost spending and bal-

, ance the books without raising taxes for at least half the 
. population, he should tell us how. Everyone enjoys a 
: good magician. 

National Review, 10/15/76 
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By Meg Greenfield 

Carter's Real Blunder 

I perceive an element of panic among 
my Democratic friends. Some of them 

are afraid their candidate for President is 
not going to be elected in November. 
And some of them are afraid he is. Jimmy 
Carter has generated a great deal of wor-
ry and doubt on the part of the faithful in 
the past several weeks. Why? 

Most of the explanations lack credibil-
. ity. When people talk, forinstance, about 

the "blunders"-why Playboy, why lan-
guage that was bound to offend?-they 
seem generally to be talking about tacti-
cal lapses, about things they presume 
will bother other people but which mani-
festly don't bother them. One day the 
public surveys tell us that pornography 
and the decline of standards of taste 
and behavior are among the most dis-
turbing aspects of modem life for most 
Americans. The next day they tell us that 
"The Exorcist" is busting all box-office 
records. I think we have grown comfort-
able as a nation with our own hypocri-
sy-whether Jimmy Carter can handle it 
or not. 

OUT OF THIS WORLD 
Nor do I think that the falling away has 

much, if anything, to do with regional or 
religious bias. For one thing, it seems to 
be taking place in every area of the 
country, not just in the fleshpots of the 
Northeast corridor. (In fact, this month's 
fad among the counter-culture journal-
ists is to "groove on" Carter's fish-fry-
and-Sunday-school world.) And in any 
event, the aspect of Carter's personality 
and style that is causing the trouble is not 
one you associate with Baptists as a class 
(Harry Truman) or Southern politicians 
(Russell Long, Dale Bumpers, Sam 
Nunn). It is, in my judgment, Carter's 
self-professed and self-enforced role as 
the "outsider." I tliink ifhe is not careful 
he will put himself "outside" much 
more than the awful old venal, bloated 
Federal government he has identified as 
the enemy of American life. He is in 
danger of putting himself outside the 
mainstream of national politics and also 
outside the bounds offamiliar, imperfect 
human experience-that world in which 
we all live and which is rejected only by 
zealots and oddballs we would never 
trust as leaders. 

What I am getting at is that Carter is 
overdoing a good and useful thing. That 
the aggregation of people, habits and 
ideas we think of as "Washington" is in 
need of both challenge and disruption 
strikes me as a truism beyond dispute. 
But there is something intolerant, unfor-
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giving and even a mite ugly in the highly 
personalized and self-righteous way 
Carter has lately been pressing that 
claim-all the talk about clubs and 
phone calls and restaurants that are part 
of some kind of conspiracy "they" are 
working on "us." 

Likewise, I found one of the most 
attractive features of Carter's successful 
candidacy the fact that he attained the 
notnination of his party amazingly free 
of the wrong kind of political debt. But 
this asset too he seems to be exploiting 
in the wrong way. He is too proud of it 
and too protective of the P,Urity he 
seems to think it gives his candidacy 
and his campaign. For in a healthy sense 
and a wholly unsinister way, our nation-
al politics requires the incurring of hon-
orable, aboveboard debts among groups 
and individuals with different main in-
terests. That is what creates both an idea 
of the common good and the political 
will to achieve it. It was one thing, I 
think, for Carter to seek the nomination 
in a debt-free, independent, "outsid-
er's" manner. It is quite another for him 
to seek to be elected that wav. 

I am aware that bus loads of party "is-
sues experts," factotums and traditional 
interest-group supporters have been 
carted in to Plains for a series of meetings 
that had some substance, not just some 
symbolism. I3ut I think it is undeniable 
that Carter and his hunkered-down aides 
still view the enterprise as a personal, 
Carter-centered one. His election is to be 
the culmination of a virtuoso perform-
ance. It is to represent the triumph of a 
good and God-fearing man over ... well 
. . . everything that is wrong or en-
trenched or powerful or all three in our 
national life. I will leave to the experts 
(and also to intervening fate and circum-
stance) whether this can be done. But I 
will say flat out that it is disturbing to as 
many people as it attracts and that it is 
creating some special problems for the 
candidate. 

A MUG'S GAME 
Principal among these is the inevita-

ble concentration on the character of the 
candidate himself. If we are to elect a 
man primarily because he represents su-
perior personal virtue, and not because 
he represents some traditional, if imper-
fect, political force in the country, then 
he becomes the issue. And it also be-
comes incumbent on him to demonstrate 
that he is personally superior. 

I think it is a mug's game for Carter. He 
feels obliged to describe himself too 

much. The result 
can only look self-
preoccupied or im-
plausible or intoler-
ant. Like Parson 
Weems's little sub-
ject, he cannot tell a 
lie. Sometimes his 
truthfulness-as in his remarks about 
Lyndon Johnson-is insensitive, hurtful, 
harsh and unnecessary. He must pro-
nounce himself tempted, but strong-
and forgiving of those who succumb. He 
is once again, the "outsider"-too good 
to be true, and so the question arises: Is 
he a weirdo or is he putting us on? 

FORGIVE A LITTLE 
I think the answer is neither. I think it 

is, instead, that in some way Carter is 
being condescending, awkward and lit-
eral, following some wrongheaded con-
ception of how you conduct a national 
political campaign-of how you win the 
hearts and minds of the natives. Carter 
asks the voters to "trust" him. But so far 
he has seemed unwilling to trust them to 
perceive goodness and compassion and 
integrity and strength of purpose as they 
may be demonstrated by him, as distinct 
from being described or boasted about. 
My guess is that he should stop talking 
about compassion and show some-for 
his opponents, for those who haven't met 
the ultimate standards of moral behavior, 
for dead Presidents and defeated com-
petitors, for people who aren't doing a 
perfect job. He should knock off all the 
talk about forgiving, and forgive a little. 

I don't think it should be all that hard 
for him, and that is because the off-
putting Carter of September, the moral 
scourge of Plains, bears so little resem-
blance to the fellow I observed close-up 
on several occasions before he was nomi-
nated. I have seen Carter relaxed, gra-
cious, generous and wise. Maybe hvo 
sides of his personality are warring-I 
don't know. What I suspect is that he is in 
the strong grip of a weak idea, namely, 
that this election campaign is some kind 
of referendum on personal virtue, and 
that Americans want some kind of moral 
and political loner in the White House, 
one who is utterly and absolutely de-
tached from the griefs and excesses of the 
past. But Carter, the "outsider" who is 
working this vein, is re-creating himself 
as an eccentric, a stranger to common 
experience, a man whose "we" becomes 
increasingly unfamiliar and uncomfort-
able in its implications. I think people 
want him to come·inside. 
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Candor and Naivete 

Def ending Carter's Heresies 

by William Lee _Miller 
Reading the text of the interview with Jimmy Carter in 
Playboy gives an entirely different effect from the 
sprinkled snippets in the news, not to mention all the 
leering and wailing and scolding that followed. The 
effect is so different, in fact, as to make a reader angry 
at the distortions of which the world of high-powered 
publicity is capable. 

The interviewers asked Carter everything and he 
answered everything (although protesting occasionally 
about their repetition and persistence). He was exposed 
and vulnerable in a way that most politicians are too 
circumspect to allow themselves to be. He answered 
questions about Vietnam, prayer, Chile, the rigors of 
campaigning, Kissinger, his relationship with his wife, 
his role in Georgia politics, the judges he would appoint, 
civil rights, homosexuality, the media, corporations, 
taxes, the right of reporters to protect their sources, 
blue laws, religion, victimless crimes, his relationship to 
his sister Ruth's "faith-healing," Lyndon Johnson, how 
he felt about his son Jack fighting in the war, his 
friendship with Hunter Thompson, his meeting with 
Bob Dylan and how it came about, William Calley and 
My Lai, health care legislation, the number of women 
on his staff, the pressures of the White House, Robert 
Shrum's attack on him, the allegation that he is fuzzy 
(the best analysis of this charge that I have read), and 
the possibility of his own assassination . It is a 
remarkably forthright and candid performance. 

Despite the intelligence of his responses there is an 
ingenuousness in Carter's role in the whole event that 
reminds me of George Brush, the young Protestant do-
gooder from the hinterland in Thorton Wilder's novel 
Henrl'n's My Destination (the best literary presentation, so 
far as I know, of a particular American type). Brush is a 
self-improving and earnest believer who is going to do 
right, by God, if it kills him, which it may. His too 
straightforward goodness puts him at cross purposes 
with an unsimple, ungood world that doesn't under-
stand him. Brush reads King Lear each morning (while 
shaving) because his English teacher told him it was 
great (Carter's teacher told him War and Pence was). 
Brush doesn't waste time (budgets it); plans (as does 
Carter). Brush approaches life with a simple directness, 
bringing to it his principles, his Bible quotations and his 
quotations from Gandhi, in a kind of moral equivalent 

Wi/!;,,m Lte Miller is author of Piety Alon~ the Potomac and 
director of the Poynter Center at Indiana University. 
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of zero-1;,ased budgeting. He does have an ambitious 
ego: he says "I didn't put myself through college for 
four years and go through a difficult religious 
conversion just to be like everybody else"; he writes in 
the margin of the article about Napoleon in the 
Encyclopaedia Brittanica "I am a great man, too-but for 
good"; one can picture a young Jimmy Carter doing 
that. One can also picture Thorton Wilder writing as 
dialogue for the fictional George Brush what the real 
Jimmy Carter said to Sill Moyers: "I feel I have one life 
to live. I feel that God wants me to do the best I can with 
it." 

Brush is a great list maker, schedule maker, promise 
keeper, full of self-improving resolutions. Carter as 
candidate for the Georgia state senate promised to read 
through every bill he voted on; when he got to the 
senate, he· says, he did it, even though it meant much 
early rising. 

Carter (to Playboy): "I remember keeping a checklist 
and every time I made a promise during the 
campaign, I wrote it down in a notebook. I believe I 
carried out every promise I made. I told several 
people during the campaign that one of the 
phrases I was going to use in my inaugural speech 
was that the time for racial discrimination was 
over. I wrote and made that speech." 

Brush regularly reads the Bible, keeps quotations 
from Gandhi with him, and says his prayers, even 
though it means that other passengers on a Pullman, 
seeing him do it, begin pelting him with their shoes. 
Carter, reading the New Testament in Spanish, was up 
to II Thessalonians by the Indiana primary. 

As a man trying to be "good" Brush finds the whole 
subject of sex difficult. 

Playboy: In San Francisco, you said you considered 
homosexuality a sin. What does that mean in 
political terms? 

Carter: The issue of homosexuality always makes 
me nervous. It's obviously one of the major issues 
in San Francisco. I don 't have any, you know, 
personal knowledge about homosexuality and I 
guess being a Baptist, that wouid contribute to a 
sense of being uneasy. 

Carter is definitely not a fictional character. He is of 
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Christian doctrine was carried to the vast public in a 
grossly distorted and selective way with the text of one 
paragraph-without context-rollin~ across the screen 
on the "Today" show while the two Playboy interviewers 
milked the sensational publicity for all it was worth. 
Headlines featured "lust" and" adultery." It was evident 
that many commentators and reporters didn't even 
know that Carter had been applying a sentence from 
the New Testament; they seemed never to have heard 
of or read the fifth chapter of Matthew, although one 
would be hard put to find a piece of writing of 
comparable length more fundamental to the history of 
the West. One got the impression from some of the 
furor that Carter had gratuitously volunteered some 
comments about his lustiness. News stories concen-
trated on two phrases that Carter was said to have 
used, again out of context. Columnists, reporters, 
politicians, cartoonists and editorial writers, whose 
own multiple lustings and shackings-up have been a 
staple of conversation with any visitor to Washington 
going back to the late '50s, criticized Carter, as the 
worldly wise do, not for committing a sin but for 
making a mistake, which in their eyes is far worse. 

New Republic, 10/9/76 
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('.'Sin" doesn't exist.) It wasn't that he lacked moral 
integrity but that he wasn 't prudent, calculating, smart 
in his own interest. They were shocked-by-proxy-
shocked, not in their own right, but on behalf of their 
picture of little old ladies in Dubuque whom they 
assumed would be shocked. 

The cynical urban world that created Playboy maga-
zine and keeps it going and writes for it and aqvertises 
in it and shares its vulgar world view and helps it reach 
40 million people then turned and criticized Carter for 
frankly answering the questions of its interviewers. 
Even the good, gray New York Times, which could not 
bring itself to print a vulgar Anglo-Saxon word in a 
then forthcoming article by Norman Mailer, could 
bring itself to jump for the publicity, with an advance 
about the piece, featuring the paragraph in which the 
unprintable word was unprinted, thereby distorting 
Mailer's gentle, superb essay. 

So what, then, are one's feelings about the whole 
brouhaha? Mine are that I like Carter better after 
reading the interview. And I feel rueful at the perils an 
honest man faces in a not-so-honest world-faces in 
part exactly because of his honesty. 
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Philadelphia. From the back of the 
press bus in Jimmy Carter's motorcade , 
the morning after the first debate, a 
rumpled, beer-bellied, pencil-print re• 
porter stops making slurping noises 
into his Styrofoam coffee cup long 
enough to point out a German shep0 

herd guard dog leashed to the wrist of 
a policeman holding back a small 
crowd ·of spectators . "Hey, it's Won 
Ton Ton, the Dog Who Saved Holly-
wood." 

"Come on, boy. 
Jimmy Carter needs 
can get." 

Over here, boy. 
all the saving he 

watch" journalists embarking with him 
on a four-day foray into Texas. Cali-
fornia, Ore2on, and Indiana. The Se-

. cret Servic; agents have already re· 
moved their jackets; their holstered 
guns and handcuffs dangle from their 
belts as they maneuver trays of food 
to their seats up near the candidate's 
alcove. 

Democratic National Committee 
chairman Bob Strau~s is the first to 
face the lions. 

"Watch Strauss ," someone calls, "he 
gives the best hand job in the busi-
ness." 

"Hey, Bob, will Jimmy's Playboy re• 
In Philly's International Airport's marks on Johnson's lying and cheating 

carao freight area. Peanut One, Carter's hurt him in Texas?" 
ca~paign plane, a chartered United "Gawdamighty, gawdamighty," 
Airlines 727, is ready for takeoff. A Strauss says, smiling with some pain. 
few hundred feet away, Peanut Two, "Looks bad, huh, Bob?" 
the zoo plane, is loaded with members "Well, now, fellows . you know how 
of the press not assigned to the candi- campaigns are. They 're just like groups 
date's personal craft. T oily Jim King, of people-up periods and down peri: 
chief housemother of Carter's traveling ods;'' 
circus, is speaking into a portable mi• · "Mr. Strauss, just how bad do you 
crophone: "Kindly look alive, ladies think the Playboy business will be?" 
and gentlemen of the national press. Strauss loosens his tie, stepping out cf 
Try to remember you are traveling with the way of three NBC technicians carry-
the next president of the United States." _ing a mini-camera and sound and light 

"Sheeeitt!" someone drawls. equipment. 
"You got the wrong attitude," he is "Goddamned paparazzi!" growls a 

chided. heavy-hitter from a large newspaper. 
"It's the only one I could find to• The tattooed arm of the sound man 

day " lifts to give him the finger. The heavy-
. U · d' h' ' ·1 t N 1 From the cockpit, n1te s c 1et p1 o , hitter savs: "Who's he think he is, e • 

captain fimmy Carter (':,1 swear; h~~ey, son Rockefeller?" 
that's his real name ) , admomsnes Attention returns to Strauss. "There 
everyone to sit down and buckle up are good guys . Smart guys; Bright guys. 
for the four-hour flight to . Hcuston, Decent guys on this campaign," Strauss 
something not one of the 40 newsper• says. "They deserve a break and they're 
sons bothers to do. . gonna get one. I predict they'll get a 

Ten minutes in the air and the mill- break in the next few days." 
ing press is crowding t~e na:row aisle, "Yeah," one guy mutters, "maybe 
glass or cup in hand, _discussing the ~e- Ford will shoot himself in both feet 
bate, waiting, watching to see wh~ch too." 
troubleshooter will come from behmd "Gawdamighty, gawdamighty," 
the pale-beige curtain that sep.~rates Strauss repeats, shaking his head but 
candidate Timmy Carter from the body· still smiling. 
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Houston ·is hot and humid. The ramp 
is pulled up to the front entrance of 
Peanut One; a crowd is waiting. Car-
ter alights, ostentatiously carrying his 
own garment bag, smiling, a little 
pinched, tired yet combative. He waves, 
the crowd responds. Microphones are 
pushed into his face. . 

"It's good to be back in Houston. In 
Texas," Carter says. The press swarms 
closer, blotting Carter from view; at 
least 30 tape recorders are thrust into 
the· crush to catch the candidate's re-
marks to questions focusing on the 
Playboy interview. Carter's answers are 
lost. 

"What's he saying about Johnson?" 
"Something about an unfortunate 

juxtaposition of / ohnson's lying in the 
same sentence with Nixon's lying." 

"Who's he say is the unfortunate jux-
taposer?" 

"What do you expect him to say? 
\Ve're in Texas." 

On the press bus, reporters are play-
ing back their tape recorders. · Whirrr, 
squeak, whirrr. Carter's voice is ampli• 
fied: "I'm very sorry, very sorry." The 
sounds are repeated over and over as 
the words are written in notebooks. 

Bearded Bob Scheer, perpetrator of 
the Playboy fiasco, shakes his head. tell-
ing anyone bothering to listen, "Hey, 
man, I never expected this to happen. 
Believe me, I had no idea." 

"It's all your fault , Scheer. Get to the 
back of the bus." Scheer moves among 
the frenzied reporters who are rewind-
ing their tapes trying to get Carter's 
direct quotes from the squeaking re• 
corders. Scheer stops several more 
times to plead his innocence, somehow 
still managing to look every bit the 
man of the moment. 

"Carter really did say it, you know. 
I didn't make it up. I like the guy. I'm 
gonna vote for him. I have tapes. You 
wanna hear them? I played them for 
Tom Brokaw before I went on the 
Today show. Did you see me on the 

· Today show?" · 
"Okay, Bob. okay. You're clean. Sit 
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She's Running for First Ledy 
TIME Correspondent Bonnie Angelo 

last week followed Rosa/ynn Carter on 
the campaign trail. Her report: 

In the 5 o'clock commuter rush of 
the Chicago and North Western Sta-
tion. Rosalynn Carter, rustling up votes 
for her husband, was confronted with 
a surly question: ''Are you running for 
First Lady?" She looked the man in 
the eve and retorted, with a trace of de-
fiance. "Yes!" She added. "There are 
so many things that need to be done 
in this country-so much in mental 
health, for the elderly. It excites me to 
think that I could help." Toe hostile 
questioner pressed her to justify why 
her promises had anything to do v.ith 
Jimmy Carter's campaign. "Because," 
she said evenly, her gray-green eyes a 
cold contrast to her \\'arm smile, '·I 
come with him." 

• 
Indeed she does. Rosalynn Caner. 

49, has earned her place as part ofa hus-
band-wife political team by virtue of un-
paralleled effort. For 18 months she has 
campaigned almost full time. Last week 
her minisquadron of two Learjets whis-
tled along for 4,965 miles, touching 
down in such cities as Jackson, Miss., 
Chicago, Erie, Pa., Cincinnati and At-
lanta. Mayors and Governors welcome 
her. a phalanx of motorcycle police es-
corts her on freeways cleared of traffic, 
audiences in crowded halls give her 
standing ovations. Bob Armstrong, Car-
ter's campaign manager in Texas, says 
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frankly, "Some people think Rosalynn 
is a better campaigner than Jimmy." 

Rosalynn (pronounced Rose-lun) 
likes campaigning on her own. She con-
siders it "a waste of my time" to travel 
with her husband, observing that "it's a 
big country out there, with so many peo-
ple to meet." Her days are surrealistic: 
she is up and away at dawn, and before 
she crawls into bed, many hours and sev-
eral states later, she will have made six 
or eight speeches, given as many as 18 
interviews and held three or four op~n 
press conferences. 

Feet firmly planted in conservative 
black pumps, she stands before audienc-
es with no notes, her only prop a glass 
of water. With a spontaneity that makes 
her long-mastered speech sound newly 
minted, she hard-sells Jimmy Caner. 
These two sides ofRosalynn Carter, vel-
vet and steel, have caused a minor quan-
dary: she cannot decide whether to dub 
her swift little campaign plane Magno-
lia One or First Person, a women's-lib 
twitting of the First Lady title. 

Increasingly, Rosalynn Carter is in-
dicating that she intends to play a sub-
stantive role in a Carter Administration. 
Asked who would handle the problems 
of the elderly, she replies emphatically, 
"I'm going to work with the elderly." 
She quickly ticks off programs she would 
work for: hot lunches, transportation for 
senior citizens. home maintenance. 

Her aplomb is born of experience 
and discipline. "At first I worried about 
everything I said, how I looked, was I 
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dressed just right. But you cannot do that 
and be effective, so I learned from Jim-
iny that you just relax and do the best 
you can." 

On her weekends at home in Plains. 
she catches up with Amy's life. r-.trs: 
Carter has been criticized for spending 
these 18 months on the road, with an 
eight-year-old daughter at home, but she 
maintains that Amy is happy surround-
ed by cousins and friends and tended 
by "Miss Lillian," her grandmother. 

• 
It would be impossible for Rosalynn 

Carter to have worked less than her full 
measure on the campaign. Hard work 
is in the marrow of her bones. She does 
not think it odd that tiny Plains should 
have produced two such overachievers 
as Rosalynn and Jimmy Caner. "I be-
lieve that anybody could do what I've 
done. I never dreamed I'd be in the Gov-
ernor's mansion. I never thought I could 
make a speech, but you just do it. I be-
lieve I was helped by the fact of feeling 
secure, of having the kind of stability 
that comes from knowing all those peo-
ple in Plains care for me." 

Serene and determined, Rosalynn is 
unafraid of controversy "if it's a matter 
important to me." Her guiding philos-
ophy: "Jimmy tells me that if you do 
anything, you '11 be criticized. Only when 
you don't do anything will you not be 
criticized. 

"I think he's going to \\in," she says 
of her husband. "But if Jimmy loses, I 
don't think I'd have any regrets about 
any of it, because I know that every 
member of my family has done every-
thing they possibly can." 
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Ford during his Oval Office interview: Some pointed questions about an opponent he called accident-prone 

ON CARTER'S 'MISTAKES' 
Last week, in an exclusive inter-

view with NEWSWEEK'S White House 
correspondent Thomas M. DeFrank, 
President Ford talked more pointedly 
than ever about Jimmy Carter and 
also confronted the suggestions of 
financial improprieties while he was 
a congressman. Excerpts from their 
Oi:al Office conversation: 

a. Mr. President, I'd like to know how 
you assess the race so far. 

A. I think it's close. We have moved 
up dramatically, because of[Carter' s] 
mistakes and also pluses that have 
been developing on our side. We're 
still an underdog. But I'm optimistic 
. . . on the basis that we have the 
momentum and they have been drop-
ping off. They're getting very strident 
and very partisan and very personal. 

Q. Would you consider Carter's Playboy 
Interview one of his mistakes? 

A. I thought it was poor judgment 
and lacking in good taste ... There's 
sort of a mistake syndrome as far as 
he's concerned. Some people have 
more accidents than others; some 
people make more mistakes than oth-
ers. It seems to me there's been a 
trend developing in the last three 
weeks or so, where he or the people 
running his campaign have made one 
mistake after another ... I think peo-
ple ought to think about turning over 
the reins of government [to him]. 

a. You talk about one mistake after the 
other. Aside from the Playboy Interview, 
what else has Carter done wrong? 

A. The Kelley matter.* Then I think 

•Last m<'~•h. af1er FBI director Clarence Kelley ad-
mitted that bureau employees had presented him with 
gifts and done carpentrv work at his home. Carter said 
that ifhe had been President, he would have fired Kelley. 
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his extreme partisanship, his striden-
cy, is another political mistake ... 
Insurance companies find that some 
people who drive have more acci-
dents than others and they're bad 
risks according to their statistics. I 
personally feel that he has made a 
sufficient number of mistakes ... A 
person who has that characteristic [of 
being accident-prone]-is he a good 
risk as President? Isn't that a legiti-
mate question? 

Q. Mr. President, what about these alle-
gations concerning the funding of your 
Congressional campaigns? 

A. All I know is what I've read. I 
have not talked to a soul in Grand 
Rapids or elsewhere about it. We have 
scrupulously kept from contacting the 
special prosecutor. My knowledge is 
limited to what I've heard or read. 

Q. How about contacting Attorney Gen-
eral Edward Levi or anyone else in the 
Justice Department? 

A. Absolutely not. 

Q. FBI agents are asking officials of 
three Republican committees in Michigan 
If any funds they received from the Sea far• 
ers' International Union or the Marine En-
gineers' Beneficial Association were re-
turned to you. Is that the case? 

A. I'll answer that. Categorically, 
no. Emphatically, no. 

Q. No money was ever given first to 
these committees and then returned to 
you for public or private reasons? 

A. No. Now, I ought to explain how 
the county committee operates ... I 
ran my own campaign. I usually got 
more money than I could spend. In 
most cases, I would either have the 
money diverted to the Congressional 

committee or sometimes. to the Kent 
County Committee [in Grand Rapids]. 
Now it is true that the Kent County 
Committee ... might have spent some 
money on some ad on my behalf, but 
not one penny in cash or check or 
otherwise came to me personally. 

Q. Did either of these unions suggest 
that they come to you with money, and did 
you then suggest that It be gil.-2,1 to the 
committee? 

A. The usual thing that would hap-
pen is that there would be a $100-a-
plate dinner put on by the Kent Coun-
ty Republican Committee. They'd 
have a table of ten. I would sav to the 
Seafarers, "Why don't you buy a table 
for the countv committee?" That was 
the usual th{ng. It happened maybe 
two or three times. But not one single 
penny was ever paid to me by the 
county committee in all the years that 
I was a candidate. 

Q. Did you ever suggest that any of 
these funds be disbursed to particular 
candidates as opposed to the committee? 

A. Not that I can remember. I don' t 
see why I would have the county 
committee paying money to a pros-
ecutor or a state legislator or Senatori-
al or gubernatorial candidate. I may 
have told them, if I had more money 
than I could legally spend, to divert it 
to a Senatorial candidate or guberna-
torial candidate. But to my best recol-
lection, and I think it's accurate ... I 
never told the county committee to 
divert any of this money. 

Q. Do you think you have a political 
problem from any of this and do you think 
these allegations are in any way politically 
motivated? 

A. I don't think I should com-
ment on that until we see what 
happens as far as the special prosecu-
tor is concerned. 
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Demo Charges Against 
Ford Unproved 

Well, Watergate, or some variation 
thereof, is with us again, and President 
Ford, so the Democrats fervently hope, 
is going to be the loser. Last week, for 
instance, •Jimmy Carter and Walter 
Mondale were reveling-albeit quite 
piously-in the .. disclosure" ~hat, while 
a congressman, President Ford had ac-
cepted golfing invitations from "at least 
four corporations." 

The "controversy" arose when U.S. 
Steel's top lobbyist, William Whyte, re-
vealed that his firm hosted Ford on ex-

. pense-paid trips to the company's lodge· 
at the Pine Valley Golf Club in New Jer-
sey in 1964, 1969 and 1973. Kimball Fire-
stone, vice president of Firestone in 
Washington, D.C., said his company's 
records showed that Ford was an occa-
sional golfing guest of John Floberg, vice 
president and general counsel of the com-
pany. Apparently, Ford has been a golf-
ing guest of other businessmen as well. 

· Both Carter and Mondale urged . the 
President to clear his name with the 
press, while the media appeared to be 

'having a field day. · 
Heavens to Betsy! What a terrible 

scandal! Jerrv Ford. while a congress-
man. actually· had friends in the corpor-
ate communitv who treated him to a 
game of golf. ·wm Democracy survive? 
No doubt Ralph Nader and his friends 
will point out why we all must brood 
about such stuff, but frankly-even in 
this period of post-Watergate morality-
we can't get very excited. We can't 

.- ... t o\'er the feeling, in fact, that the 
is- • . • r " ed' h Democrats and mucri u1 : •• : ta a~e 
decided to raise the issue to get the puo- ---
lic's mind off Carter's obvious setback in 
the TY debates. But that, of course, is 
just a paranoid reaction. 

Aside from the "Great Golf contro- · 
versy ," the media have tossed about an-
other idea-though not a single investi-
gative journalist has yet uncovered the 
slightest evidence or -shakiest witness to 
bolster the belief-that Ford, while a 
member of the House, converted cam-
paign contributions to personal use. The. 
Special Watergate prosecutor, Charles 

Ruff, selected -by Atty. Gen. Edward 
Levi, has subpoenaed records of dona-
tions made by the Marine Engineers and 
the Seafarers to Republican coffers in 
Ford's House district, and that's alt any-

. one seems to know at the moment. 

This accusation, of course, is far 
more serious than the golfing charges, 
but nothing has yet been produced to 
substantiate such a charge. Ruff' has 
not written a letter to Ford ·notifying 
him that he's e,-en a target of any 
probe. No witness has yet come·ror-
warll to publicly accuse the Presi-
dent-. And Ford last week categori-
cally denied to reporters that he con-
verted any campaign contributions to 
private use. · · 

Moreover, former Watergate prosecu-
tor Leon J aworsk.i, in an interview in· 
New York,. came .to Ford's rescue. Ja-
worski stressed that allegations concern-
ing contributions to Ford · from the two 
maritime unions "had come up when I 

. .;· ... ., . ~necial prosecutor. I found nothing 
which,. called ior -[~~~ investigation." 
Jaworski said · he doubted· · ~u."!' -
turned up any more material, and said he 
believed if Ruff did not have much of a 

1 case, he should wait until after the No-! vembcr election before continuing. 
' While the Democrats and the media 

were zeroing in on the President's al-
· 1eged improprieties, the fact is that both 
Carter and Mondale have just as much 
explaining to do-though their actions 
have not been given major focus by the 
big, Eastern seaboard press or the TV 
networks. Sen. Mondale, as Nick Thim-
mesch discloses on page 4, has been the 
recipient of several illegal corporate con-
tributions. 

Carter, moreover, was extremely cozy 
with corporate interests when he was 
governor of Georgia. A team of Knight 
Newspaper reporters, after studying Car-
ter's record, revealed in early Septem-
ber: 

"In 1973, Carter unsuccessfully pushed 
an ethics bill which would have clamped 

down on the 'wining and dining' of state 
lawmakers by lobbyists. 'We ought to be 
extremely cautious of doing things like 
that,' he said. 

"However, Carter, himself, apparently 
had no qualms .about accepting the free 

. use of hunting lodges owned by large 
Georgia paper companies. He arranged_ 
through their lobbyists to entertain some 
of his friends and political associates. 

"According ·to Carter's gubernatorial 
records, the governor in March 1973 
invited a group of friends and supporters 
to join him for a weekend at the Palmetto 

·· 'Biut:" !'!unting .• Lodg~ near Beaufort, 
S.C., owned by tri; !;~_n_ Camp Corp. 

· "A few months later he -in~ftcd a;;::!·. 
Jar group to the Cabin Bluff Hunting 

. Lodge near Brunswick, Ga. The lodge is 
owned by the Brunswick Paper and Pulp 
Co. and was made available through Lu-
cian A. Whittle, the company's lobbyist. 

"Both companies at the time were be-
ing pressed by state and federal authori-
ties to clean up their air and water pollu-
tion. While there is no evidence that ei-
ther firm ever asked for or received spe-
cial treatment from state anti-pollution 
officials, they clearly had reason to w~t 
to be on as friendly terms as possible 
with the governor .... 

''Records also show that Carter took 
free rides on corporate jets, including 
those furnished by the Lockheed Air-
craft Corp., and the Coca Cola Co., and 
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White House Watch 
Rolling With Jerry 
It was fun to be with the President and with some 400 
of his supporters and guests on a sunny Sa'turday when 
they were ridi.ng high on a steam paddlebbat down the 
river that Marl<. Twain in 1896 called "the great 
Mississippi, the majestic, the magnificent Mississippi." 
Because of upstream drought the Mississippi was at its 
lowest level in a hundred years but on the approaches to 
New Orleans it was still great, majestic, magnificent 
and lined with remnants of the willows and water oaks 
that in ~1ark Twain's time as a riverboat pilot were the 
borders of mighty forests. Being with the President and 
a smaller party the next afternoon was less fun but 
interesting. After a Sunday service in the Roman 
Catholic cathedral in New Orleans, in escort of the 
resident archbishop and with a useful reminder that the 
President's somewhat equivocal stand on abortion 
pleases the Catholic hierarchy more than Jimmy 
Carter's position on the issue does, Mr. Ford motored 
through southern Louisiana and Mississippi into 
southern Alabama. He suggested to thousands of 
Southerners along the way that a reason to vote for 
him on November 2 is that he is if anything more 
conservative than they are assumed to be and a damn 
sight more conservative than their regional hero, 
Jimmy Carter of Georgia, really is. 

A secondary but noteworthy aspect of Mr. Ford's 
three days in the depths of what until lately was 
generally thought to be certified Carter country-the 
rnp enaea with a day crime-busting oratory and 
wooing of Cuban-Americans in Miami-was the fact 
that the whole expedition was well conceived and well 
executed. This is news because it has been possible to 
say as much of practically any Ford operation, 
governmental or political. only since the Republican 
convention in Kansas City. The defeat of Ronald 
Reagari for the presidential nomination and the saving 
of the Republican platform from total capture and 
mutilation by the Reaganites resulted from one of the 
few thoroughly efficient and effective jobs that Mr. 
Ford and his operatives have accomplished since he 
succeeded Richard Nixon. The many Nixon assistants 
and advisers who were recalled to duty for the Kansas 
City struggle and who largely won it for the President 
have faded back into the shadows of their law and 
public relations practices. Doing something as well as 
the Kansas City job was done cannot be said to have 
become a habit with the entire Ford establishment. But 
the direction and execution of the Ford election 
campaign have continued to improve since the Presi-
dent and his choice for the vice presidency, Senator 
Robert Dole, were nominated in Kansas City. 

The direction comes from where it did during the 
poorly conducted primary and pre-convention 
phase-meaning from the White House and, specifical-
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ly, from Gerald Ford and his h'hlte House sta~foef, 
Richard Cheney. The only sense-making explanation of 
why the direction has improved is that the directors 
learned something, for once, from the depressing 
primary and pre-convention performance that enabled 
Ronald Reagan to come as close as he did to taking the 
nomination from the incumbent President. Cheney has 
transferred one of the ablest members of the White 
House staff, James Cavanaugh, from the Domestic 
Council staff to be his administrative deputy, freeing 
Cheney for nearly full-time attention to the President's 
campaign problems and to the policy problems that 
necessarily affect and condition the campaign posture. 
The replacement first of Howard ("Bo") Callaway and 
then of former Congressman Rogers C.B. Morton with 
James Baker, III, originally a Nixon appointee at the 
Department of Commerce, at the head of the campaign 

: adjunct of the White House, the President Ford 
' Committee, and related personnel changes have 

improved the committee performance and smoothed 
the once rough relationships betv.een Cheney's White 
House overseers and the working peons at the PFC. 
One of several ironies is that two of Ronald Reagan 's 
best people-James Lake and Lyn Nofziger-have 
joined the President Ford Committee staff and are 
credited at the committee's Washington headquarters 
with substantial contributions to the improving 
performance. Washington lawyer John Sears, Reagan's 
campaign director, probably would be at the Ford 
committee, too, if anybody could figure how to bring 
him in without putting him either over or under James 
Baker and Stuart Spencer, who worked for Reagan in 
his California campaigns for governor anci is Number 
Two at the PFC. 

The history of the President's southern trip illus-
trates the workings of the Ford election machine. Ford 
advocates in the deep South, many of them recent 
supporters of Reagan, began to report in early and mid-
September that Southern sentiment was turning from 
Carter to Ford. Just why, except that significant 
numbers of southerners were beginning to suspect that 
Carter was more liberal in the detested eastern. 
establishment sense than he'd led them to believe, was 
unclear to the committee's southern scouts. The word, 
coming strongest from Louisiana and Mississippi, was 
that Carter was slipping and that the President had a 
chance to take parts of the South if he would grasp it. A 
suggestion from Louisiana that he spend a day on one 
of the increasingly popular sight-seeing steam stern-
wheelers that operate out of New Orleans, Memphis 
and other lower Mississippi ports was scorned at first 
because of the cost, a factor that is important this year 
because of the new federal election subsidy law's limits 
on expenditure. Then Byron M. (Red) Cavaney, the 
President's chief travel arranger, looked into the 
suggestion and became its decisive supporter. Here, it 
was clear to him and others, was a trigger for 
marvelous television pictures of the President being 
folksy afloat, addressing and mingling with ru:-al (and 
Catholic) crowds along the levees, and providing 
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A Glimmer of Hope Burns 
in the Heart of the PFC 

With a new organization, recent stumbles by Carter, and a good first debate, 
President Ford Committee officials believe they have a chance of winning. 

BY DOM BONAFEDE 

With only four weeks left before the 
~ov . .! election. President Ford's polit• 
ical advisers look like that lone:-shot 
bettor whose horse is beginning to gain 
ground at the top of the stretch. 

Undaunted bv the odds and the 
prophecies of political handicappers, 
their spirits have been lifted by a series 
of campaign events, some purposely 
designed and others \V holly unforeseen, 
that have narrowed the gap between 
Ford and his Democratic challene:er, 
Jimmy Carter. -

'"We're still behind but closing, .. 
said Stuart Spencer, deputy chairman 
and chief political strategist of the Pres-
ident Ford Committee (PFC). '"I didn "t 
think we would be this well off so soon. 
We are pleased with the progress and 
pleased with the momentum and think 
it is a very winnable election for the 
President. Our timing is good; Carter 
came out of the bo.'t on Labor Day. too 
long a period before Election Day to 
maintain a public campaign." 

Stuart noted that the .!3-point lead 
that Carter held over Ford in the public 
opinion polls following the Republican 
National Convention in mid-August 
slipped to between seven and 11 points 
in surveys just prior to the tirst debate 
between the candidates Sept. 2J in 
Philadelphia. 
Leadoff debate: That debate. the tirst 
of three between the presidential candi-
dates (there will be one between the 
vice presidential nominees}, was gener-
allv viewed as a draw. althoul?h some 
poils gave Ford the. edge. with~ a large 
bloc of respondents registering no opin-
ion. 

There is no evidence that the initial 
debate will be judged historically as a 
pivotal point in the campaign. as the 
tirst Kennedy-Nixon debate was. Ford 

came across as a tirm defender of con• 
servative orthodoxy and Carter as a 
sensitive advocate for more popular 
government. But. Ford failed to plow 
any new ground and Carter was no 
more specific on many issues than he 
has been in the past. 
Aides encouraged: While campaign 
aides are expected to exhibit con tidence 
about their candidate's prospects. 
Ford's political counselors seem gen-
uinely upbeat at this stage. 

PFC chairman James .-\. Baker l l l 
acknowledged he is less ··nervous"' now 
than when -he was in charge oi rounding 
up delegate votes for Ford at the GOP 
con\·ention. ..During the primaries, it 
was Carter against a field of Democrats; 
now for the~ first time it's one-on-one. 
Carter against Ford. and we·ve got a 
feeling our candidate can do a reason-
ably good job.·· 

On the same point. Spencer suggest• 
ed that in defeatin2 Ronald Rea2an for 
the Republican n~mination. Pr'esident 
Ford .. beat the best campaigner in 
America. while Carter's opponents 
weren't that tough." 
De,elopments: Spencer may well have 
underestimated the former Georgia 
governor's achievement; nevertheless. 
the Ford camp can cite several develop• 
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ments that have breathed new life in the 
President's candidacv. amon2 them: 
• The reorganization of the PFC un-

der Baker. its third chairman. follow-
inl? Howard H. Callawav and Ro2ers 
C.- B. Morton. Previously perceived as 
an inefficient. disorderly organization. 
rent by personnel differences. the PFC 
is reported to have straightened out ics 
structural and staff problems. 
• The extraordinarily large number of 

uncommitted voters. put at 36 per cent 
in the Gallup Poll released Sept. .!J . 
This indicates that the support o f both 
candidates is "soft"' and that the ekc-
tion. despite Carter' s lead. could con-
ceivably go to the candidate who fires 
the enthusiasm of the mass of the elec-
torate . . -\lso bodinlZ ill for Carter is the 
fact that Democrats are lagging behind 
Republicans in registering voters. al-
though in some key areas. Republican 
registration is reported to be behind. 
Finally. while Carter's strength is over-
whelming in the South. he and Ford 
are close in other regions of the coun-
try . 
• The conversion of former Ri:agan 

campaign officials to the Ford camp. 
PFC spokesmen reponi:d that more 
than 30 state chairmen or co-chairmen 
who formerly worked for Reagan have 
agreed to serve in similar capacities on 
behalf of the PTesident. Others have 
joined the PFC headquarters. including 
Arlene Triplett. de;,uty comptroller. 
and James Lake. who had been Rea-
gan's press secretary and is nO\\ work-
ing with the Farmers for Ford organi-
zation. Another recent acqu isition is 
Lyn Nofziger. onetime \Vashington cor-
respondent and well-known Reagan po-
litical strategist. ..., ho is expected to 
work both with Spencer on campaign 
operations and the PFC press office. 
Above all. Reagan himself has agn:ed 
to participate in the PFCs media pru-
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DEBATES 

A long with just about everyone else, we'd endorsed the convention-
al wisdom about the desirability of the presidential campaign debates. 
And it may be that the second round will vindicate the faith, now made 
more than a bit shaky by the first of the big events at Philadelphia's 
Walnut Street theater. In discussing foreign and defense policy, the 
candidates will not, we hope, be content yet again to take refuge in 
statistics, which can prove anything except what's genuinely 
important. But deploying numbers is not the only disguise for 
banalities-though it does have the effect of making them seem 
precise. It's become a custom of our politics, ever since Robert 
McNamara appeared in Washington with his computers and flow 
charts, to equate what looks like mathematical precision with truth. 

Carter and Ford both know that's not really the case; but they relied 
on numbers rather than ideas or convictions in their first confronta-
tion anyway, probably because their pollsters and political cosmeti-
cians urged that course as a way of compensating for some perceived 
image defects . We used to read about imagery in poetry. Images now 
are what politics are about. From Mr. Ford's first response-"Now I 
don't believe Mr. Carter has been any more specific in this case than he 
has been on many other instances" -to Carter's last-" And let the 
world know ... that we still live in the greatest and strongest and best 
country on earth"-the candidates delivered what they were 
programmed to deliver. 

Anyway, the strategists were wrong. Some rhetorical points may 
have been scored-mostly by the President, we've been told, though 
we are not convinced ourselves. What neither candidate did was to 
project a vision of a just society that might have given voters a 
compelling stake in the election, some passion tie,d to hopes, bolstered 
by reason. So while Ford and Carter sparred·over the cost of 
administering the White House and the State of Georgia, the 
following issues-leaving aside any inspiring visions-were either not 
touched upon at all, or noted only in a cursory way: racial integration 
and busing, the state of our cities, national health insurance, welfare, 
gun control, agricultural policy, production priorities and the 
education crisis. By gentlemen's agreement, it appears, abortion 
would not be mentioned. Carter talked about balancing the budget by 
the end of his first term, which is incredible enough. More incredible 
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Ducking the real issues 
The first of the loudly heralded debat~s between Presi-
dent Ford and challenger Jimmy Carter was a crashing 
bore. The trouble was not just the 25¢ capacitor that 
failed and left the candidates standing in awkward 
silence for 28 minutes. The lukewarm character of the 
debate reflected the colorless, play~it-safe -campaign 
that both parties have been running. ·President Ford 
and candidate Carter are stubbornly concentrating on 
peripheral issues, refusing to come to grips with the 
major. problems. that face the country. 

This week the President was in Miami Beach, prom-
ising a convention of police chiefs to launch a "crusade" 
against crime. Jimmy Carter was in Oregon~ attacking 
the "bloated mess in Washington" and blaming busi-
ness lobbyists for--"25 or 30 years" of faltering leader-
ship in the government. · 

Neither candidate has talked hard specifics. that 
would solve the problem of stubborn structural 
unemployment in an economy with a violent infla-
tionary bias. Neither has offered a concrete program 
for dealing \vith the increasing shortage of energy in a 
nation that lias built its industry and 1ts lifestyle O'n 
extravagant _ energy use. Neither has asked _ and 
answered any questions about the breakdown of local 
government, the crisis in education, or the-threat of a 
capital sho.rtage _ and inadequate investment. Neither 
has shown any understanding of the peculiar problems 
that arise in world trade when - a market-oriented 
economy · competes with socialized or ·.semisocialized 
systems. _ · _ --.. 

These will be the crucial issues facing the next 
Administration. They will not be resolved by an 
appealing personality or a recitation of platitudes. 

The nation needs an honest debate on the issues. It is 
not getting one. This campaign is not a repeat of 
Thomas E. Dewey against Harry Truman. Nor is it 
Barry Goldwater against Lyndon Johnson. It looks 
more like Thomas E. Dewey against Thomas E. 
Dewey. 
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